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This insect is about one-tenth of
an inch long, of a black color, with broad
huff or yellowish stripes on the wing covers.
The larva or “worm” is white and
slender, with a horny, light-brown head.
Its motion is slow and awkward. The
pupa is also white, and forms an earthen
cocoon iu the soil, in which it undergoes
its transformations. The perfect insects
are very fond of the young turnip plants,
and do great injury to the seedlings when
The
they first appear above the soil.
eggs are deposited on the underside of
the foliage, and soon hatch into the
“worms" that eat their way between the
upper and lower skins of the true leaves.
The “worms” burrow rapidly for a few
days, and then drop to the ground, to
pass into the inactive pupa state. The
first brood of the “flies" appears in Mayor early June, and the second in August
or September.
Hot, dry weather is most
favorable to the beetles, as during a rain
they cannot open and use their gauzywings. On the other hand, turnips thrive
m moist weather, and ought to be hurried on in such times.
The ground
should he in the best possible condition
of tilth and fertility for a rapid grow th,
and w ith a smooth surface, so that the
least time need he taken in passing
through the seed-leaf state. The best,
plump, vigorous seed should he sown
thickly. It is well to dust the young
plants with equal parts of ..1 ashes
and land plaster.
Aii -slaked lime may
Ifb used in the same manner with good
effect.
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Education

of Women.

deride what education
need we must know what
their lives are likely to be, and what demand- life is likely to make upon them.
I.ir k::\, we know in the main, and the
contingencies are such that we may pro\ ide
against them. So large a proportion of our girls will become wives and
mothers that our only safety lies in giving all of them proper preparation for the
life of wives and mothers.
For such a life they will need, first of
a
good physical healtn. So certain and
so
imperative is tills need, and so surely
tnneglect of it result in wretchedness,
that Inattention to this matter may fairly
he called criminal.
Vet in no other particular. perhaps, is the education of girls
more generally neglected or more frequently misdirected. There is not only
to. Il:t’i
systematic effort made to edugirls' bodies into supple robustness,
an
;■ give stamina and buoyancy to
’I, r
ai-t.unions, but there is, too com:
positi' edm ation in iil health
t. ’ilea:.
Very much that is most
!"r jii’s is directly producil> ...
:
ill icaltb, weakness, and want of
c
iii.'iia. The c.are given to the complex
I. !..
:
ox..tuple, by which too many
n. *;ln is mean only the whiteness of the
'■'«
-a;!., i't »l i l!! ill \
'1
lVStl’aints
which break down the nervous system,
impair vitality. ami invite invalidism.
1 I
.- not a le.-ture on hygiene, and it is
out
purpo-e to -UggoSt the
pert
..per by gieiiic got eniaiice ol gats' Ihes.
W
seek old;, to emphasize tile imp.i!'our

.ve

can

d.iiigld'-rs

■

a.ee .a pi "per physical training as a
neee-sary pH!; ol ! lie I ducat ion of gil Is.
As u ive- and mot lie! s our girls are to
be. d, Addison's jilirase, “the ceineul of
-oriei;.W 'lauit their purity* ami grace,
and in’a iiigence and good temper, society would crumble to pieces. It will he
ill. ir task to kceji the world sweet and
wholesome; to create, regulate, and
maintain social intercourse of a graceful,
proiitablc kind: to make life worth li\ ing.
It will be theirs to make homes with the
material means which men furnish ; to
turn mere dwelling-hon-es into centres of
iti.e ii.e domestic life.
I pmi tiiem
tiii. :i. w i
fa!! the duty of oi naint rting
lit.-, eultivatin. the woi id's taste, keeping
Its moral nature alive, and inspiring the
: ieii el
: licit
gem rath n with high and
worthy conception- of purity and duty.
It will be them.- o entertain the World,
too. and to amuse it in profitable ways;
t" minister in all womanliness to its mor; o
pl.ys'i'al. and i.'i'.eilcctr.ai health and
Women only can create that
comfort.
t'ti
and wlioicsoine atmosphere in
.- iii<'ii
.a an-tie life
springs into existence
and -row-.
Above all and beyond all in
importance, these girls whom we are educating must hear and rear the next geu• iat:■ >n
of men and women, and upon
their title -- to discharge this task well
tlm character f the future men and women of America depends.
tur civilization is founded absolutely
;o
wh"i!y upon the family, and the wile
.i:i<i mother determines the character and
life of the family.
Is it not worth our
while, therefore—nay, is it not our highto take
est and most imperative duty
raie that our girls, upon whose shoulders
~r T tasks as these are
presently to fall,
shall he fitted by every means in our
power for the due and happy discharge of
Is it not crimfunctions so important
inal folly for us to treat their education
a- nothing more than a preparation for
the frivolous life of the ball-room ? And
is it any whit wiser for us to push them
into wearing competition with men in
university work, to the neglect of aught
that belongs by right of life’s need to
their own proper education ?
As a preparation for such duties as we
have outlined above, girls need both moral and intellectual culture of a kind which
neither any fashionable girls’ school nor
any university in the land provides or
can provide.
They need, above all, the
training of home life and home influences
this far more than scholastic discipline,
far more than what we term accomplish■

—

meins.

We do not complain that either the
laslnuiiable schools or the universities
teach girls more than is good for them in
either of these directions, but that they
neglect to teach much that is of greater
necessity as a preparation for life than
anything that they do teach.
1'he woman who is to be happy and
useful as the maker and mistress of a
home must know the. art of home making
and home ruling. Yet how very small a
place is given to the teaching of these
arts in our schemes of education for girls!
We should call that man a fool who hoped to see his sou successful as a merchant
or hanker hut neglected to have him instructed in the principles of arithmetic
and book-keeping.
But thousands of
girls are married even tear who do not
know how to make a loaf of bread, or to
set a table, 01 to iron a napkin, or to
make .1 bed becomingly.
Is it expected
that servants shall do these things? So
the young man who is to he made into a
merchant or hanker will have his bookkeepers to write out his accounts and
make his arithmetical calculations for
him, hut he must understand these processes for himself, or he will be at the
.Moreover, in the
mercy of his servants.
woman’s case, there may not always he
sen ants or the means with which to command their services, and their incompetence at best needs the supervision of a
mistress skilled in all their arts. This
seems

a

homely matter, doubtless,

to

those persons who see the complete salvation of women in university education,
hut it is a matter which touches the happiness ol women themselves, and closely
concerns the well-being of a world whose
‘whole life centres in and is founded upon
the home. It is not too much to say that
no

girl ought

ever

to come to

maturity

without having acquired both skill and
taste in every art of the household, or
that no woman deficient in this particular can man \ without serious risk to her
own happiness and to that of the persons
about her. It does nobody any harm for
the mistress of a household to know how
to calculate an eclipse, but it is disastrous for her to he herself eclipsed by her
Bridget. [Geo. Cary Eggleston, in Harper’s Magazine for July.
Insects

Injurious

to

the

Turnip.

l)r. Halsted asserts in the July American Agriculturist that
nearly all of the
insects which attack the cabbage in its
early growth, also prey upon the turnip.
Among these are the caterpillars of a
number of “Cabbage butterflies,” easilyrecognized by their whitish wings, with
black markings, ami lazy, lumbering
flight. The Harlequin Cabbage-bug is a

many plants
cabbages, rad-

|

Apart.

I’ar

on

ishes, mustard, turnips, etc. The greatest damage to the turnip crop is done by
the Striped-Turnip beetle (Hallim-.strio-
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old bridge you hear
The waves make music as they pass:
And winding io the elm tree near,
You see the pathway through the grass
Where we were wont to walk, alas!

Beneath the

quaint

The river wanders

of old
Beneath the shade of willow trees;
The sunlit waters gleam like gold.
And ripple to the gentle breeze;
But I am far from thee and these!
as

The sky bends over, broad and blue.
And in the soft and mellow light
You tread the lane our footsteps knew
In former times, when days were bright;
Do these days bring such sweet delight?
And still that lane with grass is green.
With fragrant flowers the banks are fair;
In golden gloss and silver sheen
The bees still haunt the balmy air:
But will fail to find me there.

Again, perchance, I may not

see.

rttstliug rows of willow
(Which lent a leafy canopy
The

trees.

When we strolled underneath at ease;)
For 1 am far from thee and these.

Our joys forsake 11s. Soon does spring
Bass by and for the summer call;
Soon do the birds lose heart to sing,
When fading leaves in autumn fall;
And winter is the end of all.

Uncle
1»Y

ltl'-llUO A

Abel.

UAlil'IM, DAVIS.

It is proper, I believe, to symbolize a
town or country by the figure of a young
woman ; but if Tarry town had ever chosen
a presiding genius, it must have taken
the shape of Abel Dowrex. lie was Tar
rytown itself. All the bigotry, the intolerable self-conceit, and the kindly feelj ing of that mountain village, lived and
moved in the lean figure of the old bachelor.
The Dowrexes were in Tarrytown at
the beginning; and the beginning of
The Sheep Scab.
Tarrytown ran dimly back, we all vagueScab in sheep is one of the most troub- ly felt, behind pre-liistoric ages. The
if we had ever heard of him,
lesome diseases with w hich the shepherd cave-man,
would have been held as a modern interhas to contend. The cause of the disloper beside our old families.
It was President Madison, I think,
ease is a minute insect, .1mm xmbin,
which burrows under the epidermis, pro- who gave the post office to one of the
later Dowrexes, and a member of the
ducing irritation of the skin. Small wafamily had held the post ever since.
tery blisters soon form, which finally be- Thiele Abel had been our postmaster for
come dry and encrusted,
forming the forty years. No other Democrat would
scab proper. These being produced in have taken the office while he lived, and
various parts of the body cause the wool there was not a Whig in the town to take
it.
The one street of the village ran, as
to become matted, and the sheep, to relieve the itching or irritation, rub against everybody knows, down one steep hill
fences, post^, etc., and tear their wool in- and up another. The old Dowrex house,
bedded in its orchard and garden, stood
to shreds, giving them a wretched apThe disease is rapidly spread in the bottom of the cup, in the very cenp ai.mc".
ter of everything.
m a Hock where healthy sheep come in
Sitting in his porch
under the big sycamore, tilted back in
contact with these fences, posts, etc., for
the eggs of the mite, or the mite itself, j bis hickory chair, Abel could look up
may be readily transferred from the j either slope into the front yard of every
sheep to the fence and from the fence to | house in town. Whenever Squire Plunsheep again. Hence it will hardly be kett's wife, in the big house on the top
necessary to caution against allowing of the hill, had chicken pie for dinner,
healthy sheep to he in the same pen or she would hang a red bandanna handkerfield with scabby ones. The only meth- chief on the pump bundle, which was the
od of ridding the diseased sheep of the sign for Abel to come up
Everybody
scab is, to dip them into a liquid which knew how fond he was of chicken pie,
will peiicpratc and soften the scabby por- and everybody sent for him when that
tions, and even then it is often necessary good Pennsylvania dish was on the table.
tomb these places with something rough, Tarrytown was a hospitable place. It was
the univ ersal habit to lay one more cover
to open the scabs, and let the liquid take
than was needed for every meal, "in ease
A sheep dip made of one ounce
effect.
of sulphur and four of tobacco to a gal- somebody should drop in;" and we droplon of water, has been found very effec- ped in on each other incessantly. Notive.
In the water, which should he at body was so likely to come as the grave
the boiling point, steep tobacco stems or postmaster, his lean shanks lost in the
leaves, and add the sulphur later; then I baggy, nut-colored clothes, and his brown j
allow the liquid to cool down, when the wig set, like a thatch, atop of the wizensheep may be immersed.
[American ed face, and nobody was more welcome.
Hut when anybody was in trouble or ;
Agtk ulturist for July.
“out of sorts,” and wanted heartening, ]
The Farm Dairy.
he was sure to iiud his way down to the I
Mr. .J. \V. Darrow writes as follows Dowrex house near to supper time.
•
Tossing the porch, you came to I'ncle
upon an important topic in the American Abel in his warm, snug little office, seated with some old crony over the fire.
Agriculturist for July
In the average farm dairy, too little at- His father had sat in that split-hack
Abel
tention is given to the management of chair, with its sheep-skin cushion.
milk. The introduction of what may he took it the day the old squire died, and
termed “the home made creamy system," then and there became the head of the
At his back was the cherryhas proved a wonderful boon to many family.
fanners. Such as do not invest in tin- wood case, with its twenty pigeon-holes,
patented creameries, need some artificial in which, time out of mind, a Dowrex
method for keeping the milk and cream had kept the letters of Tarrytown. Preat a proper temperature.
A neighboring cisely as the clock struck six the tea-bell
For fifty years,” Abel
farmer has for several years-kept milk in tingled inside.
was used to say. "the tea-bell has rung
a cellar-tank, which is supplied from an
adjoining pond of pure water. Into this on the stroke of six. I have brought
water-tank, cans, 20 inches deep, are Sister Sarah into tolerably regular habset so that the water comes to within its, though she is still inclined to he gidtwo inches of the top, and they are left
dy. These girls, you know !”
Aunt Sarah was two years younger
uncovered, to allow the animal heat to
As the tea-bell rang, she
pass oil'. A thermometer, occasionally than Abel.
plunged in to the water, enables him to opened the door and stood on the thresregulate the temperature, which should he hold with, “Conte, brother,” dropping a
at about <12 degrees, and as a result, the
welcoming courtesy to the inevitable
cream rises,to a depth of from two to three
“dropper-in.” There were not many
inches, in the can. The tank was built, hints of giddiness in the frail old tigure,
and water conducted to it, at a small ex- with its brown gown and white handkerpense, which has been amply repaid, as chief, or the sweet smiling face set in
Hut it was Abel's
the quantity of cream greatly exceeds bands of white hair.
that produced by the old method, of set- humor to consider her as still the gay and
ting in shallow pans. By some such frivolous young beauty whom our grandmothers remembered.
means as this the farm dairy may he
The keeping-room behind the office
made a profitable adjunct to general
was Aunt Sarah's domain.
There was
farming.
the glittering brass tender and scuttle
Saving Seeds. If one waits until his (every lump of coal in it washed and
Phlox, Pansy, iialsaiu, and some other wiped before it was admitted to that
seeds are ripe, he. will gather none. spotless retreat) there were her geraniThese plants and others have a way of ums in the window, and her rockingbursting their capsules as soon as ripe, chair and Bible, and Jay's Devotions;
and throwing the seeds as far as possible. and there was the cosy table spread, and
The only way to manage these is to take a cup of tea such as no other pot ever
them as soon as the seed vessel is fully brewed, and Hannah bringing in her faformed and shows signs of maturity, and mous griddle cakes lrorn the kitchen.
put them where they can scatter with- Hannah was as gray and feeble as her
out loss.
We have used wire sieves to mistress, but she had been known as
Dowrex’s “bound girl'1 for half a century.
cover such seed pods, and found them to
work admirably.
It is necessary for one The dish of gossip waiting for you was as
Never had a
who would save seeds, whether for his tine in quality as the tea.
own use or for sale, to
study the habit of black mark been left on the character of
each plant, see what its natural mode of any human being by a single word of this
distributing its seed is, and anticipate it. gentle old couple,,vet they handled in
Let us remark here, as we have often their talk every day the lives of all Tardone belore, that it is best to sow the rytown for generations. They hadnothseeds of herbaceous perennials as soon ingelse to think of. They had never been
as they ripen.
They will give plants twenty miles from home; they cared nothsufficiently large to winter over and they ing for books. The United States, Engwill generally bloom in spring.
[Agri- land, Asia, were in fact to them only so
culturist.
many splatches of color on the maps.
the world was
indeed,
iarrytown.
Leaven itself, to which their mother and
Brighton (Jattie market.
so many familiar folk—Plunketts and
Tuesday, July 10.
Amount of stock at market: Cattle, 1472; sheep
Fairlambs and Bassetts- had gone, was
ami lambs, 0,'»70; fat hogs, 12,200.
a much more real
Prices of beef cattle 4c loo tb live weight, extra
place and nearer to
quality, $0 12*2 g(> 02>a ; first, $>>’>0(j(J 00; second, Abel than any foreign country. “Father
£•'» (Hiu‘) TP*; third, $4 121* «4 S7.1,'; poorest grades
Las five children, Sarah and me are here
of ciiarse oxen, hulls, etc.,
00g4 00.
and the others have gone on to the Good
Brighton Hides, Se 4? lb; Brighton Tallow, o 4
lb.
&
u7,4c^tt»; Country Hides, light ones, 0&ipae
Man
was his homely
h avy, 7 fj7‘ac 4? lb ; Oountrv Tallow, 4^4 *-*«• & tt»;
way f stating it.
(‘aIf Skins, Il«12**c4p tb; Wool skins, *1.00fl2 0o;
Being an idle man, for he had a little
Lambskins, uOfjboc each; sheep skins, 20/j2'>eeach.
income which kept him comfortably, and
sheep and Laml)s-Western sheep cost, lauded at
the slaughter houses, from <»‘4 <j7c, and Lambs 7gsc
having no knowledge of books or any
science or craft, all of his energy and
j b* tb, live weight.
swine—Western fat hogs cost this week
«7c 4?
large tenderness and sympathy went,
It), live weight.
during his whole life, to his neighbors.
The mere fact that ail of their intercourse
Don't be Alarmed
with the outside world came through him
hi Bright's Disease, Diabetes, or any disease of the
him a peculiar hold on them, lie
gave
liver
or urinary organs, as Hop Bitters
kidneys,
indexed their lives by his pigeon-holes.
will certainly and lastingly cure you, and it is the
only thing that will.
“That’s the Bassett box,” tapping on
Poker is a game which nobody plays, but it is althe gilt “45.’’ “I used to put the old
most impossible to find a man who doesn’t know all
judge’s love letters in that. One every
•about it.
Cure Yourself.
Don’t pay large doctor’s bills. The best medical
book published, 100 pages, elegant colored plates,
will he sent you

pay postage.
ton, Mass.

on

receipt

Address

of two
cent stamps to
A. P. Ordway & Co., Bos-

A western magistrate, named Pitcher, is
and hearty at 89.
It’s evident that Pitcher
gone often to the well.

sound
hasn’t

ilev. T. Marshall West, Kllicott City, Mr>.,
‘I have used Brown’s Irown Bitters for
dys-

says :

pepsia and debility and have been benefited.”

The Geese is the name of a Brooklyn club of
young ladies. It will no doubt have quite an event-

Monday, though postage

was

ten

cents

Katherine Dix, down in
the lady, mother of Henry
1 remember the first letter hr
Bassett.
writ to his cousin Susy, her as he married. Tut! he told me all about it when
nobody in Tarrytown suspicioueda thing.
‘Abel,’ he says, giving me the letter privately, ‘wish me good luck !’ Well, he had
it. Tut! the letter’s I’ve stamped and
put in the bag and throw an old shoe
after, so to speak ! Folks mostly tell me
what they’re writing about when it’s of
then.

Miss

Bently,

was

hiss-story.
importance.”
Diphtheria poisons the blood. Convalescents !
That was quite tr ue. Oddly enough,
should take Hood’s Sarsaparilla to neutralize and
eradicate the poison matter.
all ol the boys and girls in their love affairs made a confidant of the ugly, be"
Fruits of the seas on—Wrecks.
Cutting up
shines”—The worker in precious stones.
wigged bachelor, and when there was
sickness or trouble in any house, the
A Vexed Clergyman.
first messenger sent for was Uncle Abel.
Even the patience of Job would become exhausted were he a preacher and endeavoring to interest
“D’ye see that box? Number nine?
his audience while they were keeping up an incesThere was a queer letter came in that
sant coughing, making it impossible for him to be
heard. Yet, now very easy can all this be avoided once.
The widow Fairlamb’s Zack ran
by simply using Dr. King’s New Discovery for Con- off to sea, left a note
sayin' he had gone
sumption, Coughs and Colds. Trial Bottles given
to embark on the brig Victory, Haines,
away at K. 11. Moody’s Drug Store.
ful

master. She was a sickly little body,
and Zack was all she had, so nobody
had the hear; to tell her it was a good
riddance. But we all thought it.
lie
was a lazy dog, Zack.
She got a map
and she wrote letters to every seaport
where American ships would put in; directed to ‘llnited States Brig Victory,
Haines, master,’ begging him to come
home. I encouraged her, though 1 kuowed it was of I no use.
But it kept her
alive, you see. I gave her that box,
number nine, and I says, ‘As sure as a
letter comes I'll put it there,’ says 1. She
come every mail day, and would look in
and away again without a word. So Sister Sarah and; the neighbors they heard
of it and they fell into the habit of putting a trifle in j a pound of tea, or a bunch
of sage or balih, or a pic, or the like. So
it went on for1 five years, and that poor
1
soul had sent put hundreds of letters.
reckon most of her earnings went in postage. When onj} day Sam drove up in the
buggy with the mare, who should get
out of it but Zack, big and fat and a
goatee on his chin. He hadn’t been to
sea at all, but had gone down to Alle
glmny country and set to work rafting to
‘I’ve
Orleans and had a streak of luck.
as pretty a farm and house at McKccr
port as yi u’d wish to see,’ be said, ‘and
I’ve come home for mother!' So I told
him about the box.
‘There she comes,
down the hill,’1 said, and then nothing
would suit him but he must go inside and
hide.
Zack altvays was a crazy, joking
fellow. And when she looked in the box
there was his red face staring out at her.
That,” Abel would say,” taking oil' bis
wig to rub his shining pate, “was as
pleasant a day (is I ever enjoyed. After
they were gone, Doc Hippie took the
box.”
“One of the Hippies went astray, I
think ?” somebody ventured.
But Abel’s face was stolid.
“They are
all doing well, the Hippies.
Fine, pithy
men,” was his reply.
But everybody in Tarrytown knew
that when Joe iHippie took to drinking
and was turned out of doors by his father,
old Abel followed tlie boy and found
him in the swamp, carried him home,
and nursed him hack to life. More than
that, he and Sarah kept Joe for four
months in their house, maintaining so
strict a watch over him day and night
that lie could not get a drop of liquor.
Everybody knew, too, the sacrifice which
it must have been to the orderly, dainty
old people to bring this poor drunkard
with his filthy habits to their hearth.
But the result was that Joe was cured
and actually became the “line, pithy
man” in whom Abel exulted.
When the war broke out halt a dozen
young Eairlum js and Bassetts went
down to Philadelphia to join the Northern
i am afraid that this fact was
army,
Uncle Abel’s (inly clear idea of the
He cared nothing for slavery
matter.

1883._NUMBER

hear that canticle which tells of the
“holy and humble men of heart who
praise the Lord, and maguify Him forever,” I go back to ignorant old Abel
Dowrex, and the irrevocable tit? with
which he bound together tho people of
his native village.
[The Congregatiou-

alist.

Scientitlc

met in the

house.

“Frank. *'

A SHEPHERD DOG THAT SERVES PAPERS AND
KI NS ERRANDS—HIS CAREER FROM PUPPYHOOD.

“That clog f You mean that clog over
there with the papers in his mouth ?
Why sir, you couldn’t buy that dog. I've
been ottered over $100 for him, hut !
wouldn’t sell. Why, lie’s got more downright intelligence in that black head of
his than any hoy 1 can get to do the same
work.
Been serving newspapers for
three years, sir, and it’s a picnic fur him
every day. Why, I’ve seen him leave a
good fat bone to go and carry papers; he
likes it that well.
No, sir ; a man would
have to reach down pretty deep in his
clothes to buy that dog.”
Newsdealer Kessler, who does business
at Hart lane and Kensington avenue,
whistled to a coal-black shepherd dog
across the street when he had finished
his eulogy, and, in response to the summons, the animal bounded across the
cobble stones and sat down on his
haunches to wait for orders. It was a
handsome dog, one of the well-fed, goodnatured, frolicsome kind, and seemed to
take great pleasure in helping its master
to deliver the afternoon newspapers.
Every boy in that portion of the city
has a personal acquaintance in the dog,
and in almost every house the old residents point out to Strangers “the dog
that carries newspapers.’’ And yet the
animal’s pedigree is unknown.
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mineral

presently
Sagacious

Mining.

A few evenings since, a couple of mining men, both strangers to each other,

development
one

of the

on

the

of the west, and
remarked, “If

men

yon want to see mining on a big scale,
go to South l'tah.”
“How big?” said the other, quietly.
“Why, the Pig Hole mine that i am
connected with, has the deepest shaft
and the biggest workings in the world.”
“flow deep f” said the little old man.
“Vou can’t measure it, because if we
stopped work long enough to see how deep
the shaft was, it would materially inter
fere with the bullion product.
When a
boy falls down that shaft he strikes the
bottom a grandfather.”
“Vou must have a big pay-roll ?”
“We used to send money down to the
hands in cages until the workings got so
deep that we didn’t get the winter account
settled until way along in the spring. So
we started a bank and telegraphed money orders, that system saved us such an
awful wear and tear on the cages. The
miners live down there and rear their

just

families.

They got an underground city
bigger’n Salt Lake, with a regular charter and municipal elections twice a year
and have horse racing every Saturday.
Finest four mile track in the world, fit
with electric light. No mud, no dust,
always in the same condition. Perfect
paradise for sports. What do vou think
of that for a mine
Here the stranger, who was a Californian, threw his leg carelessly over the
arm of a chair, and
lighting a fresh cigar,
replied in a deep, earnest tone:
“I don’t think much of your mine.
You work too much for small results.
When your mine plays out you have a lot
of old machinery on your hands, and
where are you ? You mine after primitive methods, like all new countries.
It
takes experience and beadwork to tackle
the industry in the proper shape.
With
your mine you must he on the ground in
person, and have any amount of men to
look after this department or that. Now,
I have a bigger mine than yours.
It is
located, in storey county somewhere in
the northern part, I believe, and I run it
quite up to the handle with one or two
assistants.”“How deep might the shaft be?”
“It might lie pretty deep if I allowed
the men to rush forward and overdo the
thing, but at present there is no shaft at
all.”
“Hoisting works up ?”
“No; no hoisting works—not if I know
it.
You can fool away a good deal of
good, hard coin on hoisting works.”
“How in thunder do you run your
mine t”
“On the assessment plan, sir.
That's
the latest and most improved method.
We have a map of the mine hung up in
the company’s office, made by one of the
most competent artists on the coast.
Now, when we have a good map of the
lower workings we don’t need any works
to speak of.
I keep a man in Virginia
at 8(10 a month to superintend the location and write weekly letters, and I stay
in San Francisco in my office on Fine
street, and levy the assessments every
sixty days; that’s as often as the law allows.
I'm the president, board of trustees, secretary, treasurer and everything
-more especially the treasurer. Of course
1 draw the salaries for all the olfices, and
when I get through drawing salaries I
turn the rest over to the agent in Virginia
to pay off the hands.
By not employing
any hands, he saves enough to pay himself. This is what 1 call scientific mining,
sir. You get the silver out of the pockets
of stockholders and leave the argentiferous and auriferous deposits in your claim
for your children, who can go right ahead
and develop the mine,just as soon as the
public quit putting up, which isn't at all
likely to happen. As soon as a man drops
on the game he dies, and the newcomers
all have to learn for themselves. As long
as people are being horn in Nevada and
California my mine will ran on like a
chronometer clock.”
“But,” said the Utah man, “my style
of mining keeps lots of men at work.’’
“So does mine,”quoth the Holden (bite
chap. “Thousands of men are working
night and day to pay the assessments. It
keeps the country as busy asa bee-hive,”
and the speaker sauntered to the telegraph office to order assessment No. Uti.
[Denver (Col.) News.

Three or four years ago, while Mr.
Kessler was going his rounds with the
evening papers one cold and stormy
winter's night, he came upon a whining
puppy in a vacant lot. It had a mean,
half-starved, half-sick, miserable look,
but Mr. Kessler, never thinking that he
might possibly be harboring a worthless
cur, took it in his arms and carried it
home.
Liberal quantities of meat and
bread and milk soon put some life in the
trembling body, and as the animal began
to feel the effects of a full tneal and kind
treatment, Mr. Kessler noticed that it
had an intelligent look, and was exceedingly well-behaved. He determined to
give it a trial, the result of which has
been that the friendless, half-starved,
kieked-about puppy has developed into
one of the most intelligent and valuable
of dogs.
“I've often thought,” said Mr. Kessler,
“that a great many men would turn out
as the dog did if they only had the shadow of a chance; but here, I'll show you
how he works. Now, here are four or
or States rights! or polities or anything
else so far outside of Tarrytown.
•■The five papers, all of different kinds. One
South” only meaiit to him Charley Plunk-* goes to Mr. Mason, one to Mr. O'Hern,
ett, who thirty years ago had gone to another to Mrs. Schwab and the fourth
Texas, and the! Squire’s cousin Jane, one to Mr. Bryce, who lives a block away
who had taught and married in Georgia. and is the last on the list. I take Bryce’s
That the hoys should go to fight these paper as it comes in the package and
fold it into a quarter-size. Then I lay
kinsfolk was terrible in his eyes.
In the second j winter Hie women of it on a table and fold Mrs. Schwab's
Tarrytown made kip some boxes of eom- paper a size smaller, O’llern’s a size
forts for “the boys," blankets, mittens, smaller than that, and Mason’s the
jellies and every kind of cake. When smallest of the lot. Then 1 put the largo
they were ready,; a town meeting was paper underneath, and range the others
held, and it was decided that somebody so that the small paper comes on top.
must go with the boxes to Georgetown,
SERVING HIS CUSTOMERS.
where thev were in camp.
With one
I'he dog takes the lidded papers in
accord Uncle Abel was named as the his mouth and starts off
up the street.
“It would seem like At
proper messenger.
house he mounts the steps
Bryce’s
Tarrytown itself coming, to them poor and rattles the door-knob with his front
fellows,” the Widow Basset said sobbing. feet, and, if he hears the servant-girl
So Abel
went, and the town met
coming, he drops the first paper and
together once a week to read his letters, goes on to Mrs. Schwab’s, where he lewhich usually covered twenty pages of
peats the same operation, and from there
letterpress and were full of details con- on to the end. lie never misses a house
cerning every hoy. Aunt Sarah and and never gets a paper wrong. In that
Hannah then became their proud cusrespect he is better than any boy 1 could
todians and were ltiever tired of reading hire.
He never forgets any thing, for he
them to all who flame, or talking them has a
memory as sharp as a cross-cut
over line by line.
1 serve papers on one side of the
saw.
The regiment wiijs ordered into Virgin- street and he on the
other.
My customia, hut Abel remained in Washington. ers very soon learned to look for the dog
Month after month passed and yet he did the same as
they used to look for me.
not come home.
Every week came a
"But that isn’t all the dog can do in
letter, cheerful, evfm joking, full of the the newspaper trade. He not only denews and gossip of the capital.
Squire livers the papers, but he collects the
Plunkett was beginning to teaze Aunt
money on his route. All the customer
Sarah about the frisky propensities which has to do is to
wrap up the money in a
Uncle Abel had developed at this late small
of paper, and he will carry it
piece
day, when one morning a letter in a home safe enough. Also, in that respect
strange hand arrived addressed to “The he is better than nine boys out of ten. I
Minister of the Presbyterian Church at don’t have to bother
myself watching for
Tarrytown.” It was from the surgeon the street-car that brings the papers
of a hospital iu Washington aud stated
from down town ; the dog knows what's
What Are Sun-Spots!'
that, three mouths before, an old man to be done, and he goes down the street
named Dowrex had been brought in, to meet the car
The great atmosphere of the sun,
every day at a certain
suffering from a lingering disease which hour. Although the bundle is a big lift
whose
breath is tiame, is yet, says Mr.
threatened to end fatally,
lie endured for him he
brings it to the store, and can
agonies of pain, and, the surgeon had hardly wait for me to get my coat >n to Proctor, so cool compared with its indiscovered, had resolved to remain in the go out on the route.
tensely glowing surface that it absorbs
hospital and to die there in order to
“Besides doing the work of a new s- a large proportion of his light as well as
spare liis sister the sight of his suffering. paper carrier,” continued .Mr. Kessler, as of his heat.
But while the general ab“There is but one Chance in a hundred he finished the
afternoon, delivery and sorptive action of the sun is wonderful,
of recovery, and that depends on careful
entered his store, “the dog does the the story is still more wonderful which
nursing.” The letter continued, “Here work of an ordinary messenger boy
He the spectroscope has to tell about the
he has neither the care nor comfort which will
carry small packages, go to the specific absorptive effects due to its conis necessary, the hospital being only a
stitution
We find that whereas in our
stores on errands for Mrs. Kessler, or do
temporary one intended for wounded almost anything but talk. Now I’ll send air the vapor of water is present (to conin
soldiers
transitu. Dowrex refused
dense into water drops and form clouds
him after meat.”
to give me
his sister’s address, and
at certain levels, and to change to ice
THE
l)Ot;
GOES
SHOPPING.
hence 1 am forced to direct as I have
crystals and form cirrus at high levels),
The
done.”
money for the purchase was in the sun the atmosphere is laden with
Never had such a thunderbolt de- wrapped in a small piece of paper and the
vapors of iron, copper, zinc, sodium,
scended on Tarrytown. 'l'here was not given to tlie dog, and in a few minutes
magnesium, and like elements, to form
a man in the town who would not
gladly the animal was clamoring for admittance clouds ol metallic drops, great gatherhave set oil' to Washington that night; to the butcher shop down the street.
ings of metallic crystals, while the rains
but a committee of live, headed by The meat was well covered with brown that
pour down toward the congealed
Squire Plunkett, finally took the man- paper and thrust into the dog's mouth, true globe of the sun are mighty showers
agement of the affair on themselves, and and in less time than ahoy would require ol molten metal. When the hurricane
actually started on this tremendous ex- to hunt for his hat and coat the errand occurs in the sun, the clouds which form
pedition by sundown. After they were was finished, the dog opening and closing the sun’s surface are swept along, or
Mr. whirled
gone a strange waiting hush fell on the the latch-door of the store himself.
around, not at the rate at which
village. We understood for the tirst Kessler then produced a small bag.
we measure our storms, but with a vetime what a large share old Abel had
“Now, Frank,” said he, addressing the locity compared with which their swiftheld in our lives. The coarsest boy in dog, “go to the feed-store and bring feed est motion is at rest. The
solar tornathe hamlet seemed to appreciate the for the pigeons.”
does rage, not over a few hundred square
The
was
and
carried
to
the
of
sacrifice brought in the letter,
store,
bag
story
miles, but over regions as large as the
and to know what illness and death after being tilled was being taken home, whole surface of the
earth, over hunamong strangers in the bare wards of an when a large coach dog darted out of a dreds, even thousands of millions of
house
The
newsand
a
started
be
to
the
old
man
light.
army hospital would;
square miles; and they travel over these
whose life lay so deep rooted among dealer’s dog bore the assault patiently enormous
regions at a rate of not so
his home and old tieighbors.
In the for a while, but, seeing that the coach
many miles per hour or tier minute, but
live days that passed before he came, dog had an old grudge to settle, laid the of
many miles, sometimes more than a
every one of those old neighbors was bag carefully in a corner of a doorstep hundred miles in every second of time
busy iu preparation for him. Every and gave his undivided attention to the
Such storms are in progress now, when
comfort which housekeepers in Tarry- combat, which was short but decisive. In we see the
spots upon the sun. Such
town had accumulated for generations the space of two minutes the coach dog storms tell us of the
activity of that great
retired
with
a
a
down
to
bad eye and
the Dowrex house,
was carried
mangled central engine whose throbs are the lifeand, without Aunt Sarah's knowledge, jaw. He had become jealous, Mr. Kess- beats of the solar system.
We measure
ler said, of the fame of the shepherd and the sun’s
a sum was raised sufficient to bring the
work perforce, by our own
mos't skillful surgeon in Philadelphia up had determined for revenge, but with forms of work.
We speak of this emisto meet him on Ins arrival.
Aunt Sarah, disastrous results.
sion of light and heat as corresponding
as the tension on her
“Say, Mr. Kessler,” said a boy who to what would result from the burning
gjrew extreme, only
became more quiet.
She moved about, came into the store as the dog came back of eleven thousand millions of millions of
gently arranging his chair, and the pipe with the pigeon feed, “mother wants to tons of the finest coal in every second of
beside it, for the thousandth time, say- know if she can borrow your dog.”
time.
But what mind can conceive the
“Borrow my dog!” replied Mr. Kessler. real
ing: “Only let him get into his own
of that mighty orb which
vitality
chair and it will be al right ! It’s home “What for?”
seems so silent and still in our skies?
Abel wants.”
“Why, she’s going over to her sister’s, The throbbing of the great engine which
When they carried liiin in and placed and she wants to send back a package.” beats out light and life to the whole
“Yes, she can have the dog; but why family of planets can only be seen by the
him on the old sheej -skin cushion, he
looked at Sarah, then at the pigeon-holes don’t you go ?”
mind’s eye, and as yet that eye is no
“Oh, mother says it would take me all more
and then at the crowd of kind faces
capable of seeing the distant milaround him andnoddec , closing his eyes day, and I'd be sure to lose the package. lions of suns which the great
gauging
She’ll rather have the dog.”
with a smile of unspeakable content,
[Philadel- telescopes of the llerschels bring within
Times.
“It’s the first look of real life lie’s phia
our ken.
Nor can the mental ear harken to the
given,” said Squire Plunkett, “1 shouldn’t
Two “commercial tourists” met in the depot
wonder if we kept him lifter all.”
and tumult with which the work
uproar
the other day. “Hello. Charley,” says No. 1,
We did keep him.
Whether it was
of the great central engine is accom“haven’t seeii you in an age. What are you dothe skill of the great su -geon, or the care ing now?” “Oh! I'm in the same old
line,” re- plished, or imagine what would be heard
of his old neighbors o the mere air of sponds No. 2. “With the same house!” “Yes, if one could visit that spot which looks
home that cured lnm, 1 do not know. same old concern, tut situated a little different- like a tiny speck on the sun’s surface,
Hut at the end of six months he was ly.” “How is that?” “Well, I’ve got an inter- and, passing below the limits of the solar
est?” “Is that so? How long since?” “Since
going up and down t ie shady streets, the first of the month.” “Let me congratulate air so that sound waves could reach him,
hale and happy as ever.
you.” “Yes, the old man told me I’d got to could lind (as assuredly he would if he
Hut all this w'as twenty years ago. take an interest in the business this year or quit. could live at a temperature which turns
Abel and Aunt Sarah long ago have So I took the interest.”
the hardest metal into vapor) all forms
to us—the roar of the
“gone on" to .join their old friends, w ho
Acquaintance with God is not a speculative of noise known
live beyond the silence.
knowledge, built on abstracted reasonings about typhoon, the crash of thunder, even the
Since then I have sien the workings His nature and essence, such as philosophical hideous groaning of the earth-throe—surof Christianity in large jommuuities and minds often busy themselves in, without reap- passes a million-fold by what takes place
ing from thence any advantage towards regu- within
among people of eultire and powerful lating their passion, but practical
every square mile of that disturbknowledge.
intellect. Hut wkeuovor on Sunday 1
ed region.
[Atterbury.
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Lobsters.

tinction with us <>f this shellfish as an article of
food for the multitude. Specimen lobsters
may he obtained a generation hence, but their
rarity will make them a delicacy which those
only can possess who are willing to pay a very
iiigii price for them. Within the last ten years
the market price of lobsters has advanced 200
or Mi 10 per cent., and is all the time increasing.
Still another feature is the relative small size
of those that are now caught. Thirty yearago it was not nil uncommon thing to sec lobsters exposed for sale which weighed ten
pounds and over, and the average weight of
those which were deemed tit for the market
could not havi been less than three pound-,
At the present time a lobster weighing; three
pounds is looked upon as an uncommonly large
shellfish. The variety of food procurable by
those of moderate means is not so large that |
we can afford to part with any article upon the ;
list, and, unless rigorous restrictions are enforced, we shall have to include lobsters in the
class of dainties reserved for rich or the extravagant. Now. no one would wish to throw oh- !
stai les in the way of any legitimate business
pursuit, if it were not necessary for the good
of the entire community; but we should exhibit very little of our accustomed prudence
and common sense if, for a -n ail profit to
comparatively few individuals, we permit a
species of fish which has furnished a cheap an I
abundant supply of food to be exterminated.
At the present time, on tlie coast of Maim there
are numerous canning
factories, w lieli, for the
purpose of furnishing not only America, hut
Europe, Asia and Africa, with lobsters, are
packing up annually millions of diminutive
fishes, ami are destroying hundreds of the finest
breeding places that "were ever known.
M ile legislation of the state upon this subject
is peculiarly faultv. M'wo vears ago a law \\apa-se,| prohibiting the catching cf lobsters
within the waters of Massachusetts from the
20til of Millie to the 20th of September of each
year, and also the sale or possession o-- lobsters
so taken.
It was made bv thi- statute the duty
of selectmen and other ollicials of the towns
and cities on the seaboard to cause tic* law to
he enforced, and, to add to their zeal, it was
provided that tie* liberal tine impose 1 for the
violation of the statute should lie divided between the informer and tlie town n* citv in
which the offence was committed. Now. ii ipreliable that, if this law could have bee u enforced, it would have had a material effect in
arresting the extermination of these ti-li. In
this close season, the lobsters on the coast of
Massachusetts would have had an ojiportiinitv
to recover, from the depredations of tie* nine
succeeding months of the year. It i- true that
the law would not have p'r< vented tile sale of
lobsters taken in waters of neighboring states,
and lienee it might at times have be n difficult
to affirm tIn* point at which a particular lobster
was
captured, srill considerin'' that the amount
of fine might lie $100, and that it was discretionary with the court to sentence the niliiiulcr
to throe months- imprisonment in tin- house of
correction, it was not likely that any fishermen
regularly engaged in tlie bu-itic--would rare to
run .the risk involved in
acting in defiance of
tin
statute.
Unfortunately, an opportunity
was never
given fortesting the efficacy of law.
It was to take effect mi the first day of Mannary. IssM, and tlie first close season would jhtl\v
been the three months of that year beginning
with the 20th of June. Hut the Legislature
which met in January. lss2, repealed thi- aw
before the time arrived for its execution, and
substituted for it a law prohibiting the rapture
of breeding lobsters during the month of July.
Now this law is a complete dead letter, for. if
fishermen are in tile least shrewd in their methods id bu-iiic-s, i[ i- impossible to say whiithcr
they have caught breeding lobsters or not. and
when once exposed for sale with lobsters w hit h
come from various parts of the country, identity is completely destroyed. Then, too. if tin*
law is a good one. it is altogether too lnurlj restricted in its application. Unlike other kinds
of fish, lobsters have no particular breeding
season, and hence the only means of
perpetuating the species would he to absolutely prohibit
tlie catching of breeding lobsters at anv tine
during the year. If. in addition to this rule, it
could lie provided that no breeding lobster, no
matter where caught, should be
exposed for
sale in this state, ii would otfocluallv prevent
at
which
attempts
deception
might othcnvi-c
be made.
It ought to lie an eas\ matter to induce tic Legislatures of the sev eral New England states and of New York to adopt restrictive regulations of this kind, if they w> iv once
favorably acted upon by our own "Legislature.
The (iticstinn is one of real importance, anil il
would he a pity if its importance should only
he realized when it became too late to
adopt remedial legislation as a means of prod icing immediate and satisfactory results. iJtoston Herald.

Temperance Topics.
I tind alcohol to he an silent that give- no
strength: that reduces the tone of blood v. ^i lv
and the heart : that reduces the nervous ;.o\vt r;
that builds up no tissues; can be of lmtiMi to
me or an v animal as ;i suhstanee of food.
1 »r.
W. ii. Richardson.
Drink is one of the worst snares in our public schools.
Hoys often exercise the utmost ngetmits to smuggle drink into tin school premises without the knowledge of the teaein i's.
form during their school davs the habit «>t
drinking that blights their after-life.

;|ud

It doesn't pay to hang one citizen because
another eiti/en sells him liquor.
It doesn't pa\
to have one citizen in the lunatic asylum idealise another citizen sold him
liquor, it doesn't
pay to have one citizen in the county jail, because another sells him
liquor. It doesn't pay
to have til’ty workingmen ragged, to have (tin
drinkshop-keeper dressed in broadcloth and
thish of money.
Who has the most political intluenee, a minister or a saloon-keeper a merchant or a saloona manufacturer or a
keeper
saloon-keep*!'r?
Of course, the saloon-keeper.
Why? Iteeapse
he sells that which will legally luiy votes and
bribe voters. Win) ever heard of a man being
arrested for bribe?) when In* purchas' d voles
with whiskey? Who believes that ii is not the
most potent method now in use?
Hut it is legal. [< hristian Secretary.
A craving for excitement, is an appetite, is
wlmt drives many men and women to drink.
It is an American characteristic, bred it may be
of tbe hurry and rush of our social atmosphere,
pressing upon a race not. jet quite aeclimabid.
Women are not bejoml the social craze, as lie
iuneh-eouiUers and confectioners will te»iify.
or sr i 11
more fearfully, the opium stali-lics,
which sometimes till n> with horror; while 11n•
boys, with their poisoned cigarettes and lb ir
“pool for drinks," are hurrying along into the
same vortex.
That must he a false rule requiring virlpe.
cleanliness and good temper and eomluet in
women, while men maj go on to any length almost, and soeietj wink at their faults.
Whatever degrades a woman also degrades a man.
Take some of the vices and habits of the day.
A man smokes a filthy cigar and carries about
half an ounce of tobacco in bis cheek, and yet
expects liis wife to preserve a clean mouth and
sweet breath. Again, a young mail starts opt
to spend the evening with his adored Avclina.
Should lie find her not at home, bui in the
neighboring saloon, however genteel it might
be, that would lie hi- last visit, in bis estimation site would have sunk below his level, apd
yet tlie same young man himself is a daily v i-itor to that same syloon, and engages in all i s
bacchanalian revelry, indulging his swinish appetite without thought of impropriety or harm.

[Selected.

The need of temperance work among the
colored people of the South was the topic of the
National temperance society's meeting, in New
York, recently; William K. Dodge presided.
The Key. Mr. Hood, a colored graduate of l.iilcoln university, said that the use of intoxicating
drinks was never considered a serious offense
among the colored people of the South. The
Christian people there did not think it wrong.
The jug went along with the market basket,
and a flask was often even carried to church.
The colored people could see no harm in whisky, and considered its use the legitimate exercise of freedom,and any attempt to check it. an
infringement on their rights. As yet there w as
no organized temperance work in the South.
The native w hite people took little interest in
it. The colored people have lately emerged
from slavery and are now forming their character, and they should not be wrecked by intemperance. .Justice Noah Davis said that
more than three-tifths of the crimes involving
personal violence were directly traceable to
the use of intoxicating drinks.
In the days of
slavery drunkenness was prohibited among the
slaves, while indulged in by the masters. The
slaves thus learned to consider it a privilege of
freedom and at the present time they regard
any attempt to repress the liquor traffic as a
step backward. This feeling caused them to
vote in a mass against prohibition in South Carolina.
An Unsolved Problem. There is a man
in this city who boasts of having “swapped'’
horses over GO times within the past year.
lie
says there is one thing he can't understand at
all. and that is, that while he never made less
than ten dollars by a trade—getting that much
better horse every time—he isn't worth a dollar
more than he was a year ago, and his present
horse isn't worth over $75. [Portland Times.
A supreme love, a motive that gives a sublime rhythm to a woman's life, ami exalts habit
into partnership with the soul's highest needs,
is not to be had where and how she wills; to
know that high initiation, site must often tread
where it is hard to tread, and feel the chill air,
and wateli through darkness. It is not true that
love makes all things easy ; it makes ns choose
what is difficult.
[George Eliot.
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FAST VOYAGES

Unless some restriction is placed upon the
catching of lobsters in our waters which is
more effectual than
any law that is now in force,
the present century is likely to witness the ex-

There are 380 Grand
of New York.

F

in the State

San Francisco, have been two of the most remarkable sailing vessels for speed ever launched from any shipyard. The Young America is
noted for having made the fastest run from
Liverpool to that port ever made by a sailing
vessel. She left Liverpool, Oct. l;!. 1ST-!. During tic first four days out from the lightship, at
the mouth of the Mersey, she made ;I40, tills,
250 and 300 miles each day respectively, being a
total of I,lilts miles. During the succeeding
seven days she sailed 1,000 miles, so that in
eleven days she made 2.747 miles, an average
daily lam' of nearly 230 miles, equal to fast
steamer time at the present day. t >n that occasion she made the voyage from Liverpool to
San Francisco in ninety-nine days, from lightship to anchorage, tin another occasion she
made the round trip to Liverpool and back in
eight months and eighteen days. On a voyage
to New York, she made the trip in so days. 2h
hours, the fastest time ever made by a loaded
sailing vessel. During that voyage she made a
run Of 1,7,SO miles in 7 days, an average of nearly 255 miles a day. The fiest day's run was 0A5
miles.
Altogether, the Young America has
mad, twenty-two voyages to San Francisco, any
one of which will compare favorably with the
best sailing time of the best vessels ever limited.
IMS ll >IIY OK

I HU SHU'.

The
so

story, in part. lias been told before, but
long ago that, if told again, it will be news

to many. She was built in
a time so far
back, that then art some, perhaps, who think
that the name given to her the day the bottle of
champagne was cracked across her bows lias
ceased to he appropriate. Twenty-nine years
leave their mark on most tilings, and ve—els
are no exception to that rule. But if "tie can Incited. it is surely in her case, for, notwithstanding the score and a half of sun- that have crossed her mizzen. and double that number of voyages. ,ne Young America is .Mill in appearance
and *gn” ns young as ever. \V. II. Webb, of
New York, has turned off many a good ship,
buthe never wished God-speed to
better one
than the one christened Young America. Ih
built her for Geo. Daniels, a prominent New
York merchant, who ran her a few trips to
China, hut in l.sfiT he soul her to Geo. Ilow A
Co., from whom she never parted, until -I lm
Rosenfeld got possession of her last year. Sim
has been kept ever Mime, almost steadily in llm
New York and San Francisco iradc. and. aJabcz Howes says, has c anmd her original east
a good many time- over.
‘'During tlm many
years," lm said, “that we owned In r. -!m tmvci
met with an accident, nor did she cost tlm underwriter- a cent, l'riur to our piircha-ing' her.
she had. I believe, on one occasion to mil into
Bin Janeiro through loss of -pal's, hut tlm damNil. —el that ever flew a
age- Were -light."
top-gallant sail ha- ev -r manifested a greater
for
the
respect
pocketsof ilm underwriters than
has the Young America.
MATEKIAI

t' 1\

I si

I UK \
rtuN.

I.ssi.I.'s i'iiNSI
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She is built of li\ e oak. wbi'e oak and In. n-1.
peculiarity in her const ruction is that she iirnu-.-lrapped on the frame and locu.-t-tniniwlcd. Mr. Howe- -ays that lm believe- there ar>
only four American wooden -liip> in cxi-teiim
that are iron-strapped on the frame. Tlm ad
a lit age- of it are [hat it keep- the
-hip in po.
tion. keeps lmr -till -o thal -In loe- not io-e her
shear. She i- SCI feet long, with l:t feet h. am
Heavily sparred, slie carries a large amount at
canvas and is good in light wind-.
A

THE Yllt Ml

aMEKIi'Cs

<

HIM A M >KI!s.

Captain Babcock was her tirst Master, lie
was succeeded
by ( ‘upturn I 'illuming-, who took
command of her when purchased by George

Howes ,V Co. Tlm affection of Captain Cumfor that ve-.-el was sometliing -urpa—ing
the average land lubber's coinpreheiision. Woe
betide the unfortunate "A. B." or "(I.
who
in a tit of musing or forgetfulne— threw hijuieeless quid oil her poli-hed deck,
aptain
Cummings was not, it was said, a pa—innate
man: but at simh times it required an unusually strong mental effort to suppia — an order for
the revival of ..eat." During a period of
three year- he oceupied his -pare time in making a model of lit r. which, when tini-lmd. In
presented to Jabcz Howe-.

mings

How

nil: Yoi Nt;

is i:aii:u.

imkku'a

'1 lie rating of tin' Young America up to la~f
year was the highest rating of any worn ten ship
of Iter age alloat. being A 1." which rends A
one. minus.
"This is due," said Mr. How.-,
"to the care I hail taken of her when sin- beto
us.
I treated her as a pet ship. < inlonged
ly four years ago I had a new deck put in hot
at a cost of between ss imo and stt.ouo.
Mato
owners would have withdrawn Iut from the
trade she was in. and lia\c put her on as a
coaster or coal -hip. where she would have
been soon racked to pieces." The model of tie
Young America is the extreme clipper, designed not so much for capacity as for speed. Tin
difference between her and’the |>avid < roek.dt
is that the latter lias more beam, and ran carry
more for her tonnage than the Young Ann
i.
The idea of building Vessels ,,f her model and
class, was that they commanded \tiu rates ,,f
freight to San Francisco. At that period the
clipper was all the rage. It was considered as
great an improvi iin nt on the hulking tub that
plowed laboriously its way through the a- athe iron steamer of the present diy i> ait improvement upon it. lint the days of die American clipper were numbered when the 1’aeitii
Mail steamers put in their ... tin
San Francisco route. Tin I lire.dors of that
company saw all the protits to be deriw .1 fr.du
the carrying trade of the I'a.-uie Coast. With
this idea they constructed their steamers with a
view to carrying rapacity, and as the only advantage o: the clipper ship was it- increas'd
speed over the old '(|tiare-biiilt bulk, -o in tin n
was it forced to concede the lion rs of
speed to.
its more llndy riy a!.
••
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of the e ipper, >o a
vanished tin alleetimi-id the “skipper' l«»r liis
ship. This was something that could noi l„
alienaled or transferred.
II* might In* placed
in command of a steamei md make tin round
trip in greah r -ufcty and le.-- time than In* !iad
ever done, or could do. under <
iiiuva-. Imt
heart was not in it. The elippi r vva- a pari >f
himself.
He understood In r; In* humored Iut
every movement, as occasion re<|iiired. ami if
at times, and for no apparent reason.-In would
prove erank\ In* treat'd In r a- a spoil, d child,
sorry to >.••• tin* exhibition of temper. but having no heart to eondemn it. If the elippei lid
badly. and did not turnup into port tint d long
over due, how In arly
ind prompt hi- e\« u-«
for ln*r. “’ll wasn't ln r fault.it was'h- fmh
of the weather." If sin* mad< a good mi and
sail, d into port under tIn avera-' allow i.n-eof
time, how enthusiastic hi- pi a is, -; 'liny would
he hymned to every po-sihl« m a-ure. v tin.I
strain-. And waieli
by “glorias." m tin high.
him while -o engaged.
You will -»<- him -ynil». lie ally -troke and pat In r a- another would a
favorite horse who. in tin' face of all romp, li
tors, ha- iiisi borne away the leading prix.
With tin -feamer it i- in*: -o. lie ha- m* ; ait
in it.
It do. not "walk the vvat, r- lik. a t no ir
If it make- a
of life;" it i- only meehani* al.
had run In lias no e\. u-e tor it : it a good out
In* treats it a- a mat!*• r of e.mr-e. Tin* "-kip
per" who bus never, oil hoard of a favoiih
clipper. Weat Ini ed a -a;- that
every molin id
!"
t
threatened him with i’„ dispensation
funeral-erv ice, nor \• ri. n» ,1 the delightful
ii.
i
sensation of skimming along with every
of canvas spread, before a go, d. -till', l< admhree/.e, will never tin i< r-taii.l Hie-- thing-, lb
is of the -moke, -moky
Mid In* who ha-, w il
slnmld
understand them, and if •.•iremn-tane,
comp. ! him to further seek hi- daily hr-ad on
-b.
i•
h•
seas
on
hoard
of
a
“>n«"k<
r." it
tin* high
will he ac. ompani'd I * y one hum. • out; uu< -e- :•
gict; his heart will -till be with tin* old loved
clipper, on board of which he -o often fa,-, d
\ !mi_rht \
Mirthe danger-presented in the
ror." nor -hall man nor -team “put them a-undcr."
aranre

Literary

Notes.

Ethridge Kingsley'- full-pas'
pictures, drawn with tho graver directly on
Another

of

Wood block, will be given in the August

t'.

n-

it represents a huge rock washed by the
sea, and aceompanie- -everal ">,ing- of the

tury.

Sea."

by

se\

oral poets.

Philadelphia publisher,
gives the readers of his periodicals tin ir money’s worth, and then present- them with sum
thing pretty in the way of decorative articles.
James Klversou. the

With the earlier number- of hi-

new

weekly.

The Illu-trated World, lie gave some very tine
chromos, and with a recent numhei of (.olden

Days, tile young people.-' magazine, came an
easel statuette, entitled “Holloa!" Frank II.
Converse begins a new novelette in the July
number of Golden Day-, and the oilier serial'

interesting as usual.
August Century will be the '•MidsumIt will open with a
mer Holiday Number."
paper by Prof. Alfred M. Mayer, of the Spun-

arc

The

Institute, an enthusiastic sportsman, on "I’.ob
White, the Game Bird of America." Prof.
Mayer calls him. a- the bird call- himself,
“Bob White," and as he i- known everywhere,
although in the North and East In i- commonly
called

Quail,

and in the South and West. Part-

The illustrations of this paper are said
to be remarkable specimen-of JameBeard's

ridge.

skill as

a

delineator of birds.

The numbers of The

Living Age

for .1 uuc gild

and 30th and .July 7th contain James clerk
Maxwell, London Quarterly Review; Cairo,
the Old in the New, Contemporary; Carlyle in
Society at Home and Abroad, and the Poetry of
Arthur Hugh Clough, Fortnightly; The Improvement of the Roman Campagna. and Fox

Hunting,Nineteenth Century ; The Portrait Art
Renaissance, Cornhill: Gladstone’s Early
Polities, Temple Bar; The Old Virginian Gentleman, Macmillan; Some Fashion Gleanings
of the

from 1744 to 17tis, Leisure Hour: Music as OcWilliam Chambers, The Coronation

cupation,

Organized Charity in Switzerland,
Princes, Spectator; Trades’ Guilds of
Constantinople, All the Year Round; George
Eliot, Athemeum; Parish Fools, Chamber’s

of the Czar.
and Tho

Journal; Fish in the Talmud, Jewish World;
A Visit to the Nore. Field; with instalments ot'
The Wizard’s Son," “Fleurette.” “Ratty the

Flash,” and "The
Japan, and poetry.

Little World”

a

Story

of

Maine

Matters.

1 UK MAINE COAST.

WAVs INI' GOSsIP FROM AI-I.OVKR
1111

maim:

1*111

Maine as a sanitarium would be less acceptable were Hie resorts limited to the more famous,
like Mount Desert and Old Orchard. The more
crowded and xpensive are sure to retain their
constituency, and the discovery of fresh fields
and pastures new by the sea does not interfere
with the prosperity of the conventional centres
of summer travel. Persons of moderate means,
who need a change of air and scene, are now
understanding that the Maine coast is hospitable
to visitors whose check-book is somewhat unresponsive, and that for a reasonable outlay at
many places the benefits of a vacation from heat
and all that it implies arc within reach. Happily they can organize no corner on Maine air
and scenery, and there is land enough left for a
generation to obtain at its leisure, wisely and

HIKSTATF.

IMIHSION.

SS

1 lie following is :t li>: of those who went on
the 1 xciirsion to Nova Scotia and New Brunswick. a> registered at Halifax, with the natm s
of the ladies of the party omitted. John .M.
Adams. Argils, Portland: C. A. Pillsbury. and
tieorge A. iJuiinby, Journal. Belfast: A. 11.
Chase. V K. Journal of Kdiieation. Port land;
(i. s. Kowi 11. Advertiser. Portland: (
C. Hunt
Gospel Banner. Augusta : W. M. Bust. Progressive Age. Belfast: <
A. Sprague, Kennebec
Journal. Augusta : G. H. Watkins.< txford Ih*inoerat. Paris: >. I.. Miller. News, Waldoboro:
W
A. Proetor. < ape Ann Advertiser. Gloucester. Mass ; <
|'. M< serve. Transcript, Portland :
J. ;s. Smitli. Siamlarii. Rockland. Mass: 1. P.
Warren, Christian Mirror. Portland: F. 11.
Mi l. arv. Jeiirnal. Farmington: A. W. Smith.
Home Farm. Portland: K. M. Barton. N. K.
Home. Worcester. Mass: F. <;. liieli. J. F.
Ferris. Five stock Journal. Portland; P. o.
\ iekery. Illustrated Monthly. Augusta: 1>. T.
Pike. N w Age. August a : IF S. Burrage. Zion's
Advocate. Portland: K. M. lumbar. W. 11.
I'unbar. Herald, I 'amari'eotta : IF F. Warren,
l inn '. Biddefonl: Then ( arey. rimes.IIouiton :
F. IF Maiil'-y. Maine Farmer. Augusta: C. S.
liichborn. Fireside Aisitot, Augusta: W. S.
Gilman. Pioneer. Houlton: G. W. I'risko,
I nil'll. Maeliia-: T. F. Starrett. Free Press.
B"' kland : 11. It. Ti ed. Kv' ning Kxpress, Portiand: 11. K. Barker, llalloweil: F. Rowell,
Ha'iou.il: J. S. Homan, llalloweil: F. K.
'-mi:H. Bangor: B. P. Snow. Houlton: M. N.
Rieli. Secretan Board of Trade. Portland.
rit" excursionists adopted the following

at

moderate

cost.

[Boston Advertiser.

WORK

VNI> WAGES.

The skowhegan Reporter is informed that
hiuu men have passed the line at Moose River,
since the last of June, looking for work in hay-

ing.
t

alkers in the Bath

shipyards

are

now re-

advance of twenty-five
ceiving ^‘i.oO day.
having lately been made.
The Bath Times
says : Men engaged in
wheeling coal at the different coal sheds in this
city receive four dollars per day for their labor.
a

an

cents

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE

Republican Journal Publishing Co.
CHARLES A. PILSBURY.EDITOR.
RUSSELL G. DYER.Local Editor.
Political

Tin* skies an*

Outlook.

brightening everywhere.

In

New York there are assurances that harmony
will prevail between the opposing Republican
factions, ami this alone is needed to ensure a

Republican victory at tin*
Pennsylvania Republicans
State convention, and

hearty approbation.

next election.

The

just held

their

have

its work

meets

with

The New York Tribune

says the action of the convention “assures a
Republican victory in Pennsylvania this fall."
The

on

New

Brunswick
Scotia.

and

Philadelphia

Press says: “It lias nominated a strong ticket after a free contest on a
progressive platform, and has shown that :r

a

Provinces were, after all, very much like

our

people. Indeed, St. John was thought to
he cpiite an American city.
Its buildings, its
business activity and its citizens would not
seem out of place on this side of the border.
own

certain extent of Hal-

ifax. although the English element and English customs still dominate there. But even
Halifax has changed its dinner hour, save on
state occasions, with few exceptions, from six

<

porter had made

me any.
I can lie on my back
and put my trowsers on over my head with
considerable grace, and I know enough not to

at

able pennies, but lie did

1

■

s
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Lewiston -lournai man shook hamls with
( lianiherlain
V"H,nt
Tuesday at the close of
*■
liceting ot tiii 1,'Oat'iis and tendered him a
'lie'tion. "I hear that you have offered vour
1
sigitatioii. President (.'lianiherlain't"
Tin President's
rcplv was: "Yes. I have, i
hav. thought much or' it. and have reached the
.v

conclusion that it was best. It is best formvp it and best for the College. I will retire and
let some one else try it."
T!" jui sident looks stout, hut the
peculiar
]ia 1 a r titat has been Itis marked characteristic
t o 1 number ot
years, is still more marked ttpo
lii' countenance. No one would doubt lint
dial his illicss has lieen a severe and
painful
1

■

one.

"Tic‘old hoys'vviil regret
"as the .Journal's remark.

to

hear of this."

"1< -. perhaps. | am sorrv to tell it to the
Id hoys.' Kveryone of them is dear to me
in a thousand ways that lean never describe.
i> 1- severing the relation of a lifetime."
President ('lianiherlain lias been connected
"i'll the College
The
twenty-eight wars.
In |;i in Is have kept
up this connection in spite of
numerous resignations
upon his part.
c<)Nci;i!Nix(; sxa a::s.
1 bit
umnii—ioncr Smith savs there are no
poisonous snakes in Maine. He makes tlie
following interesting statements: “There are a
nun!" r ot -peri. > of snakes common to
Maine,

but they are all harmless. In fact the hite of
•'tty "He ot these snakes i< less poisonous than
tie- hite of a mosquito. The common black
>mtkt* tlbiseanium constrictor) is the
largest
ot tie snakes found in
Maine, ami although it
•• ttains a lei
gth of six feet or more, this snake
may lie handled \\ ith absolute immunity from
any danger. Children need have no fear of
playing with tlie little red-bellied anti green
"'takes so common here. And tbe
larger striped
snakes, although able to bite so as to draw
blood from the baud with bis ueetlle-like teeth,
let its bite is not iu tbe least
poisonous, it is
possible that near the boundary line of New
Hampshire tin- rattlesnake rarely occurs, but
there is no such snake as a •poisonous adder*
found iu our state. Tbe spotted snake commonly known as ‘adder.* or ‘milk adder* is

quite harmless.”

net him;

it

tin-:

profits.

It

would tie interesting if we could
figure
out tin- gain to Gardiner in dollars and cents
out'
celebration.
We
do not mean whether
by
tin- individuals who subscribed $5 or $10
got
their money back with a dividend or not but
tie- effect oil the money in town as a whole.
There must have been about 5.000 visitors here
from other towns, and they all left some money
here, ranging from *25 ets’. upward, sav $3,000
in .ill. All of tlie money that went’ out of
Gardiner was for tin- prizes, fireworks, and
music, say $500, which would leave a fair
balance to the good. And then add to this the
amount our own people would have spent in
going somewhere else, and there certainly
must have been $4,000 in cash more in Gardiner
•he day after the Fourth than there would have
been bad there been no celebration.
[Gardiner
Journal.
M AIX t:*S p< >Pt RATION.

The Savannah News says that Maine, having
lost a Congressman by the new apportionment,
it follows that “more people have left tbe
state than have come into it during tlie last
decade.*" To which tlie Boston Post replies as
follows; Not at all; tbe national census shows
that Maine bad 22.000 more inhabitants iu )880
titan it bad in 1870, and tbe indications are
strong that tbe gain from 1KK0 to 1890 will beat
least 30,000, some rather enthusiastic people
setting it as high as 75.1)00. The loss of a congressman in Maine is accounted for by the fact
that a number of other states made a very much
larger gain in population.

■

giitlit ring.

Tie- name of the Waters ide Classical Institute
has been changed to Coburn Classical
institute,
not Coburn Institute.
The building is designed
by Governor Coburn as a memorial of his
brother, Stephen Coburn, and of his nephew,
Charles Miller Coburn, botn of whom were
drowned at Skowbegan, July 4th, 1SX2, tinder

peculiarly distressing circumstances.

Governor Holtie, four officers and trustees of
the Farmington Normal school, have elected
ltcv. A. W. Purr, of the Hallowed Classical
School, principal of the Farmington High
School in place of Dr. C. C. Hounds.
They
also elected Hev. Edwin S. Mathews, of Worcester, teacher of science and music. Sirs. Helen
P. C. Eddy, tirst lady assistant, and Sliss Viola
A. Johnson, of Industry, teacher of model
school.
The annual meeting of the Maine Veteran
Association of .Massachusetts was held in Poston, July 10th. Some fifty members were in
attendance and voted to join the 2d
Cavalry aud
lath, 21st, 22d, 2:!d and 28th infantry Associations on their annual excursion to
Farmington,
August 14th. 13th and ltith, and take with them
the Maplewood Hand. The Association will,
while In Maine, visit the G. A, H. Encampment
at

Maranocook Lake.
A

Gold Day for the Sand Lot Orator.

An associated press telegram from New York
says: The announcement that Dennis Kearney
would he present Sunday afternoon at a meeting of the Central Labor Union drew a larger
number than usual of delegates aud outsiders
to Clarendon Hall.
Before the meeting began,
Kearney harangued the crowd from the outer
steps until the proprietor of the hail ordered
him to stop speaking. When his name was announced within and a motion was made to
grant him the floor, uproar and confusion broke
out.

“What labor organization does he represent?”
“Where did he get money to come here?”
was called out, and his friends
yelled, “Who is
the father of the Chinese act?”’ At
length the

motion was lost by a vote of
thirty-eight to
twelve and Kearney strode out
denouncing the
members of the labor union who oppose him as
“blatherskites and dirty loafers.” Some of
Kearney’s admirers hired another room in the
same building and there
Kearney made a speech
denouncing the labor union.

Dexter Gazette says:
That piece of new road,

Mill street hill,
built a short time since with the l’ennoek Road
Machine, nobly stood the severe test of the
heavy showers of Thursday last. It is cut bv
no
galleys, but maintains its shape, and apparently is in about as good a condition as ever.
Considering the fact that there lias been but
very little travel upon it since it was made, to
harden it. it is a significant fact that it has stood
the test so well.

•Saturday

last was

on

ed like Salan.

wishing

day of storms; lightning,
wind and rain causing widespread destruction
from Maine to Missouri. The
lightning dal
much damage throughout York and Cumberland counties.

A

a

Rrunswiek residence

was

struck, tlie inmates having a narrow
escape,
the North Auburn boot and* shoe
factory burned. and the Methodist church at Ferry

Village,

Cape Elizabeth, struck ami!somewhat damaged.
No persons were

seriously injured

in Maine.

Webb telegraphs tollie iioston Journal that
“Mr. Mureli is much wanted in Washington.
He lias
All

disappeared and has not left ids address.
impurB s have failed to receive satisfactory

answers.”

Several stonecutters who testified

Saturday liatly contradicted that portion of
MurehX testimony in which lie represented that
himself and otlier stoneentters
employed under
the IT> per cent, contracts were ordered to “soldier” hi their work.
The editor of the Aroostook Republican is
evidently of the opinion that there is no

place

like home.

He has

recently

Rockland and Augusta and

returned from

savs:

Our short visit to the “outside" world has
done us good. We return stronger in the conviction than ever before that Aroostook is the
best part of Maine.
The Premium List for the
Twenty-first State
1' air at Lewiston, Sept, ts-til, and
embracing
the united fairs of the State
State

l’omologieal,
Societies

—

Agricultural.
Androscoggin Agricultural
just been issued from the office

and

has

of the Lewiston Journal. It makes a
pamphlet
of Co pages, on heavy paper, and

finely printed.

The New York Times prints forty-nine colof answers to letters written to over MX)

umns

points in the I nited States as to who is tin* favorite candidate of the Republicans and Democrats. A majority of tin* answers are in favor
of Maine from the Republicans and of Tilden
for the Democrats.
States that will hold elections this
year are
Kentucky, Iowa, Ohio, Massachusetts, Connecticut, New } ork, New Jersey, Pennsylvania,

Maryland, Virginia,Mississippi and Minnesota.
Kentucky elects Aug ti; Ohio and Iowa follow
in October, the others being November States.

Dorsey, by way of preparing lo join the Democratic party, has confessed himself a rascal.
His mud Hinging al Garlield’s tomb will serve
no

other purpose than to expose his own mapure cussedness.

lignity. treachery, and

Ex-Gov. l’laisted is still in search of an organ
and is said to have bought out the
Augusta New-

Age.

This time he may be able to
parade himeditor-in-chief. But there’s nothing in
name—iu this ease.

self
a

as

Much regret is expressed at Gen. Chamberlain’s resignation of the Presidency of Bowdoin

College. He became President of Bowdoin in
1X71, but has been intimately connected with
the College for twenty-eight years.
“Compliments for the Maine coast are coming
showers,” says the Eastern State, and it
might be added that another kind of showers
have been unusually frequent of late.
in

The Mt. Desert Herald entered Upon its third
w ith last week's
issue, and appeared in

volume

enlarged form. The Herald is prospering
and deserves its prosperity.

an

is

a

mill for tlie manufacture of

paper from
wood pulp. A second sugar refinery, to cost
s;1.000.000 is in process of erection at Halifax,
or rather in Dartmouth, on the
opposite side of
the harbor, where various other manufactories
have been

established, including a rope walk,
said to he the largest in the Dominion, and
which lias just filled a large order f ir t\\ iue to
tie used in binding the wheat crop o the Northwest. Moncton. New lirunswiek, a town‘of
0000 inhabitants, at the head of navigation of
the Petitieodiae river, lias a sugar rt finery, cotton mill, knitting factory, machine shops, shoefactories, gas and water works, and the bead
offices and workshops of the Intercolonial Pailway system are located here. A new doth
mill is to lie added to Moncton’s mat ufaetor.es,
and another at Sackville, N. li.
It D to lie regretted that there was neither time nor opporto
examine
more
into
these varitunity
closely
ous enterprises; but as the older manufactories
have proven very profitable it is safe to in ft r
that tlie newer ones will also he so, in which
event there must be a general increase of prosperity throughout tlie Provinces.
THE NOVA SCOTIA FISHERIES.

Tlie fisheries have long been a source of
wealth to Nova Scotia, and the btisin -ss is now
prosecuted with improved methods, greater enterprise, and is returning larger profits than
ever before.
Formerly the chief mirkcts fur
dried lish were in the "West Indies md South
America, and the fish had to he very thoroughly dried and light in color. Fishing was mainly
carried on in small boats. Now vesi els which
are a close imitation in model of the American
fishermen are employed, and the development
of the Northwest has opened up a profitable
market for partially cured tisli. Th town of
Lunenburg alone sent a fleet of one hit idred sail
to the Hanks this season, of which mi nber onefourth were new vessels. We were told of one
man who bought a fishing vessel, which cost
with her outfit, $9,000. During a year she made
three or four trips to the Hanks and one from
Newfoundland to New York with herring, and
at the end of the twelve months the vessel had
paid for herself and the owner had $9,' MX) to her
credit. This must have been exceptional good
fortune but the business generally is mid to be
very profitable.
THE PROVINCIAL PRESS.
The newspapers of the Provinces naturally
attracted the attention of the journali its of the
party, and although we are reluct an to criticise our hosts.it must be said that the dailies of
St. John and Halifax are not equal in merit to
those of American cities ofjthe same s y.e. This
may be easily accounted for. In the fi st place,
there are too many newspapers. Soil e twentv
years ago there were no dailies in tie Lower
Provinces, and most of the present dailies
were originally published as tri-weekli s. Turning them into dailies doubled the number of
papers and nearly doubled the expenses, without increasing the patronage.
Then, in a majority of cases, journalism is regarded ncrelyas
a stepping stone to political honors or the securing of a snug place under the gov Tnment.
Halifax has had many able political writers on
its press,but one after the other they have been
provided with positions at Ottawa, : ml their
successors are no doubt looking in the same direction. There is no lack of material, hut until
journalism is regarded as a profession if itself,
and not as a means to other ends, the press of
the Provinces will lack vitality and well directed
effort toward a higher position.
THE

I.Iqt OR TRAFFIC.
It was something of a surprise to ind that
efforts are being made in Nova .Scotia and New
Hrunswick to suppress the sale of liquir. Under local option laws some of the coun.ies have
voted to refuse licenses, and the result is that,
instead of an open bar you step behin I a curtain or into a back room when you wat t a glass
of beer or something stronger." The re jort of a
case in Moncton reminds us of attemp s to enforce the law in Maine. A warrant wt s placed
in the hands of an officer, “but for reasons best
known to himself he either did nut sen the papers or did not make returns. In consequence,
the accused was not asked to come hi fore the
court.” In 1884 a new license law will go into
effect in St. John, which places many restrictions on the sale of liquor, and imposes a fine
of $50 for selling adulterated liquor. The St.
John Telegraph in presenting a summary of the
law leaves it to its readers to judge whether it
will be an improvement on the present law.

to

of the

one

see

I heard the words "Dufferin,"

b'- with the

nobility.

prime ministers

1

smiled

on

of the Koval and

was driven to that hotel, and by the
way. it is a
good bouse too and well kept.
For the first time since starting, our party all

got together, holding

informal

meeting in
The party numbered
about tin ladies and gentlemen, some 30 journals
I be

parlors

an

of the Koval.

periodicals being represented, a list of
which will be found in another column. After
breakfast I embarked in a rheumaticky looking

and

j

vehicle, battled by a couple of deceased horses.
I 1
suppose they were deceased, as they were devoid of life, and was driven over to Indiantown.
a

distance of some two miles.

sider that 1 could afford to

I did not

con-

jaw much about

the

conveyance when the driver in answer to my
"how much?" said b ets.
1 am economical nat-

urally.

but. I don't wear out my mouth in talking when not over b ets. is at stake. My visit to
I lidiantown was to call on our old citizen. A xel

Hay ford, and
glad to know

1

as

am sure

bis friends will be

what lie i- doing. I am going to
| found him and bis son William at
the II ay ford. Stet son & ('o.'s steam saw mill on

tell them.

far its young men and women have left their
to seek employment, thousands of
them coming to this country every year, if

manufacture, as were the sewing machines, all formerly imported from tlie
States. At Windsor a cotton mill was recently
completed, and between that place and Halifax

not

“International," "Victoria," and “Koval." and

the St. Johns river.

homes

of lionn

when

anything while 1 was gone
that broke me down so, as stopping that boat to
collect about $l.so. on arriving at the city, our
party was met In a delegation of enthusiastic
hackmcn. who seemed delighted to see us. I
think they thought we were deaf for they yell-

capable, moreover, of supporting a much greater population than it now contains.
Hut thus

were

I didn't

cents.

The Province i>

regard. The new mowing machines and hay rakes we saw at the stations on
tlie line of the Windsor and Annapolis railway

or

on

Hop for me to argue the point long and the result is that I am a
debtor to that ferry to the amount of three

1

in this

an

was

no

you come off? He came along to me and I
banded him three pennies of our money. Said
be. ‘’them's no good to me." handing them
back.
1 assured him that they were respect-

;•

change

where we took

The boat

don't they get it either when you go

..

Many of the Maine towns have been experimenting tiiis year with road machines and the
testimony thus far is uniformly favorable. The

the river.

around among the passengers and collected 3 e.
fnr fare. Now just you think of it. Stopping
a ferry boat to collect fares!
Why in thunder

—

the present development of manufactures continues it would seem that tlieri must lie

opposite St. John,

across

stopped and the boat drifted along, while
sad faced man with a hat of the
vintage of
l's"1’. and a suit of black shiny clothes, sailed

it

secluded life.

arieton.

ferry

a

e

a

habiliments in

proper

was

c.

■

tin-

in

attempt at style,
or hardly decency,
it was here I got the first
glimpse at where the Yankee rather lays over
hi- neighbors in bis manner of running a
ferry
boat. \\ lien nearly across the river, the
engine

c■

and at one time entered a convent with the intention of taking the black veil, but left the
institution on account of her health, sin1 lives

arrayed

old, black, dirty affair, with

«

i"ti;- u' the plan hv which the neecsy:‘. ttna:- t'*r the I * n i i * I i 11 ir of the shore Lite
baih :el will lie rai-rd have ilist been
eotnplet! I an
substantially us follows: Tile Main.
1
uiai
Railroad ('ompanv. having leased the
'I'ei'e Line from liangor to Sullivan, agrees to
! 'V six pi reent. interest on sT.'po.onu. which it'
eiiii'tni dun vviil oust: one
per cent, of this to
ah- a sinking fund which in the term
■! ten
'|'ii
will extinguish the sum above
‘b a’ " !.:• It time tii'
principal and interest
i"
-r
t
duly discharged, tic Maine ( enbal lie
into alisolute ownership of tlie road.
*' rai'e He necessary funds, a
plan has hc.-n
i
-imilar to that bv which several ’Westrailroads have hcen built, where thev have
n
l; I. ascii
by other corporations prior t• 1 their
ni-truetion.
'l ie Maine t
nti:d will issue its ,,wn notes ,,r
i' 1 r I-..
b percent, interest. These
lx it 1' I are now being
prepared in New York.
" u '""it be
) laced upon the market. The
:L"‘
I’l'inls
issued by the Shore Line
V'"'1".f
1 * .... will i,e
plaecd in the hand' of some
r"h- Lti'i 1
"topanv as eollatera! seeuritv for
amount Issued by tic .Maine ( eritral.
1,1
1 atlel
corporation will pay to the trust
"inpany tic one p.-r cent, which is to go to
v ate tie
sinking fund fur ih extinguishment
"i da original bonds of the Shore
Line. When
’•'is ih lit. principal and interest, has been
dis1 b; !g! •
a.-ding t. tlie terms of the lease. as
stated, tic Shore l.im-comes into ahsnoie i.vvm rsliip and becomes an
integral part of
the Maine ( entral.

<

the
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1

with noth-

of the end of the ear, where she could stand
up
and get a better “purchase" on her star s.
At an early hour ill the morning we arrived

**

1

morning

gentleman appears in a lady's
presence, I certainly should have offered to give
her a lift, so to speak. A- it was, the lady after several ineffectual
struggles, wrapped betupper deck in a shawl and sought the seclusion

*.

facilities.

into the aisle in the
but a pair of socks.

which the true

«

shipping

ing

on

Ijotn

1

excellent

out

weighing about 200, in the lower berth opposite
me, trying to hook up a pair of corsets.
Had I

1

Waltloboro, and has relatives in this eitv. His
daughter is a member of the Catholic church

get

I can g< t along myself all right, but my heart just bubbled over
with sympathy, when I saw a fat woman

v

il i- supposed from the effects of Paris green,
whieli la hail been putting on potato vines.
Mere miles of railroad are under construction
in Maine at tlie present time than in all the
other New Fnglaini Mates combined.
I pvvards of forty men, eight oxen ami three
horses are employed in the granite quarry at
Jonesboro. The shipments of stone average
about two cargoes per week.
A gentlemen who lately left tin's citv for Duluth. Wisconsin, writes that if lie hail had the
knowledge that lie now has. he would have
staid in Maine.
[Ken. Journal.
ila resignation of President Chamberlain of
Bow loin lias been accepted. He is asked to remain as lecturer itt political economy.
Professor light rt <
Smyth is talked of as'his sticces-"i.
Prof. Packard lias been chosen acting
President.
I In- sons of \'i-terans of Maimtogether with
hide s and lriends numbering about a thousand
W'-nt on an excursion to Lake Maranocook
i hursdav.
Glover's band of Auburn accompanied the party. Various exercises occurred.
In l'4n. tie first year after Path became a
city, the in Council appropriated $200 to celebrate the Fourth of July, and expended onlv
81'2.10. < hir city debt then was 812.000. Toda\-it is -1.10!' 004.00. The Civil War and our
interest in the Knox A Lincoln It. it. are mainly responsible for this enormous debt. [Times.
i lie Argus says there is a good prospect that
a new railroad, the sixth to enter
liangor. will
soon he built, a two foot
gauge from Winteraud
port through liangor
Western Penobscot to
Dover in Piscataquis. It would accommodate
the Poston steamers in winter and
open up
about liangor a tract of country which lias never enjoyed good
transportation facilities. It is
estimated that the road could he built and
equipped for SoOO.OOO. and it is expected Poston
capitalists will furnish the funds.
•lust before 12 o'clock Wednesday
night July
1-th, a meteor about the size of a foot-hall, was
seen moving over Path, northwest to southeast,
shedding a pale yellow light, hut leaving no
trace.
After it disappeared, a faint
rumbling,
re- milling au
explosion, was heard.
The amount given to Colby
University by
Gardiner Colbv before bis death is $xu,000.' P'v
his will a legacy of 8120,000, which becomes
due next Spring, will fall to the
college, making
a total amount which tile institution lias
received from that direction of $200,000. After
tin- legacy is paid Colby University will have a,
clear cash endowment of $400,000, which its
larger than that of anv other college in the
State.
i lit- kid F Hows of Maine had an.excursion
to Maranocook
Thursday. The inclemency of
the weather prevented as large an attendance
as was
expected. The Lewiston City Hand and
Perkins’ Orchestra accompanied the excursion.
As usual, sports were engaged iu.
The great mass temperance gathering at Mara nooook on Saturday, July 2Xth and
20th, promises to be one of the most successful ever held
in Maine. Hon. E. C. Farrington has the arrangements in charge, and this is a guarantee
that nothing will be omitted to make the meeting satisfactory. A part of the time will be devolet! to a consideration of the constitutional
prohibitory amendment. Let there be a big

mistake and made

don’t bother

**

-n<.1:1

a

temperance? Well,

Amero

HY A CONTKIBt'TOK.

he so interested in

cnn

I cannot

quite
why you
It seems very strange to me that so
many sensible and good people are so indifferent. Their friends do not drink? No; if so.
sec

not.

are

they might

be more interested. If your son or
brother should be brought home intoxicated,

would you not be sorry, and wish that you had
had more influence over him. for temperauce?

influenced by you?

He will not be

first, or

not, at

long

for a

Perhaps

time,

lint you will
and at least, will have a

have some influence,
clear conscience. Your boy will not drink, you
say! I hope not, but can you be sure? Dare
you be s ',,
Temptations tire all around him,
and he may learn to drink some, and some
leads to more—to excess. He never will drink
much, and a little will not hurt him? Is he so
much stronger than the thousands of other boys
who thought a little would not hurt them,
finding, to their cost, that it did. Alcohol is a

poison, and a little
quantity, only not

is

poisonous

as

as

larger

a

immediate in its effects.
a drunkard’s wreck-

so

Is it wise to run the risk of
ed

life now and

hereafter—meeting

future

“a

dare not name?"

Do you say, if he is so
weak and foolish as to be overcome by strong
we

up my
drink, he is not worth saving? You must forseparator of a threshing machine. get yourself, and you surely forget that iie has
discomforts of dressing and undressing
an immortal soul, just as precious in God’s

'The

*.

mi:

Temperance Topics.
“STRAY THOl'GHTS,”
You don’t see how I

Halifax,

]

1 did not find them them
dressed up in broadcloth and kid gloves.loafing
around, picking their teeth with a lath, but 1
’I"1 find them in their old clothes,coats off', hard
work

setting up a m w heading machine,
which had just arrived from Camden. Was it
a nice ijuiet
place to make a call? Well, 1 should
so remark;
why. a woman's rights convention
is dead silence to it.
Let me tell you what they
are doing here, and what
they have got to do it
with. The first person I saw as l approached

at

the mill was the “old mare."so I knew 1 was on
the right road. The main mill is 104x114 feet

long,

two stories

high, besides

a

basement.

There are 3 ells 40 feet long, besides numerous
other shops and sheds. There are two gang
saws, and
a
single saw on long lumber,

capacity of 11*1 M. deals per day. The
lath machines turn out 00 M.. and the shingle
with

a

machines, of which there are ti, no M. The machinery is driven by a bOO horse power engine,
and the water for it is “biled” in ten boilers. 40
feet long. The tires are made with sawdust
and tine stuff, which is carried from all over
the mill on cudless belts, lib men are employed. and the pay roll is about $4000 a month.
The lumber is

mostly spruce, though there is
pine, and the shingles tire cedar. The

some

yard

contains many acres, over which the lumber is piled. There is a wharf at the mill, where

draught vessel can lie and load. After
spending half a day there looking over the
thing. I called myself together and held a little
any

meeting, and decided that if my old friend
not

in

a

position

where he could make

a

was

dollar

in the next few years, that 1 was mistaken.
I don’t believe lie is staying down there, just

doing
at

all that business for fun.

dinner and hud the

his family,
though not

Suspension bridge
It is

a
a

I was his guest
of meeting all

whom I found well and contented,
in love with the country, 1 judged.

After dinner we took

with

pleasure

a

across

ride and visited the
the river St. John.

line structure, 7<> feet above the water,
span of (540 feet, it is a free bridge, be-

The St. John
ing owned by tin* government.
river contains a large amount of moisture, as it
drains about 17 million acres in Maine, Quebec
and New ltrunswiek. and it is all fired into tiie
Hay of Dundy through a chasm between tlie
rocks, only five hundred feet wide. At the
bridge is a peculiar fall. At low tide the river
has a tumble into the sea of fifteen feet, while
at high tide the Hay of
Dundy rushes up into
the river, like small hoys into a circus, making

full of the same distance, only the other way.
At half tide it is navigated in safety. Old St.
John is no'lucre.
He passed away in 1*77. the
cause of his demise being a
big fire. 200 acres
of the business part of the city was destroyed,
1000 hofises oil nine miles of street. This little
blaze cost some twenty or thirty million, which
is the origin of the expression, “it costs like
blazes.’’ New St. John is no more like the old,
than George Washington is like Dennis Kearney.
I sal down on a rock and actually owed when l
saw it. and wished 1 hadn’t conic. I was so disappointed. It looks exactly like a city ill the
Slates. Tbe iiiildings are the Same, the carriages the same, the ladies look the same and
dress the same; and the customs are the same.
When one man meets another he says, “Well,
what's yours?’’ and t he other feller says, “Whiskey." just the same as we do; and a red shirt on
a line, blown full of
wind, looks just as funny
in St. John as it docs in Helfast. The girls wear
just tlic same style of stockings that they do.
with us,——how do I know? Why. I saw
them hanging up in the shop windows, how do
you suppose? Kverylhing is dollars and eentsaml our money is as gootl as theirs, except sil.
'it. iinii a great
many will take that. The boys
whistle “Over the garden wall," and the girls
jaw when the fog takes the crimps out of their
hair, and a false hang of a different shade broke
me up, just as it does at home, ltut roeks!
well,
they can lay over us on roeks and hills. It was
fun to see the Augusta visitors smile when
they
found a hill to run up, one of these old timers,
where a Belfaster would want rounds in it. so
he could climb up. but they would just set down
their feet and glode up those hills like a fly
up a
gin glass. Ji is all a solid rock in St. John, in
some places covered over with a little soil.
They must manure their gardens with powder
in order to raise anything, and
yet they wilt
trot out strawberries as
smalt
big as apples
I
mean.
One thing more.
apples
It costs
to
live here, just as with us. They
something
do not give things away
not much. Price’s
range about the same as in the States, with a
few exceptions. There is lots of manufacturing done here and considerable ship building.
I moot ship building. I saw three old “rippers”1
In one yard.
But 1 cannot stop much longer
here, for the boat is about ready for Halifax,
and i will get on hoard and peel my eyes for
items for a letter from there next week.
a

—

—

as yoitrs.
llesides. Jesus came to seek
and save the ost; the well need no physician.

bight

You cannot go about among the rumshops and
into tin1 drunkards' homes? Everyone need not
do that, though ! think all ought to tie willing
to. if there is need. But if vou have money
you
can give that to help the cause in various
ways.
If you have time you can give that, in some
way. If you have, influence, and all have some,

N.

subject. More
than you know may come of it.
\nd 1
wish you attended the Saturday 1’. M. meetings

Delivered

Up.

Grass is

'There are fist) Grand Army posts in tli
of New York.

pulverize

Vicinity.

in this

vicinity.

ripe and In the market.

are

circus will arrive at Belfast next Sunday.

The

Mr- I- V. Miller, of this city, last week received
bear skin through the mails.

a

Capt. R. If. Coombs has purchased of Alvin MiLain, of Rockland, a fast horse for which he paid
$500.
The New York circus gives two exhibitions in
this city on Monday next. See advertisement t'«»r

particulars.
A school of very .-mall mackerel has struck into
Peuobscot bay and quantities wen- captured by the
hook last week.

The

war on the trade dollar has reached this
city.
merchants still receive it for UH.icent-, but the
majority onlv allow S5 ents for It.

>ome

■

New

signs, stating that a line "f $ » will be im
posed f"j* driving faster than a walk on the lower
bridge, have been po-t. d on that structure.
Lphraim Maddonks, formerly

m.-iin the shoe
Belfa.-r. died recently of consumption at
Bradford, Mass. H<- was anout 50 year- >>f age.
Last week the Journal stated that Mr- I‘a iin

ne-s

up S1,000 shoes since Jan. 1st, at the Belfast
It should have been *i,ooo pairs
sinus*

factory.

A party from this city Caught a fine lot of whit*,
at Tilden’s pond Saturday afternoon. The
tish are not very plentiful but take tin* hook quite

perch

readily just before sundown.
A good deal of bay was
in>
damaged in W t! l<<
ty during the heavy rains or the past w.-i k.and in
the towns along the coast o; tin* bay tin f -g- n.i\.
<

done

quite

damage

much

as

the rains.

as

The Bay \ iew tiranite Company, lately <>rgani/«
in this

city,

at work

are

i*n

1

western order and

a

have other orders 011 liand. Five men are iww
ployed in the shed and others will lie added.

of the I’nioti!

and

and

r

ties.

The Italians
the tomato.

dry

Belfast

rusting badly

Raspberries

seamed

Generali

of

Tin: Journal at the Camp Ground. From
this date until the close of the season copies of the
Republican Journal may be obtained at the store
of Conant & Co. under the
NVaverly House.

Sudden Death of Oen. Tom Thumb.

good

You hav e no time to go there
and do nothing? Perhaps you can’t talk. Not,
all who go talk, and they consider their lime

News

S., July 14.

Charles Herwood Stratton, bettor known to
tlie public as “(tenoral Tom Thumb." died at
his residence in Middieboro, Mass., h’ridav
morning of apoplexy. ID lias been slightly indisposed for a few days, but nothing serious
was anticipated.
The deceased was born in
Bridgeport Conn.. January 4. Isas. and was.
consequently, 4f> years old.' At the age of four
years he mitered the service of 1\ T. Barniun
and has ever since been before the public.
II”
leaves a widow who has h eu on the stage with
him since their marriage in ISO.'!. The remains
will be sent to Bridgeport for interment. The
(ieueral’s wife i- in Cincinnati.

you can use that. Talk about temperance instead of dresses when you make calls. And
don't hesitate to introduce the

be

to

Much interest
was felt here as to the result of the application
for a writ of habeas corpus by Rogers Amero
of Digbv, X. S., who is charged with the murder of Mrs. Ktta (i. Carlton of Watertown,
Mass., on March Is last. The court room was
well tilled at the time announced for the decision. The Supreme
Court,consisting of Chief
Justice McDonald and
Judges Weatherbee.
Rigby and Thompson, delivered judgment, and
refused to discharge Amero. The Chief Justice. who delivered the judgment of the Court,
decided that the depositions taken in the United
States were duly authenticated under the law
of X'ova Scotia, and wore
properly received.
The alleged defects in the warrant in
omitting
to state that the United States “meant the United States of America, and
anv
other
omitting
description of the crime than that of murder,"
he dealt with, and cited authorities to show
that even if it was defective, since a fresh warrant. could have been issued
by Judge Savary,
the Court would not discharge the prisoner
upon that ground. He held that even if the
Court, upon such an application, could review
the evidence, there was abundant evidence of
guilt. Judge Rigby, in concurring, cited authorities upon the question of the warrant, and he.
with Judge Weatherbee and Judge Thompson,
thought the evidence of guilt quite sufficient.
There is no appeal from this decision to the
Supreme Court of Canada, it being expresslv
taken away in extradition cases. Dective Wiggiu of Wiggin & Woods’s agency of Boston, is
here awaiting the requisite order from the Minister of Justice for Amero’s removal to Boston.

bed over the

*•

aim: iiaisimi ion
uni' i:aii.uoa!>.

sleep-

is way ahead of sitting up
in a comcar, but a green hand doesn’t absorb a large
amount of sleep the first night.
I thought the

1

im-s

Hiding
all night

mon

c*-

ii"u

Monday afternoon, I proltangor, where 1 got supper and had

er

■

* *

that calls out the

few hours to devote- to that eitv. At about
10 in the evening 1 got aboard the
“Flying
Yankee” train for St. John.
I got a berth in
the Pullman and turned in.
in a

«

<

Ex-

a

o’clock to

**

nothing

ceeded to

c
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Press

of the trip.
Taking the cars

*••

'•

Maine

tear

»■

*

tne

Probably
physical endurance of a man like an excursion for pleasure.
He will work harder on a week’s trip for
enjoyment, than he can possibly do by labor,
and when lie gets home, lie feels as if he ought
to go into the machine shop for
repairs. Jtidjiig all day and all night in the cars, “doing” a
city, trying to sleep in a noisy hotel, to one unaccustomed to it, is harder than sawing wood;
but if one always stays at home, he will never
know what Is going on around him. so as l
said,
1 went into training and when 1 left home 1
was in good condition to endure the wear and
there is

tlie party saw them for the first time, and were
surprised to find that the people of the Lower

a

with

"GO HAST YOUNG MAN'!"
lien I decided to go on the Press Excursion
1 immediately put mvself in training, to harden me, so 1 could stand the racket.

Brunswick and Nova Scotia and we publish
elsewhere the first instalment of his report.
The writer will simply discuss a few topics
which suggested themselves on a trip,
which, so
far as he is concerned, was intended solelv as
one for rest and recreation.
The localities visited have long been familiar to us, but most of

And the same is true to

George

cursion.

half-past one. and is undergoing othday.
er changes as the result of increased social and
Prom to-day. the wages paid to laborers at Republican convention finds its best leadership
business relations, with the United States. St.
ltus-ell's ice houses will be sto men in the
in the general sense and spirit of the RepubliJohn has always been the most
hold, and eX.XI to hands in the buildings and on can masses." And in conclusion:
enterprising of
••Altogether, the two
the run.
[Richmond Bee.
places and contained an American dethe convention did a good day's work, which
IN GF.NERAI..
ment when only an occasional tourist found biwill cement the new harmony and unity of the
The prospect* are good for an abundance of
to the picturesque capital of Nova Scotia.
way
blueberries this year.
party, and a campaign fought with the same The
fact that Halifax has long been a garrison
There
is
some
talk
of
the
State
Musresolutions while en route from Halifax to St.
holding
judgment and spirit will Ik* crowned with vic- town and a naval
ter at Mt. Desert this year.
station, although causing
The advices from Ohio are equally enJohns:
Benjamin Knight,of Olisficld, has a complete tory.”
disbursements there by the English govlarge
1
'I\ni. That the heart} thanks of the
record of each day's weather since 1813.
couraging. Senator Sherman has expressed his ernment. is
thought to have been detrimental to
Maiin !’:■
Association are hereby teiid< red
An addition is to be made to the hospital at
belief that victory will crown the efforts of the
business enterprise, while adding much to the
i
tin -Maine
th" Soldiers' Home, Togus. at an early date.
ntral, Knox A. Lincoln. New
and
Republicans,
representative McKinley, of social
Brunswick. Windsor »v Annapolis. and InterThe contributors of the Portland transcript
importance of the place. But while Mt.
ia.
that State, said in Washington on the 11th;
held a pleasant meeting in Portland last week.
Bailroad*. and the N.'Va Scotia and
John has had the advantage of the great lumInternational Mcamshij> * »>mpani< s, for free
The Press says that the ingot found in Port- “Our
are
and
l
believe
the
prospects
bright,
ber trade of the section watered by the .Si. John
iford' d u* on the present excursion.
land. recently, and claimed to be gold, is doubt1
Republicans will nut only elect Koraker but river and
1
tin1 repje*! ntative* of ill* Press in St.v less copper painted red.
tributary streams, Halifax, with itn 1 *i' their
Mirte*i«*. giving us ride* to tin*
Thi 810.000 libel suit of Marshal White, of have a majoiity in the Legislature." Mr. Mctine harbor, commanding position, and
present
..f
interest
ill
that
vs.
tin
and
Portland
p"im*
lias
been
desaid
Vugtista.
further that the Scott law is becomcity,
leal.;,
Argus,
Kinley
;■
Bohi rt Peed, Ksq.. for his reception vet d in favor of that newspaper.
railway facilities, has a future before it if it will
1*
more popular every day, and that.
ing
t
I
s
j ari} at hi* mansion, and the profusion
anticipated that the tide of summer
only utilize its advantages. And that, judging
While this law is going to prove satisfactory
litcd by him to our ladies
travel to Maine resorts will he greater this
pr
from present indications, it means to do.
Its
on
<
the
whole
to
the
\\
Y*
men.
it
is
to
Knowles, !•:*«!.,‘of the Windsor season than ever before.
liquor
going
s and
'1 la framing of a 2000-ton ship at the yard of bring to the support of the Republican ticket, deep water terminus, with the grain elevator
papers: to Messrs.
1
>i
H* iding,
Black.ider. Stewart and Hon. William lingers in Bath, was done in 14 also a very large proportion of tlie prohibition and facilities for
loading or unloading expedivote.
Tlic prohibitionists arc anxious to get
e* member* of tlie IT*
of Halifax, and to
days. This is considered quick work.
tiously two large ocean steamships at the same
11"!
All ed < ia \ toll and hi* associates of
Mr. 1!. II. Baker, who has just graduated all the votes they can for tin* prohibitory
amendment to the constitution, and tht*v have time is a step in the right direction. Of its
B"ar- •! Charities fortheir polite attention* i trom < olby. has received and
accepted a call to
»*P»ciali\ for the agreeable excursion given the pastorate of the Baptist church in t lierrv- sense enough to sec Unit the way to do that is manufacturing enterprises we -ball have somenot to tight the. party winch enacted the Scott
m tic
beautiful harbor of tin* citv. and the tield.
j
law. 1 think, too. that we arc going to gain thing to say later.
a ant 1'"i!:i' i< Ml at Mount J
Samm Stoddard, soap manufacturer at Hallope.
A
to tilt
POLITICS.
Iiitereolonial Bailway < oinpuny
lowed. was choked to deatli by a piece of tripe many votes on the tariff issue—especiailv among
:hc
xe« 1;« nt
dinner pro\ ided for u* at
Friday morning. He leaves a wife and several the German*.. Other influences are at work
The Provinces of Nova Scotia anil New
in
behalf
of
the
Amherst.
silently
children.
Republicans which will Brunswick
contain more politics to the square
\\
eg lu a**uiv these friend* of our* of the
Reports from different sections of the State probably manifest thomselve- before our caminch than they can carry with safety or advanfour
weeks
lienee.
\\e
a*11re
show
paign
have
that
the
fairly
opens
had
jj1
this visit to the
pc
potato bug is making great havoc
1
'iio.
and of mir 'iucere hope that we ma\
among the vines in several localities.
tage. In this country we lake a rest between
Church Attendance.
'-me lime be p« nuitted io
President Filiot. of Harvard e'ollege. has arreciprocate their
elections,
hut over the border the political'
he
rived with his family at his beautiful summer
:•} w A- mi .mg them to our u wn State.
The symposium in a recent number of the
^
caldron boils furiously all the time, and the
t
o' that
it wiii be the constant -ndeavor cottage at North Fast Harbor. Mount Desert.
"t 11
Pr;
of l>i.th countries to promote by
At the Augusta arsenal
Thursday night. Cor- North American Review on Church Attendance feeling i- more intense than the American can
tlics*
w a\ s relations >1 t
poral .John F. Murphy while drunk tired at lias attracted a good deal of attention and pro- realize,
>ur political differences are as naught
I.I
M'dia 1 goodwill between thoM* who are
Major Phipps, the commander, on being revoked much criticism. Tin- sweeping assertions
in comparison.
•
There politics are carried into
iglibor* and slmuld ever be friends.
proved. lie will be trii d by court martial.
t. P.
A
ai:hi:\.
"inplint' ntary dinner will be tendered of "A Non-Cliureli-tioer" in the Review were, social and business relations, and one party can
Hi \i;v s. Brni:\*;i:. Committer.
Hun. V \\
Thomas. Jr., by prominent citi- however, so
effectually disposed of by the suc- see absolutely no good or anything creditable in
m L. Mn.i.Ki:.
zens of Portland
prior to Mr! Thomas'departJ
that further comment hardly
the other.
This must necessarily operate
ceeding
papers
ure for Sweden, which is set for
July 21.
>tAlNK HlSTollli \I, SOi'IKTY.
seemed necessary.
The new Green Mountain railway up Mt.
Indeed, it appeared as against the public interest. Here; is an illustra1
M: i1
lhstorii-al S.ieiet\ held n meeting
Desert, is t;:;nq feet long, and is like the road up
though a man of straw had been set up for tion. As the Maine journalists spirted on a trip
B. un*\\ ick. .!u!\ !:11h. Hnn.*James W. BradMt. \\ ushingtun. In one place the gradi rises
Messrs. Ward, l’ullman and Rylance to knock
in Halifax harbor a gentleman standing on the
Augusta, presiding. The librarian's
one foot in three, for 500 feet.
m: show
ra gain of several hundred hound
down,
j'lie former presents statistics which
The Deliver delegates from tile G. A. R. of
wharf remarked. “What are they
Republiend over on* thousand pamphlets. Maine, will take with them to the National
prove the random assertion that "only a small
cans?” One of the party who had! remained be! he tr> asurer** report.show* an
lit
the
of
colors
the
old First Maine
unexpended Fncampni'
proportion, even of intelligent or eminently re- hind stepped up and volunteered, the informam«
: nwr >-Ioo.
The following officers i Regiment.
v. ere elected :
The Village Herald says: Gen. James A.
spectable people, are regular attendants upon tion that there were both Republicans and
1”
O'nt. lion. Janie* W.
Bradbury, of An* Hall has been suffering from nervous dyspepsia religious services on Sunday." and "the propor- Democrats on board the little steamer. This
Y
Pre*'.deiit. IIimi. Win. (». Barrow*. during the spring and summer and the disease
tion is diminishing year by year," to lie wholly
statement was received with surprise, and the
:
Brunswick; Tn asurer. Lewis Pierce, of has so prostrated and depressed him at times
:‘l*-'Ud: * <iT' 'poii*!ing >•
lion. Wil- that lie had not been able to give his business unwarranted. "On the contrary." says the revresponse was, “We couldn't get up an excurcivtary,
111 ( """d. oi \\ indham ;
Standing * 'ominittee, the vigorous attention with which lie had been erend gentleman. "tile proportion is increasing sion in that way." The names adopted by the
lh J. S, wall, of AY iscasset, Jos*
pb Williamson, accustomed to prosecute it. He is now im- so rapidly that if ‘A Non-Church-UoerV life
!
Be-fast. L. II. LI we 11, of Heeling. William
opposing parties are somewhat confusing, and
proving.
*' M.U. of \Y indham. Win.
should lie prolonged many decades, tin greater
as they are subject to local
The executive committee of the pith Maine
of Augusta,
Lapham.
changes an outsider
1
V'Uiig. of Brunswick, and Janie* P. Bax- have perfected arrangements for the reunion likelihood is tlint he will have to hide himself would be wise to refer to them
simply as ins
t"ii. "f Portland.
at Bowdoinham on
Tuesday, August 2Mh.
or emigrate to escape the danger of being
and outs. The ins are for protection, and have
1'iir vacaiiea
of roll member.* w« r* tilled
Fxeursiuii tickets at one fare for the round trip away
h; tic election of II"ji. * harle* L. Na*h. of will be offered over the Maine Central and converted." The statistics which make good given Canada a tariff’ nearly as i high as our
Atigu*ia. lion. < harle* W. Hoddard. of portKnox >V I.in coin Railroads. Headquarters at
tlii> statement are thus summarizi d : "The in- own: while the outs are for free trade
ora
ciM. II. h. Morrell, of (lardiner. and
Bowdoinham will be established at Grand crease in
Ldward
population since IsnO has been nine- tariff'for revenue only. They woidd be glad b
d<* 1 *11*»ui. of Belfast.
Army Hall. A business meeting of the associ- fold: that in
1 la f".lowing corri *jionding lnemher* were
ation will be held at 2 f. M., and a public meetevangelical communicants lias have a new reciprocity treaty witli the I'nited
hosenH. >■ hull. of oxford. Ldward
been twenty-seven fold: three times as great a- States and do not believe at all in the
ing in the evening.
promise
mutiod.i t Boston, iIon. John H. Long, of
In 1*84 tlie early traveller to Bar Harbor can
in the population." This i- an
eminently satis- of prosperity held out by the various manufacI'f-ton. Prof. 1'. \\ Putnam, <»!' Cambi idgt. leave Boston, anti, going via the Kustern and
N" iii Brook*, of New York. Frank W. Ha*factory showing to those who uphold the church turing enterprises dtvcloptd under the new
Maine Central roads, arrive In time to take tea
h'hl. '»I Por *inouth. Daniel A. Durive. of Mad- at tlie
House. Sullivan, or at Bar and its influence: lint it should not he permitted policy. 'The logic of events seen-, hmfever.
Waukeag
!*«mi. V. i*.. Bohcrt
A. Cordon. of Charleston.
Harbor. Ur, leaving Bar Harbor at 11 o'clock
to cause any relaxation in the efforts to increase
to be rather against this \iew of tl e
m
< harle* Fra mi*
in the forenoon, the passenger ran get down in
question.
Adam.*. Jr., of Boston.
i
the attendance at our churches and to extend
I KKT. T1!A1>E vs. l’UOTEC nix.
annual lield day was r* f< rred to a < unBoston at tea time. Who says the Fastern
"l three, with
their usefulness.
l,li,
It is not so very many years since Nova
authority to appoint time world doesn't move?
Rev. A. \\
Burr, of the HalloweU Classical
and. place. ( M'getOW II was suggested bv Bev.
Scotia exported all her ruu ma criai to the
i Ihke. t Bath, and
Miss Anna Smith, the daughter id' the late
Bangor bv I*r "*i»lent M'lionl. declines to accept the priucipalship of
I’nited States and imported everything in tie
Bra-mury. Th. committee are. F. B. Ncall.-v. lie Farmington Normal School.
Rear-Admiral Joseph Smith, I'nitcd States
Bangor. J. B. Buxton, of Portland, and S.
The new hotel at Kittle Chcboague
"the father of the monitors." has
of manufactured articles, from clocks to
Navy,
way
Island,
I
Hilo-. <»1 Bath.
I nlinished i-ii' ia
Portland Harbor, is called "The Waldo,” in
wa* an
presented to the Home of 11 jo Good Shep- clothes pins.
Halifax even imported brick
udiin-nt of the by-law* pr- po** d at the last
honor of Ceiioral \\ altlo, one of t lit early ovvnherd. Washington, the capacious residence and
mnua; in*-* ting. Amendments
irom Maine, with an abundance ijf brick clav
Is
f tic Island. Gen. Waldo was the owner grounds of the late Admiral on
to meinrelating
Ninth-street,
fM
r'hip were adopted. Tlio*e relating to till* of lb' Island about 17.7,1, and it was included in just north of K, that city, for a reformatory for at tlie water s edge of the harbor. In many in!:c
tings w.-ie generally ivje.
tic inv entory of his estate after his disease,
•{. The annual
women.
The property is valued at Si'i.ooo.
stances the raw material was
exported to lie
'mgw;.| be geld as hep- oioj'e at Brunsand appraised at 130 pounds sterling.
The Washington Star, in mentioning the gift
u h-k on
I riday of commencement week and
imported in the manufactured form. Now.
The enrollment in tlie ranks of tlie Grand says: "Miss Smith has taken another house,
"I "‘'hp ui' ting* upon and where the standing Arm; of the Republic of Maine has been
and will continue to reside in this
city, where Nova Scotia and the same may lib said of flit
"inmitt-e may direct. At the
suggestion of double for the past quarter what it was for tlie she is greatly beloved, especially among the other Provinces, lias
tii' standing committee tlie office of
every natural requisite
biographer entire year just passed. During tlie quarter poor who have been the recipients of her boun- for a
u
great variety of manufactures. It lias
c 'f'-at* d fur the collection of statistic* re- the net gain of membership has been 7+s. and
The late Admiral left to his daughter, his
ty.
1 ::- to member* of tlie
coal. wood. iron, copper, gold, pottery clay,
society, and Joseph of posts 13.
only remaining child, a large revenue."
Y\ i ; uii*on. »,t Belfast, was
Andrew Grant died at Ilampden July 12th.
apnointed.
Admiral Smith was a Maine man, a native of gypsum. Ac, ,Vc.: abundant watci power and
Shovellers make from four to six dollars each

Our

Nova

“Our George*’ is the Journal’s historian of
the Maine Press excursion last week to New
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Notes

the

pulp

minstrels gave a very creditable
lord Hall in tins city la-t v- ek.

Irish

Coban'-

of

performance

Hay

at

i’im* audience was-mall.

State

Ireland
A

The Marquis of I.ansdowne will sail for Canada on the 11th of October.

Tin* puimrami*.
alone worth the pri<a- f admission

were

city

in this

lamilv

from California

brought
gold—nugget- 1came from tin* earth. 11. L. McDonald. tb*-..'-wclt r.
purchased a lot for which he paid ninety «vnt> p, r
£
penny weight. One nugget weighed betwe
and $<’».
with them

quantity

a

of native

.,

will spent. Suppose all said: "There is no use
in my going. I do not do anything 1" A large

Tile Iowa Greenbaekers have
Hon. J. 1!. Weaver for Governor.

good meeting.

number present goes far towards making a
So, your very presence helps:

with

and you would receive good, especially if you
went long enough to get interested. It is main-

Horace Greeley'.- farm at Chappaqua will lie
sold at auction September Sth. to settle estate.

Chase

ly

Advice from the cattle centres indicate that
the drive this vear will reach (iOO.tKm against
:S.">n.ooo last year.

attention of our citizens to the superior <|iia!;tii
ot! these goo.Is by circular- sent through the ln.iii
Aindli.
Sve, also, ti, r a»U ertiseimn..

because more ami more of the inthiculial

class do not go that no more is done, (’an you
expect a dozen or twenty to do a work which

requires

the active

co-operation of all? Some
say that the temperance people do not seem to
do much? Yes. and if they thought it over candidly, I think they would admit themselves to
be somewhat in fault. As it is. all, or marly
all. is left for a few faithful women. And they
will receive their reward. There are some tem1
perance men in Belfast, 1 -am glad to say.
wonder If the men are proud of the city's
Fourth of July record? Arc they so weak they
cannot

stop the tratlie in rum?

care?

I

or

don't

they

nominated

Egypt, in addition to Ute cholera,
tile cattle plague ami tin1 cotton

is afflicted
worm.

making

sold,

so

much sorrow, and expense,

too; think what they can do about i'. Living
under a prohibitory law. in a comparatively
small city, with so many good and cultured

people, it is a
liquor is sold.

shame and

sin that

a

so

much
i;

•Unix n. corciii

rut:

t.tqroit ti:ai tic.
Ml:. Eimon : Will you publish the following
extract from John H. (lough's speech delivered
at Koscland l’ark. W oodstock. Conn., and re-

ported in
oblige one

ox

the New York
of the W. C. T. I

Independent,

and

1 will tell you my idea of the liquor tratlie
(loti forgive m< I do not speak
very brietly.
of it boastingly for my 'in is ever before
of my life was a dark
me; seven years
blank. 1 know what the burning appetite for
stimulant is; I know all about it. and I have
sat by tin1 dying bedside of drunkards,
i have
held their hands in mine; 1 have tried to lead
them at the last gasp to the Saviour who never
turned any away that came to Him: and yet in
the light of my own experience and the experience of others that l have received through mv
observation 1 could say, Father in Heaven, if it
be thy will that man shall sutler whatever serinelh good in 1'liy sight of temporal evil impose
it on me; let the bread of affliction be given to
me to eat; take from me the friends of mv old
age; let the hut of poverty he my dwelling
place; let the wasting haud’of disease be laid
upon me; lei me walk in the whirlwind, live in
the storm; let the passing away of my welfare
be like the (lowing id' a stream' and t'he shouts
of my enemies like rain on the waters; when I
speak good let evil come on me -Jo all this, but
save me, merciful (tod. save me from the bed of
a drunkard. And yet as 1 shall answer to Thee
in the day of judgment I had rather to be the
veriest sot that ever reeled through y our streets
than I would be the man who sold him hi' liquor for a month.
1 think it is the most awful
business that a man can possibly engage in.
There is lio good in it.
XI >1 KS.

The Democrats of Iowa

hope that tie■ Prohibitionists, by running independent legislative

tickets, will insure the election of

a Democratic
Legislature in that State, which will elect a
Democrat to the Senate instead of Mr. Allison.
Mr. Allison is one of the Senators whom the
country needs.
The Prohibition Amendment is still popular
in Kansas. The house of Kepresentatives of
that State, lately elected, has voted down, by a
decided majority, a proposition to rescind the
amendment. Kansas will not readily yield to
the old dominance of the liquor-sellers.
James Nash of this town was tried before S.
L. Taber Esq. last Tuesday on charges of liquor
selling and search and seizure process. He
was found guilty on both and sentenced to
pay
a fine
and cost’s amounting to Sion.
lie has
paid a part of his tine and now lies in jail trying
to raise the balance.
Liquor selling in llou’lton
is getting to be unprofitable business.
[Aroostook Times.
The Minnesota state prohibition convention
tabled a resolution declaring in favor of a tariff
for revenue only. The platform condemns the
course of boLli parties on the liquor question,
favors enfranchisement of women and the
election of all officers by the people when
possible. The following ticket was adopted:
Governor, ('has. Evans Holt; Lieut. Governor,
Prof. E. S. Payne; Secretary of State, C. It.
Shaw; Treasurer.('. M. Anderson.
The provisions of the Downing License Law
in Missouri are very severe a' compared with
the Scott law of Ohio. The person desirous of
opening a drinking place has to make written
application to the County Court, indorsed by a
majority of the tax-payers in the neighborhood;
must give a bond in the sum of SgoiK), properly
secured: and must pay every six months not
less than S-’> nor more than sejmi for State purposes, and not less than SHOO nor more than ^ tun
for county purposes.

Fish and Fishing.

The sardine

says the Calais Times, is extending
There

are

three factories

nearing completion,
on

which

work

and

has

in

one

industry,
at

Lubec.

operation,
in .North

just begun.

one

I.tihec

Hrown's

factory employs about 50 hands, and pays out
for lish and labor an average of $500 per week.
The

(juoddy Packing

Co.

employs

00

hands

and pays out $000 per week. Gillice, Wolf ,V
Pike have the largest factory here.
They em-

ploy

over

100 hands.

Hy

means

of

a

patent

recently placed in their factory they can
take care of tweedy hlnl. of lish per daydouble the quantity either of the other factories
can handle.
Sealers make the best pay.
W. S.
oven

Cleaves earned in one week last year $28.52.
He sealed in four days over 0200 cans.The

alewive

season at Denuysville is about over.
The catch does not vary much from last year,
being about four hundred barrels. Prices

have ruled

higher

than usual.

will be realized from them.

Probably $150
The salmon fish-

ery has not been a success.
Meddybemps
Lake is swarming with alewives. The people
are dipping barrels of them, and curing them
for winter use.The Gazette says : The bass
are not taken from Dexter pond in great

quantities,

still about every day somebody gets
nice string. We hear that a good many
small fish have been found in the pond this

a

season

this

dead and

signifies,

if

floating on the surface.
it signifies anything, we

not.Fish Warden ilartin, of China, is
track of those who violate the law.

captured

a

seine 72 feet

long

He

What
know
on

the

lately

and i> feet wide, at

Peth’s Pond, in Winslow.Fish Commissioner
Stilwell returned to

trip

liaugor last week from a
portion of the State

to the northwestern

turned out. one hundred thousand
young land-locked salmon in Kangeley waters.
.Mr. C. W. Tracy, of Gouldsboro, recently
where he

appointed State fish and game warden, has, it
is said, been going for the lobster catchers with
a sharp stick.Schooner Edward E. Webster
has stocked $0400 in mackerel fishery this
season, and is high line of the New England
fleet..The tonnage of the district of Gloucester for the quarter ending June 50 comprised
505 vessels, 31,200.05 tons, an increase over the
previous quarter of nine vessels, 1440.75 tons,
and over the corresponding date of last year of
25 vessels, 3580.08 tons.

the

head.

It

a

nose

he taken out at the back.

to

did not work with
were

surgeon

from the

sonic

jaired to

r.

it,
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and the

rvi
the

remove

:
a

win

nose.

IMis.s Lena Fernald, who is leaching a sma
ttie vestry of the Baptist hue h, i vr.
noyed by a gang of hoy* who assemble in

r:

-■

In

Andrew White escaped from an insane
asvluin in Illinois and returning home, shot his
wife and two children, and then killed himself.

Dudley, Commissioner of Ten-ions, is
taking an inventory of the work which yet re-

wire in
of

Kansas lias again been visited by a terrific
tornado, which killed se veral people and destroyed a large amount of property.

how can they help it? Oh! I wish they would
think: think if it is right tn have so much liquor

u

A sleight of hand performer v;»> in 11»iweek, and taught several the trick -»f insertit._;

'There is a natural bridge in Arizona which,
it is said, far surpasses in size the well-known
natural bridge in Virginia.

Senator Voorhee- states that lie personallv
knows from Gov. Hendricks that the latter is
not a e-odidate for the presidency or any other
office.

\

of the Journal.

Since the passage of the pension law the
number of attorneys before the office has increased from 4000 to 7000.

do not like fo believe either, yet it
looks very much as if It must be one of these
reasons.
But perhaps thev "don't think." Yet

>;Mey Bros. of tlii-- ily, agent'
Sanborn’s coffees, have been ealli

A:

swan

noise.

On frit lay

the

.-.a

for the purpose of make

ridor of the chureh

a

thrown a-udnst the

-i mo.s were

fifteen panes of glass broken
are known and will pr-

church and

the

vestry. The boys
arrested.

h.

An unoccupied house on River avenue, owi ed
the Jonathan Ehvell estate, was discover*-.!
on, fire Thursday afternoon of last week, u! was

Gen.

mains to be done in the way of payment of pension arrears.

extinguished without a general alarm. It •- sup
posed to have been the work of an inecudiar;. Mr

The demolition of Booth'- Theatre in New
York is nearly complete, and the work of erecting tlie new building which i- to occupy the
site has begum

liarriman, the executor oi the
tote, will |
reward of ^2o for evblen«-e tb.-ir will
tivU

a

■

cep diary.
A >oung seal

The London Standard says Robert Steel A
Co.. Greenock, an old ship building firm hasuspended payment. 'The debt- of tile firm ay
said to be heavy.

Satmrday
wharf by
shot

of

-d

taken alive in

was

last

week.

It

Mr. Albert Ru
i:

at

a

The masonry of the Washington monument
now : 17t> feet in height, and the iron work i20 feet higher.
It is thought that too feet will
he reached this year.

off Lewi'"

e

the seal

up

■•barge

a

Jumping

fleet.

into

>I will:

ai

f Samuel

possession
it.

bar!..

our

seen

.bins, who tired

without serious

bpat Mr. Robbins rowed
gaff eaptur 1 it 3

•America is the asylum for the oppressed of
all nations, hut not for the paupers of all
nations,” is the neat way the Cincinnati
Enquirer puts it.

was

Holt, win* prop.- to ,n,<
long and vein fat.
'•tank and seem* to en

The seal is about two feet

It swims about in

'•

a

i-

Bask Balk.

ball

i'heG. A. K. Ini- presented to the peoplcof
Baltimore a beautiful bronze tablet as a ree ignition of the kindness shown by them to the
Grand Army last year.

t

in

the

afternoon,
Frank W

o’clock.

I

t

an

is

•>

■

UKI.KASl.
Runs

! Knnwlton,

lut

e

Thompson,

I f..
( oil.urn, s. b. and p.
McKern, f. !.
Ros*, r. f.
Cottrell, t. h.
1 lihvorth, p. and
•.

is postmaster at Laramie.

society of Friends in England ha- repealed the prohibition of marriage betwirii
The

The three places thus far mentioned for holdthe National Kcpubiieau Convention, says
Wehl) in tin Boston .Journal, are Cincinnati.
Indianapolis and Saratoga.

called at

was

game

arrived

a

acted as umpire and George Keating anr.
Tlu Belfast side had blit eight men. Tile K.u
nine played but eight innings, a> tin y were m.- id
after the Be fast hoys had played out their mm
innings. The following is a suunuar;. of tin- gann

’The agreement between the English governand De Ersseps relative to tin- second
canal lias been signed. England lends
ts.OnO.OOO at :T. per cent.

lir-t eou-ins. which has been in force in that
body for nearly 200 years.

a

Bangor party

ment
.■-in z

••Bill" N'ye, the humorist, of Laramie, Wyoming, i> a tall, slender, smooth-faced young
man. apparently about tliirty years of ago.
1 le

Saturday
game
played at the trotting park, Belfast,
Bangor nine* and a home company.

was

tween

afternoon

1
c

1

-.

|

ing

Fernald,

s.

u

s....

I. A N»; < )K.

Buii-.
1 lamlin. e. ami p...
;>
1 >o\v. >. I>....
'5
Ayer, f. I*. 1

Tree-growing is increasing in Kansas brynnil
the consumption for timber.
It was feared at
the first settling of the State that the forests
would disappear in a few years.

Brenen, s. s.
Donliue, i. f.
her, p. and t
dennison, i. b. and e
Kiel*

Blodgett,

Treasury officials say that there is no law to
prevent bringing in pauper emigrants through
Canada. This law will undoubtedly lie amended in this particular next winter.
Mr. Iloadlv of Ohio is charged with hating

e

..

«

(toodnow,

r.

Hits.

-j

f..
f.

o

o

\1
Do

admitted to a fellow Democrat that he spent
gfiU.OOO in buying delegates to secure the Democratic nomination for Governor.

Tuesday

-it

next tie

Belfast

will

gor for tin- purpose of
street nine.

playing

with the 1 \ei

1:

go b-

•.

au>-

1’iatsoN ai..
Mr. s. W. Cook, of Lewi-On ma
Master of Ddd Fellow-, aim hi- wife, wi re m B<
The receipts of the l’ost Office Department
fast lasl week. They took a trip t- North;.. rt c. !
for nine months of the fiscal year ending .March
were inueh pleased with our suiniiier r«
rt
Ml, lss:i, were
!»4ti,;>oti. and the expenditures
$;tl.43ti,914. leaving a surplus of $2.f>U9,442.
| Bev. Mr. Cunningham, formerly of thinow located in Connecticut, arrived in Belf: -1
In the interest of historical accuracy, it may
week, and with his family will spend his va
he stated that the measure which took from the
trade dollar the $.1 legal tender capacity was in tills vicinity.... Mrs. >. \. Bccd. -d Mn-m-ap
passed by a Democratic House, that is, in’ lsTn. is in Belfast for the slimmer ..s. W. o|b\ and
-■

1

1

...

|

>

By order of Internal Revenue Commissioner | family and D. ( .Smith and wile, of thi.-city. ha
Kraus, the article known a- "Rock and Rye'- is rented a cottage at the South >ii"re, \orthp- rt, f- r
to he taxed as a beverage, and ail who sell it
B
the sea.-on, and have moved dowii.... Mr. F
must pay the special P. S. tax of
per year.
hour and family, of Detroit, Michigan, are th.
\1General John Newton, president of the soci- guc-ts of Mr. C. 15. Ha/eltine. of Belfa-t
ety of the Army of the Potomac, has been invi- Fred Fletcher, principal of the f a-tii.e High a

•-

-■

ted to attend a" confederate re-union ill i'cxas
and respond to the toast, "The Boys in Blue."

A widow with six children, who was "assisted" to emigrate from Ireland to < anada hafound her way to New York city, where she
entreats the authorities to send her hack t"
Ireland.

large meeting of merchants and shipof London passed resolutions condemning the agreement between DcLcsseps and the
government on financial, commercial and political grounds.
The Louisiana lottery companies say they
A

owners

the I nited States courts
they receive at the New Orleans
postal money orders to the amount

will carry their
It appears that

postottiee

of $100,000

ease

to

monthly.

The little Swiss Republic, with a population
of about three millions, maintains an army of
■JOo.ITii men, at a cost of $2,142,710. The
I nited States, with a population of f>0,00ll.ooo.
lias an army of 20,000 men.

Kx-Senator Wallace, of Pennsylvania, is said

aspire to the next democratic nomination to
the Presidency.
During the time he lias been
in private life he lias carefully rebuilt his fortune and is now thought to he worth -SJ.tioo.OOi).

to

Miss Louisa de la Ratne (“Uttida") is seriously ill at Florence. Overwork and a slight touch
of Roman fever, to which her const it lit ion lias
hitherto been impervious, have affected her
brain, and she is now in strict seclusion and
tinder careful treatment.
Ttie sister of Roger Amero, the man charged
with the murder of Mrs. Carlton, at Watertown, Mass, has became insane by reason of
her distress at her brother’s imprisonment.
There is a growing belief that the self-accusations of the prisoner which caused his arrest
were also the result of lunacy.
While Democratic conventions in

some

States

declaring excitedly against selling the labor
of convicts to contractors, the Democratic Gov
eminent of Tennessee has just sold the labor ot
the convicts of that State to a railroad company
for six years at $101,000 per year.
are

Naval officers are much disturbed over the orderof Secretary Chandler prohibiting tin- wives
of officers on sea duty to follow their husbands
to foreign ports, and they are not pleased at the
publication of the report on the gross intemperance of officers in the Asiatic Sipiadron.
II has been a good year for paying the national debt. The debt has been reduced KIT millions
and the annual interest about six millions, lint
two previous years, IStIT and lssg, exceed this
record. The reduction during June was the
largest ever made in any single month. Increased customs receipts account for it.
It is
not probable that the reduction during the
present fiscal year, or for some time to come,
will be nearly as large.
One member of the l tali Commission who
has returned from the West says that Mormon
polygamy is doomed. Polygamy, lie says, is
gradually diminishing, and is now confined to
the poorer class of the “Saints." He says that
through the' opening tip of the Territory by
railroads the Mormons are fast losing ilieir
political power. The Gentiles are increasing
in number, and will soon lie able to control
matters in their own way.
The

Philadelphia

Times calls it the

betrayed

dollar, and the New Orleans Picayune says that
as it is not a legal tender it must be an illegal I
tough.
__

Tildeu seems likely to prove the old Man of
the Sea of the Democratic party.

and wife,
summer

are

in

Belfast, where they will pa.-.-

vacation....

William

Henry

and

Anderson, ef Pori land, former Belfast boys,
in tins cite

u

Muiidav

■

ik:

<

m,

wer--

Mrs. Bichard M- A li

-t.

and family, of Boston, are at Belfast, the gue.-t- »f
d i,. While.... W. A. Kimball,
formerly in the
of the Portland steamers, i- low employed
Boston and Bangor line.Mr. d. II.
and son, of New York, are in Belfast tor a i-it

ploy
the

H. F

McDonald will leave the last of tin

-\e>

:

Cape Breton, with his brother Capt. K
McDonald in selir. Fdward dohnson. whim
a

trip

to

•<■-

from Porthmd to Cow

Bay

for coal

There

is

line

lislilng in Cape Breton w ater.-, and t he W
will try their luck while there.... Mi-Fottise Baldwin, well known here, is prima donn
soprano of the standard < tpera Compunv which hatrout

Donalds

just begun

a season

of

grand

15-Bev. Theodore Hellish

opera in st. dohu. V
is to lecture in < n

den to-day /Thursday) and has also been engage
to deliver the oration there on next Mmm-ra
Day.... Mr.-. Carman and family, of New York, u
rived on Wednesday, and will occupy IFF M
Donald’s cottage for one month-Mr. F ( Basic.k, of Bridgeport, CL, with
of his family is in town.

some oi

the

im

o

er«

Tin* following wills wen* tileo .it tin n
Probate Court in this* in
et
late Martha Say ward, of Burnham, gives hct
M
ter Eunice Meservev, and her sons Ki< ii
James W. a id John M. >a\ a aril the sum >t $lo
each. To her daughter Elvira P. Cole she give- ail
Wills.

cent term of the

personal property, goods and ellVrt-* air. the
homestead farm of the late Ambrose >ay\\ ard
Adeline M. Crant, late of Winterport, gives
her
husband, Robinson M. Crant, if be "iirvives her,
one third
f her real estate and personal pr>*pert>
her

..,

<

dower, she gives wearing apparel to
Caroline C. Merrill, her sister- in law
To her nieces, Nancy R. Merrill, Callie M.
Merrill,
and Corrinc Barnard, the remainder of her wear
ing apparel and household furniture, except parlor
furniture. To Hannah Merrill, Nancy R. Merrill,
Callie M. Merrill. Chandler R., Jr., Albert and
Lewis M. Merrill and Corrinc Barnard, she give*
all the notes of hand held against Albert Merrill,
late of Portland. Her parlor furniture to go tow ard
paving funeral expenses. The remainder of her
in

lieu

of

Hannah and

property in equal proportions is given to Hannah,
Nancy R Callie M., C. 1^. Jr.. Albert and Lewis M
Merrill-Calvin P. Elliot, late of Boston, gives this wife Lucy I,. Elliot, his house and farm sitiiao I
in Winterport, Ids household furniture, silver wan
Ac., in South Boston, and alHii- property of what
ever description,
lie mentions his children, \r
thur C. Elliot and Mary Ella Pope, and say." lie has
intentionally omitted to provide for them in hiwill.A hagai I Sproul, late of Montvillc, tlrst
gives to her daughter, Clara A. Carter, all of her
household furniture and silver ware. To her -on,

gives $300; to each of her
Fowler and Clara \ Carter,
$04; to her daughter, Elmira Vose, $44. The restduo of the estate is bequeathed to her
daughter,
Clara A. Carter-Hannah Ann Mary Watson, late
Loren

B.

daughters,

of

Sproul,

she

Ahncda F.

Troy, bequeaths to her husband, Charles E.
Watson, all her property, both real and personal.
Hannah C. Holmes, late of Winterport, in a
codicil to her will gives to her grand daughter Lu
elnda Cushing $200 in addition to the $000 devised
in her will.
If Lucinda Cushing dies without lawful issue what may be left of the $soo shall become
the property of Caroline M. II. Dudley or her legal
heirs.
...
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being laid in Moody’s drug store,

!!'"•!

new

Hall, in

odd F.

*-u»M‘d lor two years, is undergoing

I.:..- Iven

Indians broke up their encampment on Wed>-lay and went home to Oldtown. They will

The village school closed last week
last Sunday by the Hew Mr. Tufts....
Rev. Theodore II. Murphv preaches here next Sunday— Mr. Josiah Pearson, a recent medical graduate, will practice medicine in this place and he is
having an office fitted up under storer’s 11 a’ 1.
A large hay crop is being secured.
_Sermon

apt. Charles Baker will command the uniformriaivhs of this city, and will drill them in the
tactic- of tin* order.
t

ed Pat

poor for Beitast says lie has
an.i rons applications for relief. In one case he
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wailed up. a it\ a pauper who wanted him to
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Haven, Conn.

Northpurt
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r.

aged
large
hay In and about the vil
Inge- .Mr. Frank Toothaker is at home l\»r a short
tinn-... .The tax bills were put into the collector's
hands Monday, and are to be collected within one
year from time of commitment-H. v Wing has
been appointed Town clerk to till tin* vacancy
caused by hi- father’s death. Capt. Hiram Wing

in oYlork at the l aiversa
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Mr. <. ha-. Perkins,of stoncham, Mu-.,
i.-it.... The cottage at French' beach
is expected to be occupied this week by bangor
Children'?- Pay is to he observed next
parties.
Sunday r. M. at oYlock, and Sabbath -ehool con
cert in tlu evening... ...strawberry festiv al last

in

1

weekly meetings,

Me
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in-
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young
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they pa-.sed
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h-ajt into the air. On retur: ing
'"bed over and clawed liis fa

to
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took

a

living

>thcr earth he

hands
\vhi 1»- bis yells startled the neighborhood.
The
n_ man was pu ked
up and carried to the markit opposite vvbere in investigation was had. One
of the two irirl- iiad tiirown
pepper into

the

eva

him much agony.
young man has

with both

g
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ipu stion

loade<
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or

the young
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anight, and

persistent young

uirl in future will go armed

now
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ore

of the live

Dept,

eotnmantlei' Shaw

Sch.

Edward

Stanley,

(

apt.

Mahoney and Jennie Miller. Those not absent one
half day
Minnie Dickey, Annie Miller, Polio Mil
ler, Lflie Miller. Absent one half day only Wilbur Mahoney; absent one day only : Fvie lirown.
Carrie Dickey and Ernest
Mahoney. The scholars

has si

Belfast

with cayenne pepper.

manifesit-d

The following
tl.. traii.-d-t- in real estate, in Waldo county for

1 i.ANsl

A. b. and

they ought
district No.
7 closed July Gth, Jennie A. Lamb, teacher; the
scholars not tardy for tin* term are Willis Mahon
ey, Ernest Mahoney, Elbe Miller, Hello Miller, Percy Wellman. Those tardv only once are Wilbur

Cayenee pepper has niarv medicinal uses and in
1 hi
eity ha- been a\ ailed ef as a weapon of offense
It kept a sheriff and posse at bay at
and d* fence.
M<< lintock’s hull

(i

in two

It would seem as though
every year.
to increase every season..
..school in

I the

were

the amount of

-.

handful of

girls much annoyance
by p**rsi>tenl!y follow ingt.hem and using rough epithets. The girls resol-, d t be revenged and in the
v

to

...

of the

aise

bo-ton

three of the past eleven days have been plca-ani
The salmon li-hernu n have all taken up their
net.-and complain of its being one of the poorest
season- for salmon for a great many yeai
We
don’t really understand why it should be win n the
State is expending money to breed young .-almon

cayenne
fellow wliich caused
Humor has it that the aforesaid
a

a

>herman, ami Sch. Pctral, Capt. Decrow, lia\ c loaded with lime and hay for New Medford and New
York, l»y E. M. Coleman. Mr. Coleman is d>‘ing an
increasing business every year.( apt. 1. s.
Adams, of the Sell. Florence Poland, lias been at
home a few days this week. His vessel is in New
Put
York unloading-Poor weather to get hay.

o

man

this town who travels for

Lincoi.nviu

girls wore seen to
the corner at Masonic Tem-

man on

Frank

inst.

the eiitomolo

rge* -a
they are inch worms,
le-tructive enough to be ell worms.
tv*,

Prof.

encampment being called at -;n h
an early dav it will not he possible for him to
attend, as it i> in the very midst of the haying season
in this -tare and the delegates are to leave tin* Pth.

or

from

d

of

that owing to the

He

r

are

>:dui*day evening last

I
I

t«.

a

ground, raising peas (O'
seed.The Liberty Choir hasame

-4th t*» ‘istli has informed

tentacles on
make head lcr tail of

-annul

iik*-

of

delegate- from this state t«» attend the National
Kncainpment t lie lie! 1 at Denver. Col. from July

1 lie worm- are from half an inch to an
age.
h in h-ngth, .-lender, with j bnlcd bodies, and are

>11ejM, and would

large lots
planted pea-

and

Mat hew > has

the

F. II. biadslrcct l’o-t

had

Mr.

ender-, hav ing little Haws

a

^lsoa
day-,
week before la.-t.L <). Johnson commander of

ire

•ul le

very liberal

w;i-

He gave

hay weather,

P.

on

linn sold flour

Picm endeavored last year to
gei tile proper name of these pests, with a description"! their origin, habit.-, etc., but wa.- not -u<ssfu
He has brought Us a col«»uy ot them in a
been

out.\

Twitcliell

screen

all crevices carefully
of their loose

and
then

were

.i'l! wa-bed in

line wire

season a

Perkin-

Porter, ot
IJoston as instructor and will meet for practice
two evenings a week for the next eight weeks_
Mrs. Dr. bacheldcr is failing rapidly. Drs. brookand Flanders of belfast were called Friday and
pronounce her case a hopeless one.II. II

the grape vines of Dael i'i'-n-e
-t year ha- again infested his giapery,
Hie precautions taken for the protection ot
,'i

Carl;

Mt.
usual.

the lir-t rr.ip for
secured the >ervice-

membership

widcij attacked

worm

was

as

Pull

second time

tary. i. K. I Mekev
TIm-
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dish of 'Shar]
less, and the onegite.-^ing ncare-t the right number
contained in the • lisli was f" heroine poss< --or.
Messrs. P. Cousens and !•. L. I-renrh
came
“within one" of it, so of course were the lucky
ones.
The number was 71.
with hi-

arioi.

■

for

Thur*day evening.

opera*. i\ tra*n .-ver site e it organization,
ia-t '\\
a thr« e years with a ‘till line of goods
t
Iietween
and $U,UUo.

ii.
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tope- that are claiming the
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iarna-r-e\(•]•;. w here; while foils'
tin .or Harvest Feast, we think
b“ beat. Thi- '..range ha- been engagm
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is home

ilonc-ty '.range, No. s;'.. M.»r
■, practical '.ranges of Waldo
i, a hall A\.«i with il store un-
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one

....

lay.... Willi.** liice, who i- learning tile ma«a. ini-t’in brook lyn, is home for a few week-1 rank Partridge, ol Lowell, is stopping at Mrs. 1>.

ill be taken to

w

on

K-.|., and situa led oppo.-ite InChesnut street, is being dem-dished

trade

a

bar

>imonton

her second cargo of ha> Saturday,
r Mr.
Itla«k, or >earsport.be\. Mr Hardy’brother from V.-memt, preached for him la-: •'un-

Hinder-

a
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NV»»».

iv in tli-- yard.
The keel was laid,
>hc is tilted with
put up -ind pAlike i.
»eks, an-: i.. f.t• ever) thing !lcit ean be found on
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which it

Lucia Porter,
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sandy Point.
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eve-t

.Myrick
a

Nicholas Berry and family"* Providence IF 1
arc
spending a week in Camden.Fred Hill-bury of
Bangor spent last Sunday in town.

would be hard to surpas,-. The-ohooner is seven
a
lei
le-k, tweill} inches beam
a

their old homes l'or

Bean of

dwelling

SeiiooNiat. Mr. Chester ( ■urell,
Cottrell, of this city, has built a
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master

special
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and (. ha-. Dunton and \. B
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Islands in Fim olnv ille Pond.
Host
Belfast was in town Monday
The old Barbour Ibrn-e so called, now owned by

on one

other trains

as no

Haynes formerly

oi

day-.
.Capt. Bramhall leaves this week with histeamcr Brunette
r Mt. Desert to remain duvinu
the summer-William A .den is building a cottage

public.
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Dinner may he had
Lake or it may be made a basket festival,
i-ion will be made for the comfort and
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all delay- wiii he avoided.
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Military Baud will give two
ni'-nbiig ;mi alTmm-»«»n—;it Lake
>pceial trail..- will ne run from all
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M

kn.'Wn

Mr. »»corge li.

Winn, h;i.- le;i-eo one half ot Frank Perry’- -lore
.and will put in a fim -lock of watches, jewelry and
fancy good-... .Mr.-. Anni- is improving ilie
appearance of her hoitr-c on Chesnut -treet by the
addition of a coal of paint.(Jeo. Hobbs of

and 172 ditl’e

n
I'lipF- for the year. Tiie tall term opens
We-bie-itay. August 2'Uli, and there is every pro
m
;i
111
.i• iTil1,
outlook for till* flt-
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lege. ha- chosen Mr II. F. Snow, of Bu- ksport,
President_The new telephone line from this
place to Bai Harbor vv< rk»«l sin <c.~-fully «»n Sat-
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.!■

i’ortland this week.

at

cottages havi been completed in Temple
\ciona, and many others are in pro< e-- of
onstruction. This 1- destined to be one of the
most attractive places .along the bank- of thibeiiuliful riv.-r_The hiss of
Bowdoin ColPark
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Fall term, 11<»;
;. ar wa.- a- follow111, and spring term, ui; making a

M

u-

ad\ilb

*ve

Mr. Tufts

v.

incuts for

M.

>i-.M;\4in.

!;
•r

It.

•:

tie

1

1.

by the

sermon

ejiureh in

-rrai._

i.m!e

The

t

Bar Harbor for the season.The be-iv «■:'
A i: -n O’Brien was found on the I’rospeet-ide of

ill be «piarterly

w

lb
r.»

Bead

t

.urrli in Ibis eitv.

Bapti-t

ibe

at
-i

ui.day

>
e

at

v

\\

ou

rk<i

EsIATK.

George Nichols

Mr.

spend

to

a

ears

from Hallo-

few weeks.

is

season.

[

1

Grant, who has been spending the last
-i\ months at Bucksville, S. C., returned last week.
Mr

II. H.

Mr. Prank s. Pray, foreman in the " s. B. mill,
a barrel of spools-—BP a gross—in forty min-

utes.

The Methodi.M Sunday school children intend to
have an excursion some time during the coining
week.

of

Pendleton,
The

SHIP NEW 3.

we should have
Gritlin, *Jd, Instead of Phineas

fits f o\\

general

II.

sibley,

<

r, of

u

cacao n>

commanded

by Capt.

Un-

sear>port, is chartered to carry
Port an Spain, Trinidad.

a

savery has green peas of his own rais
His peas he has used for
ing for sale at Ids store.
some time, until now they are quite
ripe.
Porter took for his text la-t Sunday the
o-. Lev. \1\, •_*
“Ye shall
be holy, for I the land y, ur God am
holy.** upon
which lie discoursed very eloquently.
Uev. Mr.

words found in the book

L. Warren, while endeavoring to
landing here last Tuesday, parted her chain
and her bowsprit broke out a number of panes of
glass from tin* lower -ash and blind factory.
a

AKKiv.u..-.

Uev.

Mr. and

Mrs. d. E.

Adams,

Black. Mr-. Nettie Blumimr, Mrs. Nina
Bullard, ( apt. \. D. Uo-s, Mrs. A. Carter, Grace
Carter, Mr**. Emma Young, Mr-. Sarah Williams
and Mi-.- Loui.-a M. Bark.
Mrs. M. A.

\

party of llftceii

merry

or more

went t>

Fort

Weilne,!sa> evening to partake of a supper
h Mr. (Irinncll had prepared for them at his

1’

cm:

W

Mi-

own expense, and wore escorted back to town h\ a
hand of music which tin* hotel keeper at the Point

provided free gratis.
Mr. \V. T. Black is

loading

the sclmoner Brunette

eon.-igm ii to Bo-ton parties.

with ha\

The

Kmpire

being reeaulked and some painting done while
lying at the do« k. Several of the smaller vessels
are loading with kiln wood from the w harf, where
there an* some I JiMi ront- or more owned by Mr. A.
is

I.

SAILED.

1

July lath, sloop New Era, White, Bangor.
July I7th, .-chrs. Orion, White, Boston; i illian,
1 Larby, d<>, A. Haytord, Jones, N irwalk.
July 1 sih, schrs. C. Bm-ki, French, Charleston.
bark Henry Knigbt, Pendleton, Bangor: s. Willev.
Bateman, Bangor; Jacliin, Fnncii, New York
Welaka

Nickerson; and the schooner L. L. Warren has

he

newly repainted.

n

ALONG TIIK WltAli

children’s day

Methodist church last
Sunday
enjoyed hy the ohlcr ones of the commimiry as well as the younger. The ehureh wa>
liand.-omely decorated, and while the little children
sang the birds .mined in. Tin’ll Kev. Mr. < >-good
addressed tin* ihildren in a tombing and eloquent
;it

the

was

and thus passed
pleasantly remembered !•>

manner,

day which

a

will

he

many.

From the truest
Letters

shi}» K. IL Thomas at
passage and ail Well.
( apt. <.eorge <
Small, of -hip State of Maine, ioniing home h\ rail from San Francisco.
Numbers (.f Indians came here from Belfast
Thur-day t*> pi**k the -weet grass that grows near
( apt. d-uin < lo—on‘s ImiiM-, whieh tlmv use in lias
k<*ts.
(apt I’hiina- Pendleton measured a pumpkin
ine ami found it to ha\e grown nine and one-halt'
in- lies in twenty four hours, from Saturday alter
toon to sum lay afternoon.
Friends of l»r. F. Il-qikins have recently presented him with a two hundred and titty dollar gold
watch of the American Watch Company*' make,
having a eronograph attachment, which is -aid hy
experts to he one of the finest kind of timers made.
were

received timm

An.iier, reporting

a

pleasant

■

The coininunity sympathises with the
Kev. J. A. Morelen in his bereavement in the losot lii- wife, Mrs. Helen M., win
die*l on Monday,
Fxrn.

aged lv years-Mr. Prince L. Luce has been engaged to teach the fall ami w inter tei m-ot -diool
at tlii- place. The fall term begins Sept. .'Id. We
arc fortunate in again securing so able an instruct
or ;t>

Luce.

Mr.

F\<

Large quantities

kson.

»f

hay

were

dam-

The roads were
aged by tin recent heavy rain
aLo badly washed out in some places.1
Kendall, having lost a horse, has attached one of
his oxen t-> the horse-rake; ami now he can be seen

plea-ant

sitting upon his rake and
guiding the o\ by the means of reins and doe- hi
diking successfully. Last w inter, after the roads
on

got
rigged his
too

narrow

to drive
in

oxen

hay

“double,"
tandem: and in this

a

oxen

Mr.

!\

manner

market, at Brooks, a distance of
four miles, his novel team attracting a

h;tuh d his
three

afternoons

or

to

gooil deal of attention on the road.John Boody
has ln-en die red .■?.'»< M», for Ids two-year-old Patehen
colt.
[|r is without doubt, the finest colt of hiage in Waldo •Minty-Potato Imgs are unusually
numerous this season-There are s» rvices at the
( ongregalionali.si ctiiirch
every Sunday morning.
>• riii 'iiby tiie pa-ior Kev. .1. it. Kyle.M. >.
''tile-, hi
La- received the appointment -d >peeia!
1 >* puty <.. W. (
T for any district in Maim; in the
b ier of <.o<id Ti niplary.

I

D.

Court.

Lams«*n, Judge.—A. A. FLETCHER, Register.

The

following business

.July Term

was

this Court—
Administration granted

transacted at the

of

on

Kstatks

ok-

Unity.

Wills Prorated—George W. Andrews, late of
scarsmont; Samuel Lear, late of Belfast: Hiram
( ressey, late «»f Sear. mont.
Cor rt or I nsolvency—Certificate of discharge
issued to Albert H. Monroe, of Thorndike; Philo

Her.-ey, Ks«p, appointed Assignee
Bradford, voluntary insolvent.

of Charles A.

A ml

letter in which lie

Stickney published
xpressed regret that he had
to agriculture, and gave Ins

1'. II. I'liing, who

responds

of last week as follows

in the Home Farm

:

a

and

L V1MKS1

AI.I.

A MUSEUM
XV ON I) I ICS.

M ir iculnns Mini1' with only
and 'I'liree II* ads »*

\

\

M> I.OMi

\ 7.

if

One

l!.\II!i:i)

I. A

|»\

everything

taut should be
we

Rare Wild Beasts
OM

TIC KI T

kept

in

Plumed H

'i

si

Ilaml.s nf M usii'. a Glorious
10 o ( lin k in tin.' Mi-niii«i.
s,

wbioli

of

customers

our

1'

&

Drapery Goods,

large assortment, at prices that can't be beat,
also a tine line of Samples to order from.

'::

e

ira

!■•

W.M.

sglt

place for

;i

i*„

..a

-v >:

.,.

;.

HAVE SOLD

CARRIAGES

this spring and made two score and !• a
lia|»pv,and -diall -ell liftv nero this
son, so I haw* filled my REP* ml
TORY lip again and will gi\e

Lambrequins
l£!;i<*K

from

before the

\Y;ilimf

From

gnoil

a

Letter trades than
<r
fore.
Shall supply

75c*

TOP CARRIAGES
to order from Hu lil->T MAM F.M ft
A
rest of the season.

upwards,

PILLOW SHAM

sea-

Poles

HOLDERS !

-Imie

JS, l>s;{.—p.t

I

&

largest

Ilu*
stook of

>0r. on

us

call and

a

what

see

bargains

I’pbolstering and repairing

All

we

n>k is

call and

price-

g< t

Array

St., Belfast.

•E

give

New

Boston

YOU WILL ALL BE WELCOME
It

ilmhi

Hanson,

A. P. MANSFIELD'S

SALE!

LADIES & CHILDREN'S

LACE COLLARS!

to Imv.

Clothing Store,

Phieniv Kow,

Terms

t \ a mine m;
to -nit.

first ftssoi'fturn/ ami (triers in
the rift/, tff

AT

—

MANSFIELD'S,

i.v/)/ii:ns.

Minn

cad and

a

H

MANSFIELD’S.

FOR

nu*

BEAVER STREET, 3<li:.»t, M.

Good, at

and

Hand

E. E.

yoods and priee.-.

plaee

l*. \ IP. \1\- l\

tiroeery and Portland Wagons.
Hand Made Harnesses at low prices.

funded. If you are in want of any of tin-above
ifood", please call, a> 1 intend to redure m\ >toek
before d Illy lath.
Kt) I’l.Mse call and examine
and be eonvineed that thi- is the

Wagons

.(■<■.

s,

SOME v»RI. VI
seeond

Cheap

re

haeo.

One Road (jig, one skeleton Wagon, one llaek
Harness. Mofnls feather ai a bargain.

CHAS. R. COOMBS.

Children'^ Clothing!

,.n

done

R. H. COOMBS.

at

n-1;.u11 y

hn-l

70 Main

dollar.

*•

we

bet-ov mak

ing your purchases.

priees !,o\YKU (ban elsewhere.
Hoods warranted as represented, or money

<

I’ort/tmil II ayoii*. IliHjtjH s /.’///(/(/
U'<if/ons\ ( dminys. II liiiirlin-

guaranteed, hoods ealied for an t
delivered FKKK within a di-l.tnee of -is miles

IIATS

about

)RK

i*ikki:i;iat stvi.i:-,

and snti-d'aetinn

Mansfield’s,

will be sold at
Ilav also the

<

]tl<
l’leaso give
can give you.

F-

-o
OPEN W

Two-Seated

Perforated (hair Seats, Brass Head Tacks,
Picture Corel,
Lambrequin Hooks, Curtain
Loops and Tassels, Folding Lap Boards, Mirrors and (flass Plates, silk Cords and Tassels
for Sofa Pillows and Panels.

RKl.’s, ilia

BIG STOCK

something the ladies all want. It -aves
more than the cost *»f it in washing, alone. In >ide>
being so bandy and looks so nice.

F, WELLS.

m**ji
a

a

■

made to order and put up.

Millinery!

the benefit of

& Curtains

Belfast, Me.

We Shall! We Shall!
Gauze Underwear!

NOTICE!

BEST

The subscribers oiler for .sale their

Spectacles

Crowds.

1,11! 1-:ka 1. msi'urNT

u.i.owkd.

All persons indebted to the linn are
quested to make immediate payment.

Market.
14.

re-

v

ED. W. KNOWLTOM.

& BABCOCK.

GILMORE

I N't

m

inoLrAs i',

i

WAI.I.IKI SS,

In this city, July Iltli, by Re
Deo. E. Tufts,
F. Knowlton, of IV orrill, and Miss
Mr. Jame?
Elmira C. Mcrrithew of Belfast
In Searsport, July Jltli, by Bov. D. W. Hardy,
Mr. Elmer IK Roberts of Brooks, and Miss Estelle
E. Card, of Belfast.
In Rockland, July Sth, Frank V. II. Elliott and
Sadie D. Higgins, both of Rockland.
In Rockland, July Oth, Ceorge E. Sanders and
Augusta Chatterly, both of Rockland.
In Thomaston, July 4th, E. Scott Voting and
Carrie Winehenbach, both of Thomaston.
In Waldoboro, July Jd, Them ore E. Feyler. of
Waldoboro, and Ada E. Anderso i, of Warren.
In Eden, Julv sth, Mr. Willie E. Kineston and
Miss Nettie E. Dalton both of Mo ml Desert.
In Newton, July 10th, Capt I enry O. Appleby
of Brooklyn, N. V., and Miss fir ice A. Coh ord of

I have

MANSFIELD’S,
MARBLE

WORKS!

W. T. HOWARD
ilc'lu'ctl'nlly

invites

all those in want

j

carriages

DIED.
.July 15th, Hiram Wing, aged about

vantages tortile
;

study

.1 line HOW HO.IT for Sate.
■

direction of

HART

Ipjiti/

L.

Belfast, .lime 7, 1883.

WOODCOCK.
23tf

RUSSIAN CRASH!
A. P.
Masonic

(

I, Mu\

I",

/

/1 /

*

1»

I

i /

if

n

L A K h

<V

Mansfield,

Temple,

Belfast.

kinds of cloth and garments, either new or
old, and custom weaving, blankets, llannel
and satinet from the chain only.
The
wishes to inform the public, that after the first of
he
be
will
September, 1883,
prepared to do all work
as stated in the above at short notice, at prices to
compare with the times. Carding done at all hours,
and those that come from a distance can have their
wool carded the same day.
Bolls of all kinds for
sale at the mill, also dye stutV.
A. A. THOMPSON,
lw2P*
Proprietor of Freedom Woolen Mill.

VLB

Belfast, July 17, 1SX3.—2btf

ROOMS TO LET.

For

Very Pleasant anil Desira-

undersigned

i'ojt

are

one

in want of

a

good,

|

ble Kooms, at

HACK!

I'M I K -ill' ft ii.ft 11 a
put'
lar li'l.t-- front had., u l.'n
I
-f
il I' 11.■ t.t!
tin* >trerl bn
|
tic-. or I'or .n v pin |.o-» loi w !:
I.
It I- ra-;. ridteu. u
a tv u
fun.isltfd willt ail ttio'lftTi iin)»fo
only Iil—t-«• ia>- hack in 111.- il>
cured al ureal tApm-c. t
< ». W.
able.
I
!iella>l, dune Y, l>S :.

il
a

,t !

>

TUTTLE’S.

I

r>

riienlx now, Belfast.

■

ui

‘Jw-S*

.•

la

<"•:

!

nt-

Il

ti j«t •*
will
r.-a -.-n
MeK I Wli't

COACHES

JAMES
Searsmont

for (1 .alit|>

Maine.

H.

fur

A

summer

t

GOAT

wear, of

rvci\

\ \ l

>

\ 1: u

\ 1

i

\ <.

:

'1

I

i!

in rb.

li\ i

(

<).

PRINTS I
MANSFIELD,

P.

M<is<*n ic

Trnijp/i

a

I1ILDKKVS

IIOOIS

all grades and prices, also

-ALSO-

Mens' Call', Kip anil Thick Roots, Roys and
youth’s Roots and Shoes, consisting of Calf
liullon and Calf Rail., also School Roots,
SOLIII Leather, Carpenters and Laborers’
Heavy Solid Leather, Custom Made Shoes,
our own make) (hat Hill stand hard near,
Kents' Calf liullon and Congress Boots,
Calf Low Shoes.
all at the lowest possible prices for cash. I’leasc
call ami examine goods and prices before
purchasing elsewhere.
N. It. Custom work in all branches promptly at
tended to. Cobbling done with neatness ami disOLD STAND, NO. 13 MAIN STItKKT,

[rout hair, in

I’or tin

ititfen

lit similes anil

B.

nt

100 Seamen for Coasting Purposes
\riM.v

n>

JOHN S. RANLETT,
March 4, iss;;.

bulk

Rockland Me.

In

Seed, Garden Seeds,

Grass
A.

mansfYeld’s.

i/ltnlities

"W^LlNrTJBX> !

or

I.AR<«l\>T and I’.K^T
«*i Holton,
tf 17
ami sold ( IIKAT.

papers.

rouinos.

&c.,

tin

all

F. Wells'.

assortment

Perfumes!

Frizzells!

Ladies’

In

11KLCAST, MA1NK.

ii. ii.
May I, 1SS.T,—istf

\ n

I’M
>t:n-i.i\

ALL STYLES, CALL ON

A

Slippers anil Walhimj Shoes,

AT TI1K

1

vs i

ih:li

Forhes

LADIES, MISSES AM)
lvll>

< .rowi.

FOR

Now otters to his old customers and the public,
very large, nice and varied line of

<

<t

Fare Hound Trip.

--O V-

H.

\ M i: i; i

LAND 11.01 '-l
Nortlipovt- e\ erv «• vt-ninu
II

BARKER,
Village,

\ v i:

i.

\itim.

A.

ever o

The

lie rod this side

UOM 1>

A

<

<».

Ginghams!
Another

A ('0011 HUM IIOHSK
rhrnp. Also [ho grocery
HHgons.
Imiolre hi No.

>.

MANSFIELD’S.

lir-t class vehicle will

money to call and examine my stock of ear
Jltf
riages before purchasing elsewhere.

LUNBORGS, LUBINS,

Sale!

i

<

i

:a

CITY

patch,

House, stable and lot situated on
Congress street, at head •>! Hrove
House contains twenty
street.
.four rooms, quite convenient for
four tenaments, has a never failing well of good water, good cistern with pumps to
2d story, one-fourth acre of land, fifteen apple trees
in bearing. Will be sold at a bargain as the owner
wishes to leave the Stale. For particulars inquire of
MBS. K. M. THOMAS,
or of I
I). Titkkk, Dyer House, spring Street.

H.

to

ASK TO SEE OUR

of Music and Art.

lss:’*—1 wi'd*

Carriages,

At the Old Stand, No. 13 Main St.

Sale!

for

.•

A T

Boots and Shoes

Hall,

FOR SALE iN BELFAST.

Belfast, July 17,

K.

linisheil

Ladies' White Skirts
Boat

TKUMS: $250 a year, sixteenth school year
2mJ!»
opens September 20.
Address the Matron as above until Sept. 1st, after
which date inquiries may he made of the Principal.

Three

/•/. /•; i >/•

save

-A X-

MADAMK MONDAN,
Principal.
Assisted by seven eompetent tea “hers.
Mrs. A. s. Frothin<;iiam,
Matron.
This school alfords thorough instruction in all departments, with full college course in Latin and
Greek. Modern Languages and Conversation ( lasses under the charge of native teachers.
Special ad-

____

nearly

SPRING STOCK

MANSFIELD’S.

M

-•’••i
I

!..••

.'an and M l! Mi!

We

sint;n t its.

Languor!hy Building, Church Street, Belfast,
and learn my prices, whieh are as low as ran be
found in this State.
May ■'», 1883.—-3m20

ME.

Diocesan .School for Girls, under the
the Bishop of Maine.

linn in

111 v

a-

carriage.
A ny

o

Monuments, Tablets, (Iravestnnes,
Marble Shelves, Vases, liouiiuet
holders,
or any kilnl of Marble Work to rail at

Attest:—WILLIAM BKUKY, Clerk.

AUGUSTA,

Buggies.

Including l'ortlunu Wagons, nlih double and
single sent, tiroeer) Wagons of ditl'erenl
styles, and a good assortment of Open
buggies.

of

!

or

St Catharine’s

rhmp

lit

made by experienced workmen,
and I use the best of material, and warrant them
lirst-elass in style and durability, and I am selling
them as low as they possibly can be for the ipiality

-A T-

promissory note signed by defendTimothy I». Grant, late of Prospect,
order, dated January l.‘>, A. I>. is.'d,
for tin* sum of four hundred dollars payable in one
year from date.
Keturnable to January Term, iss.’l.
Ad-damnusn one thousand dolhirs.
o. F. Fia.t.mvs, Bueksptirl. Me., Plff’s A tty.
A True Copy of the Oi’der of Court with Abstract

Searsport.
In Stockton, July lttth, by F. R. DaggetE Esq.
Capt. R. 1). Cummings, and Mrs. Abliie W. Hutchings, both of Prospect.

\

A.

Top

Open

Sixty

(AllSTlt.lcr OK PLIT.’S WRIT.)

of the writ.
:iw2‘)

I"I'

I spring*, and sidebar- with the ••clchrated
I I >11\ IvN spring, also

!

j

and

/;/*/■: h'stkk

j

M\

Assumsit on
ant, payable to

deceased,

K I\

\ I I.

•'

thirty

MARRIED

mi

U 1)1 VI}

(*oihi i*it liuyytvs i(' H.r/f nsion
l*hirtons itifiitr to ontcr,

lien}. S. ami lit arietta />’. Ura.it, h'.rrs.,

rs. Hichartl T. Urn at.
on
A Nl> now
suggestion to the Court that Kit ii
iV \l!l) T. (.KANT, the defendant, :tl the lime
of ser\ ice ol the wx it, u as not an inhabitant of 111iState, ami bail no tenant, agent or attorney within
the same, that his goods or estate have been attached in this action, that he has had no notice of said
suit and attachment, it is Ordered, that notice of
the pendency of this suit lie given to the said defendant, by publishing an attested copy of this Or
dor, together with an abstract of the plaintiff's
writ, three weeks successively in the Kcpublican
Journal, a newspaper printed at Belfast, in the
Countv of Waldo, the last publication t<> In not less
than
days bofoi’e the next term of this Court,
to be liolden at Belfast, within and for tin* County
of Waldo, tm the third Tuesday of October, Is-O,
that said defendant may then and there appear, ami
answt r to said suit, if he shall see cause.
WILLIAM BKUKY, Clerk.
Attest

with

C. HERVEY.

Supreme Juillcial Court, April Term,

I ss:i.

Phaetons

1;.

Belfast, .Inly 17, I SKI.

A \ I>

lr> .-f

Top&OpenCarriages

& Silver Ware

It is now so well undcr-dood that this old establishment is head'iuarters for the sale of \\ ATt I! E>
and .1 EWE Lin in this section of the State, that
it may lie hardly neeessarv to say to our customers
that we are eonstantlv ad«lij»lc to our lar^e stock all
NEW and I )Es| It A lil, E I’ATTEKNs of # tods in
our line,
tioods always sold at the very lowe-t
rates.
Fine Wateli Work, Entrruvinir and Jewelry repairing done hi the best manner.

stv

Marlole WorK

HERVEY’S JEWELRY STORE

-A N O-

\

GRAVE MARKS, HEAD STONES,
l'oo'I as.-soiin'.ri't of :il 1 llu* !»•:v• 11

A

-A T—

MILLINERS

Fancjf

Monuments, Tablets,

AT

Watches, Jewelry,

-o r-

<Ml,lv •oM*iie,Bgal,14 g Is
Pollock B tb,
4 1 sg5
Pork B tt),
11 g 12
Plaster B bbl,
l.lo
B>c MralBlb,
3**2
Shorts B cwt,
1.25
^
tt»,
Sugar
>‘2glu
4o
Salt, T L, Bluish,
S. Pot! toes B tb,
o«o
Wheat Meal B lb, 4
«5

VALUES

-SELL

Mansfield’s.

ENTIRE STOCK

5giu
4g5

For all hinds of .Wooers, for sale
by FRED ATWOOD, Winterport.

tin*

FIFTY

closes.

B.

Mens, Boys

|

O ;

vt Tin: snow ground
Mi l l:. K \<’0, in I-nil View of

I’. M.
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SAMPIAO
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11

months.

place
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uill -eli at price.-

Ifavinv; reeently bought a 1.AKUH stork of the
mamil'iit'iiiriTs, I am proparoil to oil'or spooiai
bargains, llavo also a larva* lot ot

.V~«7'..

In Unity, July 16th, Helen M., vifeof the Itev. J.
A. Morelen, aged 48 years and 4 mos.
In Bradford, Mass., July 1 st, K Miriam Maddorks,
aged 4‘J years, II months.
In Camden June 2‘Jth, Josiah >. Hobbs, aged 62
years 4 months ami 4 days.
In Liberty, July 3d, James II. *ratt, formerly of
st. (Ieorge, aged 32 years, 2 mom hs.
In Koekland, July 11th, Mrs. Mary Ham, aged 82
years, 7 months, 16 days.
In Portland, July lOth.Kunhe, widow of (’apt.
James Cook, of Waldoboro, age< sy years.
In Thomaston, July i»th, Ma garet It., wife of
Fullerton Kelloeh, aged 68 years 1 month.
In Union, July 7th, Kli/.a J., daughter of the late
Randal Albee, of Washington, aged 47 years.
In Union, July 7th, Caroline, widow of Robert
MeGuier, aged 75 years.
In Ellsworth, July 2d, Miss E ta J.. daughter of
John 11. and Mary Jellison, aged 18 years and 4
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Tables.
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litarl: amt Light Colored Stiff II ool
and Strait' flats for

Rtxly

0< 11

will'

Potatoes—The receipts are not equal to the demand and prices have advance* ; they sell at $2
25g3 25 B bid. for good stock.
Hay am* Straw—Prices are weak for the best
northern timolliv, with the ea.- ern at $b'*gl7B
ton; lin** hay, $J5g|f>; swale, $0; -ye straw, sfllglT
B ton, the hitter for choice; o.vt, j|SgO B ton.

years.

I

s.otig lc.oe

Lime B 1*1*1,
Oat Meal Bib,
Onion:- B lt»,

Front St..

BELFAST,

I

SPECIAL SALE!

THE TATTOOED LADY

ask higher.
Beans—The market is steady and quotations are
without material change, small hand-picked pea,
$2 50g2 55; large do, $2 25; mediums, choice, £2 25;
yellow eyes improved, $3 S5g3 '.Ml; choice Hats,
$3 75; red kidneys, $3 I5g3 50.

80

fact

that will

MASONIC TEMPLE.

THREE HEADED-SONGSTRESS

Better—Tlie market coutiuu *s easy ami low,
except for the choicest grades of new, fresh slock
northern and eastern, 20g2Ic; fa r to good, lsg20c.
Cheese—Buyers operate prude itly at quotations,
as do sellers; n'jgioe is about a fair quotation;
fancy sells higher; fair t<» go<*i s^gbLe; skim,
7 g sc.
Foes—The market continues -toady and firm
for fresh sound stock, selling at T.ig2oe, and some

In Searsmont.

Stock*

P.

A.

50«70
2.30g2.5o Lamb skins,
yellow-eyes,3.25g3.5o Mutton B tb,
7gS
Butter B tb,
IS
Oats
B
lag
bush,
."nigA;!
Beet B Iti.
7gi* Potato *s,
50g«>o
7ogso Bound Hog B tb,
Barley B bush,
(7g0
Cheese B tb,
lOgil Straw B ton,
O.OOgS.oo
oOfioo Turkec B tb,
Chicken B lb,
00«0<>
Calf Skins B tt*
1<i>
12gT2,^ Veal B tb,
33
OuekBtb,
OOgOU Wool, ,vashed B tb,
17
n
B
Wool.i washed Btb23g 25
do/..,
Lggs
14 gl(» Wood, hard,
Fowl Bit*,
L00g5.no
(ieese B lb,
OOgon Wood, soft,
3.00g3.50
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fin well to call ami examine stock before purchasing:, as we have
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BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
Corrected Weekly for tin Journal.
By C. II. Saruk.nt, No. S, Main Street.
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Marble

Lounges, Easy

BONNETS, HATS,
Feathers k Flowers,

MRS.

Freight.-. Freights from Bangor to Richmond, Va., are £1.10 a ton; t** Philadelphia, sb
cents; to Baltimore, bo cent s ; to Wa-hington, £1.;
and t*i Portsmouth, Va., £1., .-ill with Penobscot
liver tow ages, (hi the Kennebec ice freights have
advanced to £1 .CM) per ton to Wa? hington, 1). c.

All* l’R< »l>(

J ;i r

Swan &

Thi> is

ice.
Ice

Boston

WANT

IS

son

2 |»KK I

RET AH,

inery

assortment to select

Kostina, of Camden, RM to is, are all due at
Bangor, consigned toJ. 'I Stewart ,V ( *>.. to load

Beef, corned, B tl», SglO
2o
Blitter salt, B box,
75
Corn B bush,
Cracked ( *rn B bush, 75
(;orn Meal B bush,
75
12 g 13
Cheese B tb.
1.55
Cotton Seed B cwt,
Codlish, dry, B It*,
5g7
Cranberric". B «|t,
Sg*2
( lover Seed B tb,
bigjs
Flour B bid,
4.00gs.75
H. < L Seed B bu, 2.40rt*2.50
Lard B tt*,
13§14
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Lamb B It).

w

33,
Wc

MARKED

The bark Henry Knight, of Camden, 4"7 tons;
brig shannon, of New York, JlH tons; schooner
Ruth Robin-on, of New York, IIh; tons, and -rlioon-

Beans,pca,Bbu,2.40g2.d0

does not keep
we

-•

tide.

dried B lb,

If your tiroeer

\\ lioli'sali1

.It great!ij reilnreil jirires to

s

Will

<

llav B ton.
bglo Hides B tt.,

small package and
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of the superiority of these goods.
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'A im—tho Human Cannor
who will mal-o hor 1»i\ «* from tho
llall
Highest Centre Hole to lho Earth.

Seh. Flora E. McDonald, Kane, from New I.ondon
for Jacksonville before report*-'
lias
ecu got «»if
from near New Inlet, and has I ecu taken to Nor
folk. Capt. B. W. Conaid, of Be fast, will go on to
represent the owner-. The-elioonei will probable
be -old.
New Orleans, July ;— Brig J: mes Miller, Warren, from Philadelphia, carried iwav lore’opimtsr,
baek-tavs during a -torm
" ork on the new breakwater at Rockland has
closed tortile season, the appropriation bring c\hau-ted. An additional length of
feet ha-been
added this summer, making the total length from
the point to end of the bn akvvai r I ’.oo feet of the
1 JOo to be built. The- old beacon ia- been changed
to the end of the completed work.
There were heavy ice sale.-at I angor on the 12th.
The Arctic company sold all its stock, 24,non tons,
at bo fonts.
All tin- other ••ompanies with large
stocks have sold, and it is thought that loo,nun tonwill be shipped this season.
-’nights have advanced 2b per cent, and :U» large ves.-cls have been
hal tered within a day or two.
Three vessels are on the stock- at Belfast. | Bangor Whig.
There are live vessels on the
oeks at BeP.a.-tt wo at t lie
ard •*!' ( arter »V ( «»., and one each at the
yard-of McDonald A: Brow n, J. Y. Cottrell and G.
W. ('ottrell.
\t Carter's the I irge three-masted
-ehooner for ('apt. James H.
Yrkin- i- nearly
ceiled up, while the frame I'm Capt. Hem-,
i.
C haples' -< homier is going up. ( apt. Rose’s vessel
.d J. Y. ( oltrcll's i- nearly completed and will
launch in a few days. McDonald A Brown's vessel
i- nearly ceiled, while the one at G. W. < ot troll's—
a mate to the Daylight—is well advanced.
They
\\ ill all be
if before cold vveathe -.
At Iasi advices there were from twelve to twelve
and a half feet of water on Jacks m\ ille bar at high

TRICES

|

Robes,Habits,&c. |

Burial

JUNE 28, 1883.

Johuson, McDonald, Portland.
Bi-'Uiwer-haven, July lltli, a rivcl-hip Name
Pendleton, Pendleton, Galeta Buena.
Victoria, B. ( July 12th, arrived ship Eli/.abcih
Pendleton, Yokohama.
Ri •» Janerio, July nth, arriv'd ship Luey
A.
Nickels, Rogers, Cardill’.
Buenos Ayres, June lbth, ar ived brig II. II.
Wright, Meyers. Portlaml.

MARKET.

very large -took of

new and

a

GEO. A. BECKETT.

Nichols, New 1 ork.
st. Pierre, June 24th, arrive*
bark Austin D.
Knight, l’crrv, Fernandina.
Cow Bay, C. B.. July 7lbt cleared -ch. Edward

'*

set- our

e

Mso

Their

the finest CnllVeun the market.

Consumers
sure

of every de.-nipthm that was ever carried in tided y, which we will -ell at the lowest prices possi-

ble.

I lie

on

Standard Java!
Is

of tin* Hi oh

Queen

sales and perfect satisfaction.

Caskets & Coffins

OTHER

us a

These Polices are well known

market, and their high standing Insures quirk

at

EDWIN FROST.

only

ho Famni

Etc., Etc.

the house of 11. II. t'OOMBS’
«*r at .1. I,. SLKKPKK’N at F. M. Lancaster’s hou.-e,
foot of square.
Funerals attended free of charge,
and
satisfaction guaranteed in every respect,
(hairs furnished at funerals free. We now have
on hand the largest stork

jtro/iosr to tieiil
honestly irith oil.

ZAZEL,!

e

devoted hi- life
views on fanning.
In the course of his article
lie trod oil the corns of a brother reformer, Mr.

net

f

COSTA RICA,

now

promptly attended,

BUY

should hr ji/iused to

e

friena's. li

CKLFKKATLO ( I!AMI TONS!

Sunn' Week' since Daniel
a

II

SHOWS IN ONE
LOVI IA

MOCHA,

case that may be entrusted to
holds himself in readiness t*> answer
all calls either day or night.
Night calls will he

him, and

FARM PRODUCE

FOREIGN TORT.-

Apples B bush, l.oogl.5

TO

AND

MUSEUM,

COM 1C A 1. < LOW NS !

grades of

JAVA,

Win* has charge of this department, has just returned from Boston, where he has been attending
a Practical School of Lmbalming, from which he
has received his diploma, showing that lit is quali-

Hides, Calf Skins, fallow,

Corunna, July :id, arrived bark J. W. Dresser,
Kane, New > ork.
In Cieiifucgos, July 2 i, -eh. Herald,
Gray, to
load for North of Ilattoras.
^ okohama, June 27tl:, arriveu -1:ip R. B. Thom:-..-,

ritniUVE

Mr. Chas. Coombs,

Confectionery,
AND

Ngw VQ3X

H VNOSO MI, IIOISSKS

SAN BOHN

RIO,

Provisions & Groceries!

<

MARITIME MISCELL A

near

IMfast. .IuIv A, ISSIS.—tf-27

dle, Bangor.
Boston, July 12th, arrived -eh. Susan M. Pickering, Haskell, Hoboken. July lltli, arrived seh.
Daylight, Hodgdon, Baltimore.
Jacksonville, July nth. arrived a-h. Annie L. Me.
Keen, I’atter-on, New York. J ily 1:1th, cleared
schrs. Nellie S. Pickering, MeKeeii, and baitnic A
Gorham, Welch, New York.
Perth Amboy, July I ith, arrived sch. Mark Pen
dlcton. Warren, Fcriiaudina. Jn y Uth, sailed -el*.
H. J. Cottrell, Haskell, Boston.
Georgetown, s. (
July 10th, tailed sell. Hattie
Mctk Buck, Putnam, Port JelTerson.
Ikiltini .re, July l.ltii, cleared sch. Lois \ Chau
les. ( haples, Belfast.
Portland, July lull, arrived sehr. Edward John
\v Bay
son. Mi l>onald, <

PHASE A

2, 3, lO, 23 cfc SO

fied to manage any

COMING!

A Circus containii

bj

Boston, in

exhljxh not si-:,

Fruit,

FAIUTUIAL

CENTRAL PARK MENAGERIE

Now York, July 10th, arrived >hip Tantamount,
Bangor; sch. Abraham Richardson, Patter-hall. ( al
ai-. July 12th, arrived -eh. A. W. Ellis, Ferguson,
Ellsworth. July lltli cleared sell. T. II. Livingston.
Pressey, Mavport. July lbth, ai rived sclir. Stella
M. Kenyon, Pendleton, Boston.
San Francisco, July :»d, sailerl hark J. G lYndle
ton, Colcord, Sydney, N. >. \\
Philadelphia, July 11th, arrived -eh. Mark Pendleton, Warren, Fernandina
J ily 12th, arrived
soli.-. " E Davis, Burgess, and I. icia Porter, Grin-

store

a

a-here they intend to sett

1 y‘20

G. B. BUNNELL’S

TOIL'S.

late of
Kli/.a II.

Maud Carter, minor children ot' Wilber L. Carter,
late "t Frankfort, deceased; Lcander A. Bowlan
nut'. Ldwin F. Marden, minor child of Fred Marden, late of Palermo.
License to sell Real Kstati: on Kstatks ok
—Oakes Angler, late of Belfast; Nathaniel Lane,
late of Belfast: Wyman DrinKwater, late ot Lin
eolnville; Charles 11. (loomhs, a minor of Belfast.
Inventories Filer on Kstaiks of—Amos K.
and Frank L. Newhall, minor heirs of Almond t«.
Ncwhall, late of Montville; Mary P. howler, late
"l Searsport; Rosella Longfellow, of Belfast, non
compos mentis; Fanny R. Haskell, late of Freedom ; Hannah t
Holmes, late ot Winterport; Samuel Lear, late of Belfast.
Accor NTS Allowed on Kstatks or—Abigail
Moody, late of Lincolnville; Robert Carl I, late <*t‘

xt:ii

Give

Chrisliany Knight,

Troy, Walter R. Knight.
Administrator;
Knight, of Troy, Albert
ILK night, Administrator. .Joseph Knight, of Troy,
A Inert II. Knight, Administrator; Thomas Conner,
ol Troy, Dorcas li. Conner, Administratrix with
will annex, d .Jeremiah Hillman, of Troy, Miranda
Hillman, Administratrix; Miles s. staples, lute of
Belfast, Sarah staples, Administratrix; Deorge
West, of Winterport, .John stokrdl, Administrator.
i.i AKDiANs
Appointed-Mary N. Carter unto
Lva Lillian Carter, Doreas May Carter and Kditli

Hare Just ojteaeil

..

AMERICAN

Parked and warranted

all

.,

gTHg

COFFEES!
pounds Airtight Tin Pans, and comprising

| Price of Ellis's spavin
!cure $1.00 per bottle.

COMING!

/UCOOMBS/U
AN D-

For partR'iiliu'-, fr»*e hooks, eh
write to
F.l.liis si»VVIN CTIfF. CO.,
60 Sudbury St., l{uMon,»rS«0 1th,Avc.»Now York.

ES.

er

Probate

Dru&j

711

UNDERTAKER

ivill convince every one.
Sfiul nanu' on a postal.

All these on sale at
stores and harnessdealer-.!

Sell. Jacliin ha- loaded a <-ar;o of stave- for
New York.
.Srh. Sophia Willev has discharged a
cargo of corn for Baker & Shale--Bark Henrv
Knight finished discharging her coal on Tuc-daV
and
Wednesday towed to I angor w hen- she
will load ice for Baltimore.v-h. E. s. Wilson
has I -charged a cargo of lime from Rockland.

..

The

A

7(1 R-

New Goods!

LOOK. WAIT AND WATCH FOR IT!
Will positively exhibit at
He! fast, on Monday. .Inly ‘Hid,
Camden, on Tuesday, ,Inly 24th,
flurhs/iort, Safin-ilay, duly 21st.

ottrell, Jacksonville.

(

he sell. E.

T

ARRIVED.

«,

Mr. I. M.

make

OF TIIE HORSE.
"With testimonials,
Sent free i>n Application.

New Firm!

Wo prepare Condition Powders ami Hoof Ointment.
Heave Powders. Worm Powder ami Polio Powders.

July lltli, sclir. Jacliin, From h Boston.
July 12th, .sehr. Earl, Ryder, d<
July 1.1th, sclir-. Wni. Stevens, Carter, ilo; sloop [
New Era, White, Marldeliead.
July lbth, schrs. Charlie Bueki, French, Bangor;
a. Haytord, Jones, do; Welaka,
(.'ottrell, do.
July 17th, schrs. s. Willey, Bateman, Portland,
J. W. Woodbury,-, Boston.

_M.

i*rig

HISTORY
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PORT OF BELFAST.

Phineas

..

—

[

the last issue of the .Journal

In

written

<

1

1

pa.-tor.

a

good interest both in attendance and in

their work during the past term.

It gives us pleasure to call tl e attention of our
readers to the series of advertise! le.nts of the .James I
Boss’ Gold Watch Cases, now up rearing in our eolurn ns.
This watch case has been on the market for
nearly thirty years and has ntt lined a reputation
which is second to none, it now being universally
conceded to be the standard. Tin James Boss’ Gold
Watch Cases are made of two pi ites of solid fourteen karat gold, soldered on each side of a plate of
hard nickel composition metal. These plates of
gold are thick enough to admit of engraving, chasing, etc., ami supply all the gold needed for praetical use, while the composition plate furnishes the
strength and solidity needed in every watch case,
and yet lacking in those made >f solid gold.
AI
though these cases are as good, a id in some points
ELLIS'S
better than a solid gold case, the fost is only about
one-half as much. Many of the James Boss’Gold
SPW1N
Cases have been in constant use for twenty-live
.CURE
years without wearing through the gold. The man
:
ufaeturers furnish a guarantee with each case war1
ranting it to wear twenty years, Mid this guarantee
‘‘The most remarkable remedy of the aye."
means just what it says, for un ike other
guarantees furnished so often with watch eases, tins is
“It isthe only
Extraordinarily
valuable in removing’
preparation that will.**
signet! by the manufacturers 01 the James Boss’
Gold Watch Cases. Purchasers should avoid anv
IT REMOVES STATINS
LAIEXESS, SWFT.I.IM1
watch ease unless the guarantee Is signed, as otheror Inflammation,
•lilt! without blister or blemish.
wise it is not only worthless but is intended so t<»
be, and the absence of a reliable signature is fair
I ndl)iputi‘il I*o»ltivv I’vldonee of Absolute CureR.
indication that the manufacturer lacks faith in his
IT WILL CURE
claims or in his goods.
iT LEADS ALL
where others fail
the world, and
IS im.HI.Y ENDORSED
1 he appointment of C. M. Horton as internal
SPLISTH, Wifi BONES
revenue agent has been revoked.
He was asked
As THE REST oi* all Horse Remedies.
I
to resign and declined to do so,

fourteen different clergymen preached at the
Cong, lbuise before the society made a final choice

1 once knew a boy who was looked upon as
musical genius by his father. The father gave
the week ending .July 17th—Thomas F. < arte, I’nity,
a jewsharp and he learned to
him
play Yankee
\\ !N
Ri’oin
A large store house standing mi
Doodle, lie then got an accordion, life, tlute,
t
\ugustiis Carle, same tow n. Isaac ( ales, MonCentral wharf, owned by J. W. Eveleth, fell over
eii
was
etc.
the
result
but
always Yankee
Thomas Conroe, to Mary Ann Cates, same town
with a fearful crash one day last week.
It was
Doodle, and that was all. So our friend Stickner. Troy, t" Dorcas Conner. .V a Is., same town. j
filled fo its utmost capacity, principally with pressed ney has tried his hand at almost everything but
Iliraiu M. ( ressey, >earsmont, to Theodosia < res.
bay, and it is supposed that the great wciglft broke i the result is the same. Hast autumn lie was
sev, same town. Albert Kcrnnld, Monroe, to Jacob
down the wharf on the South side. In less time 1 engaged in the commendable work of reforming ihe polities and purifying the political
Bus-ey, -aim town. Joseph H. Field, Lincoln* than it takes to write this item the whole
pile was parlies of our State. Being somewhat in that
vi 1R*, t<
Laura A. Field, same town.
Emeline in ruins.
There was a vessel at the wharf ready
line myself I thought perhaps our friend had
*oildsmith. V w Voj-k, to Mary F. Nado «S: als., to
begin loading bay. lnit fortunately no one was in at last "struck ile.” 1 thought to read him up.
Harrison Hay ford, Belfast, to >etli it.
Monroe
But it was the same old song of Cock Robin
the building. A portion of the building was forwhich he has been singing for more than lift)
Ellis, Belfast. Arthur Jieagan, Prospect, to Sammerly used by the City of Richmond for a store
uel s. Ileagan, Stockton. .Joseph Knight, Troy, to
.'ears. I laving failed in that grand undertaking,
house-Charles A. Swell of this place, now at
he to appearance has given up efforts for the
Walter B. Knight, same town. Win. B. Morse,
work In lloulton, cut his knee so severely last week
future and is now telling hard working and
Montv Hie, to Oscar C. Cushman, same town. Hoas to cunline him to his bed... .some three vein s
fait 1% successful farmers that their precepts
ratio M. Nelson, Palermo, to Mark Rollins, Albion.
and
example are ruining such ambitious,
ago Mr. samuel IF. Doe ofOmena, Michigan, was
L
R. Palmer heirs, Belfast, to A. K. P. Moore,
aspiring, promisin'; young men as we have no
killed by a tree falling on him. Mr. Doe formerly
Belfast.. W. T. <
Bunnells, .Scarsport, to Benj. resided in NVinterport. lit; married Miss Laura doubt was our old friend "D. S.” of l'rcsnue
Me.
Emerson, -aim* town. Carrie W. Smith, Hampden,
Sparrow of this place. At the time of his death he
to A Dili,- A. Rirh, Spencer, Mass. Charles Stone,
A man who professes to be a tetotaler, desires
six
the
eldest
had
about fourteen years
children,
to Annie M. Earl, Plymouth.
In
us to publish the names of certain Richmond
Carrie W.
old. i*’rom letters recently received from Mr-. Doc
residents who are known to have been drunk
Smith. Hampden, to John Cole, Winterport. Tobie
we learn that two of Iter children, a son and daughlast Wednesday. Ith. in Gardiner. We won't
<v Clark Manuf’g. Co., Auburn, t
Otis B. Patterter, died suddenly of scarlet fever, in June, and
do it. The Bee don't chase people out of town
Eliza A. Walker, Northport, to others of her
-on, swanxille.
family were sick with the same dis- to report their bad actions. [Richmond Bee.
That's right, brother Bee. There are lots of
Benj. F. Weils, Belfast.
ease.
Would your space allow we would like to
folks who are "mighty" anxious an editor shall
give some extracts from her letters, showing the
Exi t unions. About fifty persons left this city
limit their vermin, while they themselves are
terrible experience of the afllicted and isolated
on Tuesday for Lake Muranocook-On
Tuesday
kept concealed from view. Tell them to bait
mother, preparing with her own hands the remains and attend to their own traps, and they will go
last the Baptist Sabbath school of Belfast, took their
of
her
children
the
frantic
for
mad over the suggestion.
the
fearing
tnnual excursion. They went by the May Queen to
grave,
neighbors
[Brunswick
Ryder’s Cove. The day, though foggy in the morn- to enter her house neighbors usually kind but Telegraph.
contact
with the dread disease. Ami the
fearing
ing, was very pleasant, the sail down the bay dedeath scene of the little daughter was remarkable
Catarrh.
lightful. Arriving at the point of destination in
The remarkable results in a disease so universal
for one of her age. Mrs. Doe has the sympathy of a
high glee, the children, old and young, of small
and
with such a variety of characteristics as Calarge circle of friends here. Mrs. Doc has a sister tarrh,
grow th and large, did ample justice to a splendid
prove how elleotually Hood's Sarsaparilla,
in your city and Mr. Doe a brother and sister in
acting through the hlood, reaches every part of the
picnic dinner. About six hours were then spent in
human system. A medicine, like anything else, can
Stockton... .Zion’s Herald of last week changed its
heeing the sights. At live o’clock the whistle blew
be fairly" judged only by it- results/ We point with
and stated that the Campmeeting at Northand “all aboard” for Belfast, was the order of the figures,
pride to the glorious record Hood's Sarsaparilla has
port would open Aug. 20th. This is probably cor- entered upon the hearts of thousands of people it
day. In good season the wharf was reached, thus
has cured of catarrh.
rect, but it is one week earlier than it should la*_
bringing to a close a most enjoyable day for the chilYour
of
some very
Searsport
correspondent
speaks
dren—a day they had looked forward to for a year,
?»Iiss Susan IS. Anthony and Mrs. Elizabeth
strawberries raised in that town. We have
bit now their
Cady Stanton are speaking for American
hopes had been realized and their joys large
ended. The officers of the May Queen use their some wonderful strawberry raisers in our v illagc— women before English audiences.
I). M. Belches, Mrs. Bester Babbidge, and
b< ~t efforts to make
things agreeable to all their Capt.
Many horses have, u'ind-f/alls. Nathaniel Morse,
Mr. Hiram Smith. Capt. Belches has picked some
patrons-The Cniversalist’a annual Sunday school
of Pembroke,jMass., says:
“1 have used Ellis's
that were six inches in circumference, and weighed
excursion will be on Friday next to
Spavin Cure on my horse for wind-galls, with per
Bueksport.
half
one
ami
a
ounces.
He
fill
can
a
measure
success.
There will be roller skates at
fed
quart
Emery Hall for all
with eighteen of his strawberries. They are of tin*
who w ish. All are cordially Invited. A
party
“My horse walked on his toes for a year,” writes
Mrs. Bahhidge’s are very large
W. d. Tuekcrman, the well-known horse man, “his
from the city went down to the Frye
cottage, on Sharpless variety.
trouble was a contraction of the chords. Ellis’s
Tuesday, where dinner and supper were served_ and of rich flavor. Mr. Smith probably raises
l\vl\)
Spavin Cure cured him.”
Two excursions came down river on Tuesday to more than either of the others. He shipped quite a
Harbor
last
week.
Mr.
to
Bar
Andrew
General Sheridan's mother, s:t years of age,
Northport—one large one on the barge comprised quantity
Baker lias been picking about lifty quarts of straw- still lives in the same house In Perry, Somerset
the two Methodist societies of Bangor and the one
berries per day, some of the berries of the North Co., Ohio, in which he was born.
at Brewer, the other being the Baptists of Bangor
American variety weighing two ounces.The
on steamer Queen City... .The Methodist excursion
Mr. G. A. Miller, Clerk of Circuit Court, West
lightning last Saturday morning struck the school
which was to have taken place yesterday, was post- house
In the north village, but the damage was
mInhrr.ii, Mi)., says: “I used brown’s Iron bit
next.
to
tors and found it a*good tonic and appetizer.”
poned
Wednesday
slight.
re

;

making quite extensive

his cultivated strawberries this

Mr. Fletcher and wife, of Hudson, Mass., are
^pending the season with Mrs. Melvin Whittum.
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philanthropic ladies of Bucksport gav e the band a benefit by -erving -upper at
Finery Hall, on Thur-day e\e. last. The net proceeds amounted t-• $7*»....F. H. M»»r-e, the tb-ri-t,
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Dyer who will continue the business_
think that F. F. Bean is not doing much,
of a country business ought to see Ids bank book
for the la-t eight months.... Bov. Fdward <’unningh:im an«J family are in town visiting friends and
relatives.
to (ieo. U.

Those who

iliei Holt.

-ai

i'abro.

A
-t-••■k

F.

has for many
itizens
was one o| our oldest
years been town clerk, which office he has faithfully
tilled
.Mr. A. (F Caswell has sold his truck team
and

;ttri

\\

-i

i

■

live

.au.: \va.-earned through
before tie rose to the
ii; : rarried him to a buoy in the
.11;J■:
ami held on to until

.!■
■

a

Bobbins, aged

i*.-r;tpe from drowning
: mu tin- embankment of

w

has dam-

amount of

a

ve-tr;
Ks« ti’E.

Tin1 recent wet weather

sKAUSMo.V!.

present.

re

tlii-

mu-

■

ar-e

party from Rockland took dinner at the
Acadian on Sunday. There was also the usual sunday excursion from Bangor.Vmong llse arrivallast week, wi re l’rof. Biddle and family, of New

spring.

the

came on

Wednesday night

sales of

ursion

ex*

Owing to illness Prof. Torv. a- unai'le to ar.en>!.
Prof. Torrens has ivre l ii m, his illm--- amt will nn*el the Belfast

tw

i'

;

rel:

are

soldiers’ monument

fast id >i‘ the

return next
\

there

as

nteriaininents, Ab\, in tin* immediate
htei. leemed advisable to postp*m«

»

iia-

tut.ire. d

was

!

I

made

Kalph Boss .-topped here on the way to
Islesboro on Tue.-day and landed a few excursionists-The tine >loop yacht Caroline, of Bo-ton,
was here on Wednesday and sailed Thursday, and
yacht Addie anchored here Friday night....The
tinker mackerel struck in on Friday, and a great
many were caught from the wharves. The scene
at the steamboat wharf was a lively one, as men,
women and children engaged in the sport.... \ 11

and lined $.~t and costs from which lit

i cidiC-

Aii!

defenee,

I>.

Miss .Jennie Emerson is at dome on a vacation, I
|
and will not resume teaching for some weeks.

Buzzell
He has

li.

-steamer

assault and
assault took

an

«.c.»rge M. Kellar. The
Patterson made do
iy

Mr. t

Castisk. I)r. (i. A. Wheeler’s daughter Lu, has
been engaged as local editor of the Castine Visit »r.

i*4.

Fitz XV.

—

their hay owing to the scarcity of labor.

•-

<»

of last year

visiting Mrs.

are

Mrs. Mary Dodge, a former resident, but latterly I
I
of Portland, lias again moved back into town.

is the most successful gardener in town.
about two acres planted to all kinds of garden vegetables ...Many farmers will be late in securing

xX

ti

*.

well

Monrok. The farmers are well under way with
their haying, and the crop wiil be as good, if not

t'dncsday, celebrated
ni\risary of ln-r birth by a dinner party
riiuui Lancaster, in this city.
<•-. Mrs. »

>idnr\

Mrs. M. A. Laraboe

Morrill.

commissioner will soon pave the gutoutside the walk on High street running past
the Masonic Temple.
1 he street

verse* r

;
!

There is to be a Sunday school at the Porter
school house during the summer.

that they don’t know how to

It indicates

right.
spell.

are

Vugust.

ter

Tti.

Mr. ami Mrs. G. C. Bassett
N. Treat.

The Commercial says: If the makers of the government charts designate Ilewes' Point, Islesboro,
as “Hughs*
Point, that does not indicate that they

reno-

1
n«

Searsport Locals.

re-

paired

vation.

return in

The Camp «; round wharf, Northport, will be
next week.

j

McClintock block, which

neir

lot of (iimjlunns <il

Man sf ield’s-

Our

WE DO NOT CLAIM
that lloon'ssarsai’.muli.a will cure everything, but the fact that on the purity ai d
vitality of the blood tl"pend the vigor and
health of the whole system, ami that disease
of various kinds is often only the sign that
nature is trying to remove the disturbing
cause, we at e naturally led to the conclusion
that a remedy that gives life and vigor to
the blond, c radicates scrofula and other impurities from it, its Iloon’s Saits\rv i;i i.i.a
undoubtedly does, must be the means of preventing many diseases that would occur
v ill.out its use; hence the field of its ttsefttlis quite an extended one. and we are
warranted in recommending it for all dent ccmcuts of the system which are caused
by an unnatural state of the blood.

Why

Suffer with Salt-Rheum ?

Messrs. 0.1. TIood & Co., Lowell, Mass.
(butlemon—I was a great sufferer from
Salt Khetun on my limbs, for a dozen years
previous to the summer of lS7t'<. at which
time 1 was cured l»y Hood's Sarsaparilla.
Tin* skin would become dry. < hap. crack
I
open, bleed and itch intensely, so that
could i:ot help scratching, who ii of course
Ai tin* time 1 coinole them worse
in the
i< enccil taking Hood's Sarsaparilla
summer of istc. they were so bad that they
discharged, and I was Migcd to keep them
bandaged with linen cloths. The skin was
ai r.Mi so tudn by the heat of the disease
that if 1 stooped oxer they would crack open
and actually bring tears into my ryes. The
last bottle T« m ted me so lniieli that l condone
1
tinued taking it 1 11 1 was cured
b<>\ ot 11.toil's olive Ointment, to relievo the
the
learn
>tlK
s
it el im:. Hoping many
may
xof lb'.-d's Sarsap; rilla and receive as
M .ell belli tit as I have, i am.
Yei v truly y iurs.
MlhS. s S. MOODY,
<

\ ». 75
IcTs.

Lowed. Mass., Jam 15,

lhoadxvay.

Sarsaparilla

Hood’s

six fonS5.
1:-Id I y ilniyiiists. Price
I'l 1 .av.i liy C. I. HOOD
Co., Lowell, Mass.
Iyr9

ItY .JOHN

We give

Country.

GREEXI.EAK WHITTIER.

natal day to hope,
(> country of our love and
prayer!
Thy way is'down no fatal slope,’
But up to freer sun and air!

thy

Tried its by furnace fires, and yet
By God's grace only stronger made,
To meet new tasks before thee set
Thou shalt not lack the old-time aid.
The fathers sleep; but men remain
As \\ ise, as true, as brave as they,
Why count the loss and not the gain?
The best is Iha1: we have to-day.

Whate'er of folly, shame,

or crime
Within thy mighty bounds transpires.
With speed defying space ami time
Comes to us on the accusing wires.

While of thy wealth of noble deeds,
Thy homes of peace, tin votes unsold,
Thy love that pleads for human needs.
The wrong redressed, but half is told!

wretch, in his prison cell
gallows-noose, is interviewed;
know the single sinner well.

Kach poor
>r

We
And not the nine and timely good.
Yet. if on daily scandals fed.
We seem at times to doubt thy worth.
We know thee still, when all is said,
The best and dearest spot on earth.
From the warm Mexico gulf, or \\ here,
Belted with flowers, J.os Angeles
Basks in the semi-tropic air,
To where Katahdiu'scedar tries
Are dwarfed and bent by northern winds,
Iby plenty's horn is yearly tilled;
Alone, the rounding century finds
I'll) liberal soil by free hands tilled.
A refuge fur the wronged and poor.
Thv generous heart lias borne the blame
That, with them, through thy open dooi.
The old world's evil outcasts came.

Hut, with thy just and equal rule,
And labor's need and breadth of lands,
b ree press and rostrum, church and school,
Thy sure, if slow, transforming hands
shall mould even them to thy design,
Making a blessing of the ban;
And freedom’s chemistry combine
The alien elements of man.
The power that broke their prison bar
And se; the dusky millions free,
And wedded in the flame of war
The Vnion fast to Liberty,
Shall il not deal with other ills,
Redress the red man’s grievance, break
Tie <_ ireean cup with shames and kills,
And Labor full requital make?

£kUS U'xryi'-

;

PURGATIVE PILLS, 1
■.
U

Alone to such as fitly bear
Thy civic honors bill them fall,
Vml call thy daughters forth to share
The rights and duties pledged to alb

Jss=*V£*^

MAKE

NEW

RICH

No lack was in thy primal stock.
No weakling founders builded here;
Thine w< re the men of I’lyinouth Hock,
The Huguenot and Cavalier,

BLOOD,

AihI will

completely change the blond in
the entire system in Hire;* months.
Any
person ,\ ho wiil take 1 1*111 each night
from 1 to T- weeks, may lx* restored to

And they whose firm endurance gained
The freedom of the souls of men,
.. hands, unstained will) blood maintained
The swordless commonwealth of Venn.

Hind

health, if noli a thing be posFor curing Female Complaint*
lhe-e Fills liavc no equal.
Physicians
>

And thim -hall he the power of all
To do the work which duty bids
And make the people's council hall
As lasting as the pyramids !

sible.

them in their

use

where,
stamps,
I

s

practice.

sent

mail

Sold everycts. in

for 25

by
send for pamphlet JUKI
JOHNSON .V CO., Boston, Mass.
or

Wi 11 have tin later years made good
Thy brave—aid word a century back,
The pledge of human brotherhood,
The equal claim of white and black.
That word still echoes round the world.
And all who hear it turn to thee,
And read upon thy flag unfurled
The prophecies of destiny.

CROUP.ASTHMA BRONCHi TIS,

Tie great world-lesson all shall learn.
The nations in thy school shall sit.
Earth's farthest mountain-tops shall burn
With watch-fires from thy own uplit.

NEURALGIA. RHEUMATISM.
•lOHNM.N'S '.MIII'lM.I INH1IM
/■
Jn'-r;. i'
l\ rf< rnr. ? u>> wiil instant una.r.sly
lie vo tlu-s.- terrible «ii-b -uses, and will positively cure irue ea>. > out of ten. information
that wib save many liv.-s Sent fr<
1\ mail.
I>«.»*'t tl--l-iy a 11o»i• i«111.
Prevent;- uisb.r.r
t il.it: eur.
1. S. fbMINso.v \ < .... BeM-ll.

Great without seeking to be great
l’y fraud or conquest, rich in gold.
Hut richer in the large estate
Of \ irtue which thy children hold.

MAKE HENS LAY

is a well-known fact that most of the Horse
1 Tattle Powder sold in tins e< untn s wortlithat Sheridan's Toiiditi"ii P<>wd‘*r is a 1*y pur and very v bnabh
Notliingon
• ar:li will make liens
lay like Sheridan's
Condit ion I’mvdor
1 >■
lie teasp. •nfu' to
< te
pint tood. Sf.;d everywhere. «-r sent l>v
M iii for 25 cts. in
stamps. We furnish it in 2j
lb. caiis, price >l.(m By mail, $1.2".
1. S. Johnson & Co., Boston, .Mass.
>

land of lands ! to thee we give
>ur prayers, our hopes, our service free:
For thee thy sons shall nobly live.
And at thy need shall die for thee!
Gems

lyrlfi

A dwarf
of the two.

Made.

are

a

theipiality ol'

(•old W itch

them.

In a Solid

C\'E, aside from the

sary thickness for
a

■

gold w :,trh

ference in

engraving

large proportion

and

neces-

polishing,

of the metal is needed

only stolen and hold the engraved portions in phn e, and supply strength. Thu
surplus is not only needless, hut undesirato

ble, because gold is a soft metal and cannot
filmi h the stillness, strength and elasticity
necessary to make the case permanently
strong and close-fitting. The pcr/Wt watch
case must combine gold with shine metal
that will
deli

a

:

supply that in which the gold is
t.
This lias been accomplished l.v

(he.7. .-tR-sOMWatchCm: „E vJ7
w liicli saves the waste of two/S' L
gold, and INCIIEASES the SOLIDITY and
si KENiiTH of the case, and at the same time
the

>

a

shoulders

sees

further

l inancial subjects are nut and clover for
demagogues. .lames A. Garlield.

Most persons have
: nil>it i• n to carry
ease, and yet lew pc .pie kn.>w
L .v a watch case is made, or the vast in••

of Thought.

giant's
[Herbert.

mi

cost one half.

Ii we did not take great pains and were not
at great pains to
corrupt our nature, our nature
would never corrupt us.
[Lord Clarendon.
A
cannot write tin- order ot the variable
winds. How can we penetrate the law of our
shifting moods and susceptibility? [Emerson.
To lie

cerning
mourn

impatient

w hom it
because

angel.

evert

in the

niglit.
morn-

ing in C'lnseipienre of the repeated and

<»

>

How Watch Cases

pistols were fully charged
They were generally empty

With peace that comes of purity,
Ami stn ngtli to simpi" justice due :
So runs our
loyal dream of thee:
God of our fathers!— make it true!

n

The bottle held toy entire stock in trade.
1 sold whiskey at seventy-five cents a
drink.
I have known men to travel a
quarter of a mile after being struck with
tli t whiskey before they fell.
Those
were great times.
As things prospered
with me I bought more hogsheads and
rented them out at one hundred dollars
per week. California is a great State for
bringing out a man’s full'strength and
character. I should never have been half
the man I am but for my California experience. It was my good fortune to
have had some share in building up that
great and glorious State. I am proud of
it.”
Col. IP's story: “On the first night of
my arrival 1 put up at the Occidental
Hotel, then kept by Lewis and Jerome
Leland.
I slept on the top door. During
the night 1 heard a scratching, pawing
and snfiiing at the door. Thinking it to
be the cat I opened it to drive the animal
It was not the cat. An enormous
away.
grizzly stood before me. The door opened, and with a single bound he overthrew me and was in the room.
With
one stroke of his paw he demolished
my
spectacles, tore out my set of false teeth
and upset my cologne bottle.
1 had
three revolvers and four bowie knives in
my valise, but, alas! had neglected to
take any of them out before retiring.
1 lie monster seemed to divine the eontents of my portmanteau, for lie grabbed
it with one of his human-like claws and
threw it out of the window. Shall I tell
you how 1 fought him and saved my
lile ? Will you believe it ? 1 fought him
with my bottle of smelling salts.
Every
time be made for me I gave him a sniff
of it.
He would roar terribly and temporarily back down. Then lie would rush
for me again. The tight was kept up
for the remainder of the night until my
supply of smelling salts was exhausted.
1 called cult to Lewis Leland to send me
lie replied that there
up some more,
was but a single pound in the entire
city.
1 said, ‘Buy it at any price.' He sent out
a waiter, who returned with the
reply
that it would cost $1,(100. 1 (here the
speaker’s words will he drowned In the
band at the close of which there will he
heard a slight murmur of ‘proud record
-my part -building up the glorious
State -nia.’)”
Gen. E.'s story: “I landed on the shores
of the Golden State in ’-IS. Although my
stay was but 15 minutes, I assisted as a
spectator in hanging two men without
judge or jury. There was no delay in
justice in those days, i believe that one
of these men was afterward found innocent.
But lie was an awful example to
the guilty party, whoever lie was! and
who was never- no, never
discovered.
<hir vessel sailed then immediately to
China.
Although I have never seeii the
shores of the State 1 assisted to line! and
make history for, still the humble part in
which it was my glorious privilege to
take in elevating her to her present proportions is one of the proudest, etc."
Maj. E.'s story : ‘•During the spring of
T.* tin- Wallop-o Wogga tribe of Indians
used often to attack our cam]) at Dirtv
Blanket bar. We expected attacks from
them nightly and were in the habit of
sleeping on our arms. I had no arms
then but a pocket pistol I had brought
out from the States.
I used to sleep on
So did my brother.
that.
These pocket

at the death of a person conwas certain he must die. is to
thy friend was not born an

[Jeremy Taylor.

As for dying for love.it is all a jest: vour
lovers, indeed, may easily say they are dying,
but that they will actually give up the ghost,
believe it—Judas.
[Cervantes.
person w ho i- too nice an observer of the
business of the riowd, like one who is too curious in observing the labor of the bees, will oftt u
lie stung for his curiosity.
[Pope.

turious attacks irom these Indians
nd
snakes.
It kept one man busy getting
them charged next day
at the nearest
grocery.
I'hey were loaded from a barrel. Those were wild old times I can tell
One day two wild Indians chased
you.
We saw him
my brother three miles.
being pursued by them. That is, we saw
him, but never saw the Indians. It was
the same with the snakes. Numbers of
our party were pursued
by -nukes, but it
is a singular tact that no one ever saw
the snakes save tile parties pursued.
People at the Hast can never teulize the
hardships and perils endured by us brave,
daring California miners It was a very
dangerous country when wc- mined.
Nearly all our party eventually met thei!
death at the hands of these Indians and
snakes.
Whisky then was sgu per gallon.
it cost us nearly all our earnings
for ammunition.
But, gentlemen, 1 am
proud that I, too, had a hand in making
California the great State she is.”
What

A

I- not

old wine wholesomest, old pippins
toothsomest, old wood burns brightest, old linen
wash whitest?
(>M soldiers, sweetheart, are
surest, and old lovers soundest. [John Web-

Called

are

Whoppers.

Tlii' Western frontier of

highly prolific
matter ol

in

our

tall stories.

hard Mows.

A

man

country is
Take the

sitting

in

his

house, eating a pie, heard a storm
coming and ran to the door. The gale
ster.
first blew the liouse down, and then
I'he tirs; pro-sure et sorrow crushes out from
seized
the man, carried him through the
our hearts the be-i wine; afterwards the constant weight of ii 1 -rings forth bitterness—the
air a hundred yards or so, and landed
taste ami strain from the lees of the vat.
[Long- him in a
fellow.
peach-tree. Soon afterward a
friendly hoard from his own house came
A n instinctive taste ti aelu
men to build their
hv. This he seized and placed
churches in Hat countries with spire
steeples, floating
«

Bend

3

rent

Kcy»t«;ur Watch C»»c Knetorie*. PhilaIt and so me Illustrated 1‘auipblct sliov. iughuw

turnip to

delphia, Pa., f
Juiuia I(ust' ainl

time ’dutch (

he}:

atet arc

luailo.

{To be continued.)

*

s

which,

as

they

lie referred to any other
with silent linger to the sky and
cannot

object, point as
stars.
[Coleridge.
1'

ar more
acceptable to God is lie that thinketh
tin greatness of his own sins and the smallness of his virtues, and how far he is from the
perfection of -aims than he who disputeth of
their greatness or littleness.
Thomas.

lvr2‘.»

"t

[St.
nothing to

so
long as we have
sav to God,
nothing to do w ith Him save in the sunshine of
the mind when we feel Him near us, we are
poor creatures, willed upon, not willing reeds
flowering reeds, it may be, ami pleasant to
behold, but only reeds blown about bv tin* wind ;
not laid, hoi pour creatures.
Hi (-urge Macdon-

ald.

Infants
"Without

Children

and

Morjjhino

What ^ ives

our

M hat

lheir

cures

Strange tiling art, especially music. (Jut of
an art a man
may lie so trivial you would mistake him for an imbecile, at best a
grown inlaid. J 'lit him into his art, and how
high lie
soar- above you !
How quietly lie enters into a
heaven of which in- has become a denizen, and,
unlocking the gates w ith his golden key, admits
you to follow, an bumble, reverent visitor.
| Bulwer-I.y tlon.

Harcotine.

or

Children rosy cheeks,

levers,

makes them sleep;
'Tis C;isti)ri;i.

U lien Hahies fret, ami cry hy turns,
W hat cures tii*-ir c<»lie, kills their w or?ns,
lint Castoria.
What

quiekly

cups

The

STOKIES WHICH T1IE NEW YOllK <IH.V1*IIIC
AI.I.EUES \\ EKE TOLl> AT A H EC EXT KEl/NlOX
111 I HE riOXEEKS.

Constipation,

Sour Stomach, CoMs, Indigestion
1

*»m

:
(' isiii'

la.

Farewell then to Morphine Syrups,
Castor < >11 and Paregoric, anil
Hail <'astoria.

Centaur Liniment.—An absolute cure for .R lieuinatism,
Sprains. Burns, Galls, &c., and an
instantaneous Pain-reliever.

lyrS

A GOOD ODD FELLOW.
Mr. Cutler, of 21 Lyons St., Xew Haven. Conn.—
How He Takes Life Easy now and How He
Obtained tlie Means to Regain His
Health.
Mr. Cutler, <e Jl Lyons St., is a faithful <M<1 Fel
low, and for forty years a member of ijuinipiac
Dodge No. 1 (the oldest organization of its kind in
the state of Conn.) lie is a man much respected in
New Haven. Your reporter found him at Ids pleas
ant home on Lyons street one afternoon, taking life
ea-y. “Y<*u see,” he says, “I’m trying to make myself feel

indisposed. 1 presume it’s the lina Lodge dinner which 1 attended
a while ago down at the beach.
I have been, as
many of my friends in New Haven know, a sufferer
for years from indigestion and biliousness. When
1 have indulged in too hearty food I’ve had to suffer
at times extremely. As a result I’ve had to place
myself under my physician’s care often, ami I have
taken a great many remedies, but i lind after a
thorough trial that Dr. Kennedy's FAVORITE
gering

a

little

results of

REMEDY is the most excellent medicine I have
ever had knowledge of for
any of the disorders
above mentioned, it leaves no exhaustive effects,
but rather strengthens and regulates the digestive
organs in

a

(‘harming

manner.

We

keep

it

as a

household medicine, and I have recommended it to
inv friends, for it is an excellent preparation.”
Mr. Cutler is a man whose word can he depended
upon. His testimony is but a re-echo of the words
of thousands in New England who have received
relief from the sole use of Dr. Kennedy’s I* A N ORITE REMEDY.
limit;

JASON

GORDON,

Magnetic, Electric

M.

and

Days of ’40.

D.,
Herbal

PHYSICIAN.
Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Paralysis, Palsy, and all
Nervous Troubles successfully treated. 1 make a
specialty of Chronic Diseases of the Liver and Kidneys, and also diseases peculiar to Females. Proprietor of Dr. Cordon’s Positive Catarrh Cure.
«irOffice and residence Union St., Belfast, Me.
Post office address Box 474.
Mtf

Pioneer P.'s story:
“I went to the
mines early in 'IS.
I purchased in San
Francisco a washing-machine, weighing
•id pounds, which 1
packed on my back,
over the hot and arid
plain lying between
Stockton and the Mokelumne river. When
1 got there 1 dug my first hole and planted my washing-machine by it. It wouldn’t
work. Pretty soon the oldest man in the
mines came along and says he, ‘Stranger,
how much d’ ye charge for washing
shirts f I told him I was not there to
wash shirts, but to wash out gold. Ue
burst into a guffaw which was heard as
far as Murphy’s camp.
‘Why,’ says he,
‘that’s a contrivance for washing clothes
you've got tliar. They’ve taken ye in and
dune for ye.’ It was true.
I had been
cruelly imposed upon. Hut I made a
small fortune out of that washing-machine.
I gave up gold-mining, turned
washerwoman for the whole camp at
Cut-throat Har, and in six months made
.*10,000 in washing shirts at $5 apiece.
Gentlemen, the services I performed in
building and ‘making history’ for the
great State of California are among the
proudest reflections of my life.”
Judge Ik’s story : When I arrived in
San Francisco there was any amount of
hanging going on by the vigilance committees. There was a great scarcity of
I happened to have
rope for halters.
with me a bale of choice hemp. Law
business was just then very dull.
(1 had
opened a law office and hung out my
shingle.) My expenses were fifty dollars
1
per day. An inspiration seized me.
occupied my spare time (which was all
my time) in making halters and selling
them to the vigilance committee at one
hundred dollars each.
Some days I
made five hundred dollars. A single
boiled potato cost then a dollar. This
was the commencement of
my fortune. 1
regard with shame the humble part I had
in building up the State of California.”
Pioneer D.’s story: “My ‘49’ house in
‘Happy Valley’ was a hogshead. At night
I laid it horizontally on the ground and
slept as much of myself as I could in it.
By day I stood the hogshead on end, top
up, and lived in it. I started my bar in
this hogshead.
I cut a hole in the side,
tacked a little shelf outside, and, when a
customer appeared, put out my bottle.

The

Little

Model

Republic.

a

FOR PAIN.

Haitian is called lie acquatie lion, and when lie
is in Ills scull the lto 1 can row’er.

RHEUMATISM,

Sickly Chilhues and infants grow strong and
u :e of
Liebig Co’s Coca Reef
Tonic.

Sciatica, Lumbago,

perching
Suddenly

upon a tree, began to sing.
the bird was turned to stone.
The song she was singing was also petrified, hanging down from the beak of the
bird—cold, cold stone.
A Yankee who had settled in the West
having told an Englishman that he had
shot on one particular occasion nine hundred and ninety-nine pigeons, his interlocutor asked why he did not make it a
thousand at once. “No,” said he, “not
likely I’m going to tell a lie for one
pigeon.” Whereupon the Englishman,
determined not to be outdone, began to
tel] a long story of a man having swam
front Liverpool to Boston.
“Did you see
him?” asked the Yankee. “Of course I
did ; I w as coming across and our vessel
passed him a mile out of Boston harbor.”
“Well, I’m glad ye saw him, stranger,
‘cos yer a witness that I did it. That
was me!”
[Brooklyn Eagle.

The crown princess of Germany is six
feet three inches tall. The advantage of
being so tall a princess is that she can
hang the week’s wash on a high line,
and not bother with a clothes-pole that
is liable to slip and let the collection
down in the mud. it pays for a princess
to be tall.
[Rockland Courier-Gazette.
A little boy whose sisters stroll in the
woods to gather autumn leaves, saw them
coming homo one day with a red-whiskered gentleman whom he greeted with :
“My, you’ve got autumn leaved whiskers !”

Relieves and

Artists are almost nvariably great smokers,
lias to learn to draw before lie can paint.

Ayer's Sarsaparilla
purilirr ever devised.

is the
It is

best physicians.

is much
to her.

>ne

most
recommended by tin:

ellective blood-

respected

l.v her

Better than $10,000!
spent over SIO.iKIO ill c:t year-.,” said .Major It.
Hines, of Itoston, Mass.. “in being doctored I’or
epilepsy. I employed the best phy>ieian- in Now
Orleans, >t. I.ouis, N. York, Khila.. Kosimi, London
ami I’aris. bul all t<» no purpose. SuiiKivitun Acrvinc lias cure*I me ei tirelv.” £L:>o.

medicine be
specific for Epi-

I-n’t it

j

little inconsistent that “tin* Missouri
prohibitionists sliou ,d nominate a “full .-tale ticket S'”

affections,

k

dney and liver troubles

affect
many

nearly oin half of a I mankind. Yet bow
heedlessly pass through a shortened ill** gi\ iug no
to these oomph infs which cause the human
family such great di-tress. Does your heart heat
violently from the east excitement ? Have you

Hnttrr, lit

warnings. Delay is langcrous. lie wi-c in time.
Regain perfect liealtl by using Brown’- li n Rit-

ters.

It was the fellow who stepped on a lack who lir-i
remarked “the iron has entered my sole.”
An autopsy, in eases of death from heart disease,
i- an unnecessary fo an of law. and productive of
but one result—a fee for tne coroner and doctor. Tim
spmptoms are unmis akable, perfectly plain, am!,
generally, well understood. Dr. Craves’ Heart
Regulator will cure any ca-c of Imart disease. It
such sufferers will take'tin* Regulator tlmre will be
no deaths, and consequently no po-t mortem ex-

aminations.

I't/f/s, rotators,

tins.

Me have all needed supplies, as good as the best,
as Ion as the Iohi si. In (|iiaiilllles lo
sail,
and tor jour (III Moves, lilUJAKlfs
lilt, high lest, no smoke, and
the mil) (III llial does not
eras! the Hick.
WK AI.SO MANTFAfTt'liK
1*1 KK niM-'Ft'TIO.VFIlt for Wholesale and Retail
trade. SI is. Flos. IIATKS, and I 111 ITS of all
kinds In their season. t,lve us a eall,
.:.'df

M ITT III. LI. «(■

strange yet tr ie, that no matter how much
you batter at a knot, when you batter ll out you always leave the knot hole.
It i-

.Just

Married.

How loving they arc; this is always a sure ,-ign.
After the Jir-t year sometimes it don’t hold good.
When Charles come, home t-> mi grouty and ero-s,
.-napping aid snarling, unable to relish the nice
dinner you have conk d. and fed as if there was
a ton of pig iron in hi- stomach, be i- troubled \\ itb
dyspepsia, and Sulphur Ritters i- the only medicine
that will cure him.
IwiS

only object any
single-barrel cye-gla-The

pear -mailer

Oft. J. B.

man can

is to

than hitn-clf.

have in

make every

wearing

otic

else

a

ap-

Ski1.1, in .'n-: Wokkphop. T" do good work the
mechanic must have good health.
If long hours of
confinement n clo.-e rooms have enfeebled his hand
or dimmed his sight, let him at once, and before
some organic trouble appears, take plenty o| ll-.p
Ritter-. Hi- system will la* rejuvenated, his nerv
strengthened, his sight become clear, and lhe whole
constitution be built t;p to a high working condition.

Dr. J.C.

N.-ver lo.d:
if it is a Colt

t/

HUGHES,

1 he

long,
Doctor's
w

any

sending in

one

us

a

S(.,

ES rABLISHED, 1830:-

s

v

i,T

tUU <l'i tU t

GRIFFITH!’

('otiyress

l’OKTLAM),

SAWS.

.memtier tie Name.

I have

been

a

great sutlVrer with Salt Ule

mn

for

did me no ..i, and I came to ’lie conclusion that 1
could not he cured.
Hut
friend called mv attention to ('tin tit a l{ km i-;i >] ks. (.ot them and tt-ed
them until my skin is perfectly smooth and Icon

i-ider myself entirely cured. Yt urs trulv,
15. WILSON I.oUD.
A<iAWaM, M \ss.

SALT 1*1 LhZl

M.
C "rii Tit a Kkmkdiks are the greatest medicine.<>n earth.
Had the worst ease salt IMieum in this
country. My mother had it twenty year.-, and in
fact died from if.
f believe Ct riot it A would have
sa\cd her life.
My arms, hrea-t, and bead were
covered for three years, w licit nothing elievi d or
cured until I used the ( t n tka Bksoi.yi;\ r (blood
pitritier) internally, and ('rtktka ami Min ka
x'.\r (the great .-kin cures
externallv.

SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE,
Head Colds, Watery Discharges from the

Nose

Eyes, Hinging Noises Ii the Head, Nervous
Heartache ami Fever instantly relieved.
Choking mucus dislodged] membrane cleansed
ami healed, breath sweetened, smell, taste, ami
hearing restored and
Cough, llrouehitis, Droppings into the Throat,
Pains ill the Chest, Dyspepsia, Wasting of strength
ami Flesh, Loss of .Sleep, ete.L cured.
One bottle Radical Cure, ode box Catarrhal Solvent aud one Dr. Sanford's Jhinder, in one par kage, of all druggists, for *l.oo. Ask lorSAM ori.'s
ltAtucAi. Cork, a pure distillation of Witch Hazel,
Am. Pine, Ca. Fir, Marigold, Clover Rlossmns, elm
Potter Dreo ami ChemicaiI Co., liustou.

ami

ravages[checked.

■n.r—II—r.r

CQLLIN$>
VOLTAIC-

For tlie

relief and prevention,
the Instant it Is applied, of Kheuinatism, Neuralgia, Sciatica,
Coughs, Colds, Weak Back, stomach and Bowels, Shooting Bains,
Numbnessj Hysteria, Female

Bains, Balmtation, Dyspepsia,
Liver Complaint, Bilious Fever,
Malaria, and epidemics, use Collins’
Plasters (an Electric Battery
'ELECTP.IC\\
combined with

plasH** and laugh

at

a

Porous Plaster;

pain.25c.every v\

here.

PRESENT POWER.
Whi n Help
To-Day.

To-Morrow a Long Way Off

Comfort Is never in a liurrv. Pain ami distress
in lint liasti!. It is to llm ‘‘friend in need”—the
friend who does something now -that theohiadage
pays the compliment of being' a friend indeed.''
That they do not keep the sufferer in suspense is
the salient excellence of IIKN.si iN's t: A PC1N K P( >
ItOCS PI.ASTKltS.
The plastt rs of other day
whether porous or otherwise—odd—“Wait until
to-morrow We can promise noli ing on the spur of
tlie moment.” Hut pain unrelieled, like
hope deferred, maketh the heart sick. Henson's plasters
art on application. They permeate, soot lie, warm
and lieal, containing, as they do, chemical and medieinai agents of tile liigliestelliei •ney. Tlieir motto
is Now, and the genuine have tin word CAPCIXB
cut in tlie middle of each plaster.
Price go cents.
Neabury A Johnson, Chemists, New' York.
lnv.’li
—
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iVian !

Every
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Maine Central R. R.
TIME-TABLE.
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JOHN ATWOOD & GO..
PRODUCE

Coiiiiiftissioii
AND

IMPORTERS OF BEST FRENCH BAND SAWS.
IW

""i !•'»*! lav ev« r.!?._ at I I. I.
< 1 c m k.
oi, a
ii a I
>tea ul
K\|.iv*- I
H’oin I’o.-uci, tor tio'kiaihl, ( t-ii.,
|>e«i I-1,
" 5■ i
-i.i^i 11.•
'r i.v i■ \ (,. ?::i,..?..
rival oi •!. Miner
south \V.--t ai,.| |:
II
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M a-' m.i
< onne. t
Korklaml
.o': r lor Kim kill,
Surry mu! KliMvnrth, f
\■ Km Harbor
with -lean:.
i1 ’i bnuhMmre.
Lamoiiic. Hancock
.■

PKAROin M ERICA
IN.sTITCTE,
or W. II. PARKER, M. I)..
I Rultlnrh Street, Boston, [Mass.

lyr.Yi

Welsh & Griffiths, 91 Water St. Boston, Mass.
i

•
s! canter LKWISTON
.;i.
H V Kit
i)Hltl\i. \V i
R." il• *.-c! W hart',1 ’■ -ft la ;■!.!-

<

sy11.-

lb—YDlM. and MIDDLE At.ED MEN nu
save much time, suffering and exp. n-e l»y rending
the Science of Life, or conferring with the antler,
who may be consulted on all diseases re.pairing
."kill and experience.
Address

g£^

■

>1 <ki*<*li;i

DKAl.KKS

I

n

IN

Hay. Potatoes, Onions, Apples, Beans, Butter,
Cheese, Eggs, Poultry, Live Poultry. («ame,

J'.l-

Salmon, Fresh Water Fish of all kinds, ,w.,
All kinds ot Barrel Heading.

110 South Market St., Boston, Mass
All good" paid for soon as sold and u\ inl’orma
tiou given of the markets.
GRAVES' PATENT
iMPHoveD

Thoroughbred
Weanlings
i«\v

WM.

|

& Grade Yorkshire
ready

now

for

VI1WV

C.

delivery

at

CAIOI.

FULLER,

Foreman.

Belfast, May 1, 1—i-tf

SALE!

-ii!>-"riliiT oir.T.. fur Sill.! the eutin-stork u( the

Tlic

Pupils
I

<

received at
circular ot

»r

lime, if Ha

an

term

or

i/m.

8io

Pianos
gi'l good.-

an

a!

Home

lot of

a

&

R. H.

<

R. FRANK PIERCE

tism, kidney

li"lfast, May ■<>, 1--::.—tll.'i

almost new

HAMPTON TKA COMPANY

nave

just

re-

JL eeived j.iou pounds of choice Teas of all grades
and kind-. Also just received 4-T sets of Decorated
Knglish China, both Tea and Dining, 2f» sets of
<;'d i hand and other fancy China sets"of the latest
style- and finest qualifies ju.-t imported, UK) Tea
and Dining set< of the Whip* Knglish Stone China
<d the first
quality; and on- of the largest stork* of
Glassware ever olfered in this city, some styles ennew.
tirely
Agents wanted in every town in the
Mate t«> eanva-s for the Hampton Te*a
Company t
.-ell lea-. < )ur eanvu.-.-ing hooks are now
ready to
be distributed. Send for one at once; that
is, to
those wishing to beeoim* \gent-. The books give
li-t of Teas, prices, ty.
All correspondence direct
ed to \t. Kiltredge, llavf«>rd Block, Belfa.-t, Mi*.
K. KITTBKlMiK, \gent ami Manager.

\r

July,

re are v.n an

F>.

any good dormr if hop
not the best famtlv medieine

are

mother drov the paralysis and neuout of her system with hop bitters.’’

—

youth

for the aged and intirm
InrJii

DENTIST
Corner

of

Church d*
ltf

HEART
SOUND?

<».
the
year. Our nu-tto ! Economy ami comfort combine!.
E.-r particulars a.l.lress A. PHILLIES A < o.t
liroa-iway, Albany, N. Y.,or( IL\>. E. KKEM II,
llosfnn, Mas.s.
.{w.’s

throughout

Man
tin ms,

The renowned hr. Clendinning, startlingly say*
**onedhird of my subjects show signs if/,, art disease.”
an yet m in 's
The heart weighs ubout nine nunc
twenty-eight pounds of blood passer through if. once

VI•

a minute and a-half, resting not day or night
Surely this su-dcet should have careful attention.
a ndehrated physician h
hr. Crae
jo-epared a
specific for all heart troubles and kindred disorder-.
]i is known as Dr. (.raviV Ileari Krtrnlalor
)" >' ’■ dtle,
and rati be. obtained at your druggi*! •, f
hr.
six bottles for ?5 by express. Send stain/' f
Graves' thorough an l exhaustive treatise.
(1)
T\ If. Ingalls, Sole American Agent, Concord, .V. It.

in

Mouse for Sale.
aikscriber oilers for sale
r|'HII1 his liou.se and lot at Lincoln.‘\illr Ue.acli.
House is finished
itliroiitfhout, one and one-half sto-

■

with HI and outbuildings,
jries,
'and Is in tiist classcondition. The

situation on tin* shore ot the beautiful Penobscot
Bay makes it very desirable for u summer resilience. It is in the renter of tin* village, near the
shops and .-- liool house. A good bargain will he
offered to a purchaser,
enquire on the premises
for terms.
FUKD S. DVKU.

_I
lyreow.'{9

Idneolnville, June 5, lsS.h—23tf

ELY’S

SAI.K.

CREAM BALM

FARM of DO acres, situated on the
Hall's Corner road vPa miles from P. < >. Tlie
location is as good as can he found any where, commanding a splendid view of Belfast Bay. Farm cuts
about to tons of bay—mowed with machine,—has
never failing water in pastures and at buildings.
Plenty of wood. A young and old orchard. Buildings in good repair.* New barn 40 by tto, cellar underneath. Only a part of price required down.
Farm implements and part of stock sold if desired.
Also one pair of -t years old :-teors, girth 7 feet, well
matched and broken.
\VM. Jl. FKOllOCK.
Belfast, May 3, lSS.3-l.stf

VFINF

Sale.

The brink house ami furniture on
Primrose 11 ill, Belfast, latelv oecupied by the late .JOHN PIKIU’K.
The house and lot are
P
desirable,.be" ™
situated iii one ol’ the best por
the city. For sale at a bargain. Call on
It. FRANK PIKRCF.

lias gained an enviable
p u t at ion wherever
known, displacing all
other preparations. An
artieh1 of
undoubted
iinerit.
(IKES

ROSE

\ls

I

I

to Let.

oilers to let for the season or
years, two cottages on Murphy’s Point,
mile from the Camp Ground, two miles from
Belfast. One new, large cottage e.ommodiously arranged. The other known as the Frye cottage. The
location and natural surroundings niake it one of
the most desirable places for a summer resort to be
found in the vicinity. An excellent spring of pure
water within a few steps; good boating privileges
and delightful scenery.
Parties desiring summer
resorts will do well to call at premises and see for
themselves. For further information address

JL

of

A. T.

2i;tf

MANSFIELD,

Masonic Temple, Belfast.

snnjl'.
linger

W hen
effectually cleanses the nasal pass
ages of virus,
healthy secretions. H allays iidlaniination, protects the membranal linings
of the head from additional colds,
completely heals
the sores ami restores the sense of taste and smell.
Kenetieial results are realized by a few applications. A thorough treatment will cure. Send tor
circular.
Itv mail, prepaid, one. -.-tamps rc<ei\ ed.
Sold l»v all
lvrll
KLV 1JKOTH EKs, < hvego, N. V.

absorbed

it

causing'

j

In flic
WIL

LKWIS, of Roston, by bis deed, bearing
date the lirst day of October, A. I). IS7!*aml rcc«.rded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, book 1st, page :;is,
conveyed in mortgage t<» said bank and it- success
ors certain lots or parcels of land situated in Stockton, in said county of Waldo, at Fort Point, so-eall
<*d, the same being near and adjoining the 0o\eminent Light House embrace- the so-called “Fort
Point Hotel,”—being all the premises eonvevcd to
said bank, in mortgage by Sanford »V Ross by deed
dated Nov. -iTtli,
and recorded as aforesaid
hook lab, page .lit, so tar as the premises dinscribed
are located in Stockton; also
including the premises conveyed in mortgage to said Sanford .V Ross
by For! Point Hotel Co. by deed dated Nov. I’TlIi.
lH71,and recorded as aforesaid book I'.b. page :14b,
and assigned to said bank. Also including the interest, conveyed by said Ross to said bank
by deed
recorded book 17b, page bib, being the same premises conveyed by said bank to said Lewis bv deed
of the same dale with his said
mortgage reference
to all said deeds to be had. The conditions of said
mortgage being broken the said Rangor SavingRank hereby gives notice thereof,and that bv reason
of such breach it claims a foreclosure.
RANCOR S A VINOS RANK,
Ry S. 1>. Thtrston, Treasurer.

ls71?

(INK AND TWO-THIRDS ACRES OF
and two very line
water. The tinest location on the Penobscot Bay, near the Northport Camp Ground and *2'.,
miles from Belfast, Me.
Vlso Brick Store, No. 51
Main St., Belfast, Me. 1 nr particulars address
«K0. I*. I’OTK. 24 Varmoulli St.,
tfl'.l
Huston, Mass.
BO IT

A
land, with cottage, stable
wells of

COTTAGES AT NOKTII PORT.

or

SAVINUS HANK, of lianifor,
BANtiOK
County of Penobscot, gives notice that
I-IAM I).

Sale.

Enquire

thini<l

Foreclosure Notice.

HOWARD MURPXIY, Belfast, Me.

TO LET.

a

druggists.

one

For

not

FEVER,

Apply by lie
I U AY- FFVFH into
the nostrils.

subscriber
rpilK
term <»f

25tt

GOLD,

Cold in the Head,
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estate of DdtOTlii B. \.M !•>. atof
dt.-.-asrl
bine
In
said
Waldo,
ton,
County
presented a petition to sell errt dn n
i
said deceased for purposes tlierem nan.,
Ordered, 1'liat the said Administrator i\\ ■: n-*
.»l
tiee to all per-ons interested by■ean-ii.j
weeks -i
this order t" he published thrnod at It. lin'd, that
in the Republican .Journal p
o.rt, b» b. i,«■ Id at
they may appear at a Pr>»ba‘
*-n the second
Belfast,'within and for <aid
Tuesday of August next, at ten of’the «-lt»ck
show
anand
if
eau.-e,
noon,
they have, why the
same should not he granted.
•IA.M1A 1» 1. \ MsON, ,1 inlue.
A true cop;
Attest:—A. A. Fl
1
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l’robate Court nei-i at Belt'a.-t, within
the Counlv <»f Waldo, on the aca-nd
.July, A. D. 1SS3.
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King of Sewing Machines.
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1MIE subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
concerned, that she has been duly appointed
ami taken upon herself the trust of Executrix of
the last will and testament of

.A

CRESSEY, late

of

Searsmont,

in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; she therefore requests all persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to
make Immediate payment, and those who have any
demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement

THEODOSIA

CRESSEY)

hereby give public notice to all
rptllE subscribers
A concerned, that they has been duly appointed
and taken upon themselves the trust of
of the last will and testament of

GEORGE W. ANDREWS,

late of

Executors

Searsmont,

the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bo|id
ns the law'directs; they therefore request all persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have any
demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
WILLIAM C. ANDREWS
to them.
*
SI'S A N P. ANDREWS.
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FREEMAN,
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fast, on tin second Tin .-day of Julv l-s:;t
ACGCSTA B. EARLEY, Administratrix on tin
estate of BRIDGET l. DRAPER, late of \ rtli
port, in said County deceased, having presented
her tlrst and final account of administration of said
estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof he given three weeks
successively in the Republican .Journal, printed in
Belfast, in said County, that all persons interested
may attend a Probate Court to be held at Bel fa.-tj on
the second Tuesday of August next,a ml show cause,
if any thev have, whv said account should not be
allowed.
.JAMES D. LAMSON, .Judge.
A true copy. Attest:—A. A. Eum iiku,
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c. Hi >LM ES, late of Winterport, in said Couui
Pro
Waldo, deceased, having lieen presented l.
hate.
Ordered, That notice thereof he given ! all

noon, and show cause, if any they have,
same should not be proved, approved and all
.JAMES I» I \MSDN,
A true copy. Attest:—A. A Ki.ktpheu,
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F. \\ ATSON, named lb v« 11««
certain instrument purporting to br
Ia-t
will and testament of H ANNAH ANN M \ V \V \ I
SON, late of Troy, in saiii County of Wahi", di
ceased, having presented the same for Pi• •!■ b«
< >rdered,
in»
That the said named Fxeeufor ui
lice to ail persons interested by causing a eop\
of this order to he published three weeks sin-.
ively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast,
that they may appear at a Probate Court, I be held
at Belfast, within and for sai l County, on the second Tuesday of August next, at ten ot the .‘lock b.
fore noon, and show cause, if any they haw, Ivliy
the same-should not In* proved, approved and al
lowed.
JAMHS 1>. l.A MSON. J udg.
A true copy. Attest:—A. A KI. i:TCiir.ii, Register.
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KTCHKU,Register.

\i a Pi1’ bate ( ourt In id at Belfast, within
the (.Amntv of Waldo, on the second Tu.
.July, A. 1). lss;{.
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Belfast, April J, ls.yj.—tfli
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tor for kidney or liner troubles, or !;/*}>• ynd, irhiic
if the truth were. Jen amt, the rail cause at the heart.

I•
p*T;"hs in.ie-btel to the late linn of s. A.
11. >U E> A ( t >. by note or account are rc*1 ucstei to make inime.liate payment. All .lemamb
remaining unpai.l after a reasonable length of time
will be left for collection.
J7[f
A. \. IIOWES A (’(>•

Summer
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certain instrument purporting to he a •■■•py >d
the la.-t will and testament «»f AhKI.INK .M.
GRANT, late of Suffolk ( ■>., in the >-1.i:» -d \ ;r,.inia,
and of the probate thereof in said State of Virginia, duly authenticated, having been presented t
the Judge of Probate for our said County, for (he
nurpost of being allowed, tiled and recorded in the
Probate Court for our -aid County.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given t > ail
persons interested by causing a e».p\ of thi;- older to he published three weeks .-ucce-.-iveI\ in the
Republican Journal nrinte.l at Belfast,
may appear at a Probate < ourt, to be held at Bel
i
fast, within and for said ( ounty, on the
Tuesday of August next, at ten of the clock byf.ev
noon, and show cause, If any they have, why tin*
"
same should not he
:;wjs
». LA MS* )\. I 11 dig e.
A true copy. Attest
A. Y. Fi ktciiku, Kegj-tcr.
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At a Probate ( .-nrt h«-id at Belfast, within
tlie Coimtv of Waldo, on the mom i 'I
.July, A. 1). 1 s>:5.
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Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the Countv of Waldo, on the second Tue-djav oi

At

nils
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It

iteen pres* nled to the Judge ot

Ordered, That notice thereof be given to all
persons intere.-ted by causing a copy of thi- -t d.
he published three weeks -u«•<•.■ —:\• 1
in th.
Kepuhliean Journal printed at Belfast, that die,
In* held at
may appear at a Prohate Court, h*
Belfast, within and for-aid County, >n the sbeoni
Tuesday of August next, at ten of'the clock ikb*re
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why tin*
.-aine should not be allowed.
:»wi!-'
J AMKS D. I, A M>( ) \. Jmilgc.
A true copy. Attest
A A. Fu n m u, R
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around from Iflieuinatrouble or any weakne ss will be

Keep the kidneys healthy with hop hitters
and you need not fear sickness.
Ice wider is rendered harmless ami more
refreshing and rev it ing with hop hitters in each
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—Malarial fever. Ague and Miliinisness, will
leave every neiglilmrlinod as soon as Imp hitters
arrive.

My
ralgia all
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ir

instrument purporting t
a •*.;»].\ of j
last will and testament' ot CAl.\ilN 1*.
>T, late of smith !b»>t n, atnl of the ;
-at
thereof, in -aid >tal»* of Mas-aehu-< tls. dub. au-
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ad mi -d -n, add res.-,
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Belfast, Me.
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Probate Court held at Belf t-r. withi
County of \\ aldo, .m the -econd 1
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the

tottering

Ask

Hitters

COOMBS,

PROBATE NOTICES.

My wife and daughter were made healthy
by tlie use of hop hitlers and i l'eromuiend
them to Illy people. Methodist' lergymail.

TEAS! TEAS!! TEAS!!!
rpm;

Md men

*3
r*-‘

Toil SAIT m i:

|

the weakest woman, smallest rtiil.l, ami
sickest invalid can use imp bitters with safety
and great good.

o.vciTU-iit o]ip*>i-ti:niIy for jublxTs to
mall rat"-, lioo.l bargains giv..-ii.

!

TO

—“All your own fault
If you remain siek alum you run
Get hop bitters that nevn
Fail.

Organs!
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$30-

the Principal,
II. K. IIIBRARD, (>0s Washington M.
Aim.

fZZ
LOUNGE

The Largest and Most Successful Commercial School in America.
(•Ives Training by Praetiee, m
select and
thoroughly Practical course of study, intended t<>
meet tin- wants of those who know by experience
that our Public Schools arc mu preparing tin- ming
in a direct manner for the active duties of life, ami
is the lirst School in tin- eounlr\ to present a practical and useful eoursc of training eniirely voil
of all the objectionable features of tin- culturecramming system.
As thorough and complete training i- given in
this school to those who de-in- i«> pi pan* for Mercantile Pursuits as is given ill («•«• 111.i
! >< Iiool- to
those who choo>e a profe-don.
A<‘Xt Srftool I cur Hrf/i/ts. S,
'des.

Is Wanted

are

^

THE SCIENCE OK LIKE ; OK, SKLF-PKKSER\ \TION,
is a marvel ot art and beauty, warranted tnj be a
better medical book in every
use than can be oh
tained elsewhere for double the price,, rthe uiionev
will be refunded in every instance.
I Antle r

Street.

..f f l,"se saws is worth three of avy other kind.
Mad'-i’f lu st Uetined < asi Steel, finely tempered
'.i timshe<l, arid perfect ntting tools, hint ire sat'i '7i ruarunteed.
W manufacture Saws of all
to a-, ami trerysatr is warrant id.
Try them Don't
'"»> any other. If your hardware iealer don’t keep
e 111. Td**r from us direct.
Agents wanted everywhere.
VJth Annual Price List, etc., free.

Tin- I-

thirty year.-, eonnneneing in ny in ad and fare and
extending over the greater part of my body. I have
taken gallon-ot mcdieiius for lhr fdood <d different kinds and tried good
physicians, all of which

Machias Steamboat Co.

Mass.

THE SCIENCE OF LIFE; OR, SELF-PRESERVATION,

maim;.

SH

=>;

II. LANK, Am III.

Portland, Bangor, Mt. Desert and

is beyond all comparison the most extraordinar'
work ui Physiology ever published. Then* is nothing whatever that the married or single an either
require or wi-di to know but what, is fully explained. [ London Lam cl

Tie Best are tie Cheapest.

—

FOR

rniETOi.

use.

.1.00
:j..-,;i

..

ami'Uireess-

EASTMAN BROS & BANCROFT.

iionest, ReliabSs and Standard

.S.'.OII

•lUIIS LITTI.ITTKLII, Supl.
lialfa.-t, May a., 1.".;.

ar._

eijgrav

thus securing the samo benefits a- those living in
the city. < Mr business i> conducted on a strictly
ONE PRICK SYSTEM anil nil mir pioil.s will In* lYnmil
n* lLinvsi iili 1.
SMinKS 1)1 1M OF OH! 1.00DS,
tojiiitlii'i- wit'n rii-cnliir i-..ji..lining \ MU 1 IF0I1T 1\T
INFORMATION ivlalivi- ... M Ul OKOKRs sum FUFF
to any niMniss.
ilini:'

PORTLAND, MAINE.
-:

HOME and

ORDER BY MAIL,

unque.-tio’u-

No. :*<><> <u ml

make their selection- AT

can

-■

yet that’s iu-t uhat she is.

If underfill ('nreU of Salt h'Inina
ft ‘hen
l*/i i/sU'itrtis,
llosjattr/s
and fill other \nvuns faded.

Ayer & Co., Lowell,

Young. IViiddie-Agcd

-SAMPLES-

successful practice in this city,
together illi the marv«*iotis cures, are
abU guarantees of his .-kill and ability.
1’t rson- who can not personally consult the Dor.
bn* enn do so b.\
writing in a plain manner a deliption of their disease, and appropriate remedies will be forwarded immediately.
All corre-po ;dt nee -trietly confidential, and will be returne l if desired
1 vlU

gift hoi -e in the mouth, espe ial 1 v
Revolver.

SALT RHEUM

family

v

riMlK unt. .Id miseries Uat result from indi
;; .1,
in early life may be alleviated and cure I.
A
Those who doubt this a.-seiiion .>h"n!d purchase
tile new medical w<>rk published by the PE Vlh >1 >Y
mI;i>n .\i. 1 \ >rrn re, ib.-ion, entitled. the
SCIENCE OK LIFE; OR, NKLK-PRKSKKV ATION. Exhausted \ itality, Nervous and Phv.-deal Debility,
Premature Deeiine in Man, or Vitality Imnuiivd 1*.
the Errors of N m11», or too close ;• j>}*!i«•1 io 1,
bu im ss, may be. restored and manhood v
in. o
-■’»Stli edition, res ised and enlarged, in-t p«1 >»! i -11
t'd.
It is a standard medical work, tlm
-1 m tin.
English language, w ritten b\ a phy."ieiau .1 'gr -at
w
experience, to whom wa- awarded a gold and
oiled medal by die National Medical A-union.
It contains beautiful and very expensive
ings, :;nn pages, more than P2f> valuable preM-rip.
lions for all forms of diseases, acute and chronic,
the result of many years of extensh e
fu! practice, either one of which is worth t n times
the price of the. book.
Round in beautiful French
cloth, embossed, full gilt. Price onlv ^I
; b\
mail, postpaid, on receipt ot price.
1 llu-trate. 1
six
rents.
Send
now.
sample

largely increased our facilities for the nccummodiition of those living OFT OF TOWN through our
SAMPLE AND MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT, so tint'

Kudie- or Gentlemen requiring me.lira! advice or
treatment, arising from any private. cause, would
do well lo banish all dillidcnee and make an earlv
application to in*. lU'GHKs.

n

would hardly do to speak of the girl who hudress caught ina d» or jamb as a fast girl, aim

r

Tie

■

Dr. MlCAl»STEI;'SS‘St»';i;'SS:
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ber

ail purgatives U

Book for

A

(AH!).

ache is the children’s triend ami Mother.-’ comfort.
R deadens tla- nerve ai *1 gives permanent relief.
For sate by dealer- in medicine.
iyr.T.'*

of all disorder*

bowels.

I

In view or tin- very Haltering >u,-«v.-s with which
our past efforts in this due have hccu met, wo have

>en

1‘!

r<-

MANHOODS

all who an -uttering from the error- and indiscretions of v >utli, nervous weakness, early it
lo.-.-of
mai.liood, Ac.. 1 will mid a recipe*that
cay,
will cure. you. FRFF <>F CIIARCF.
This great
remedy was discovered by a missionary in ’•huilh
l a. sell adure-sed envelope t<> ihe
T. In.'-I \N. Statin P, A (W York dtj.
I r(>

cure

and

ami Tl.iir-Ta

--—

To

America.
R f \ d«>s|

pleasant, entirely safe, and

Mwi la

■■

i*v.a

Kutc to Kiiston ami return
SinjfIf* ticket, ilu.
Purr to Lowell

0

good ills bu-iness ma\ be, (lie
k- down in the mouth.”

A

simmer I ,*\viso,u

Sold by all Druggists.

BY MAIL.

CONFIDENTIAL.

Beecher’? Bail Head.
For two months in til year Henry Ward Reedier

No matter how
dentist alwa*.
“■■>>

complete the cure.
sugar-coated and purtih

t<>

are

stomach

I.i avinp: I.incuiii'.' NN'U'arl', lin.-tmi, rn rv
.n
\
I'l'pl Sum la1', al .'>, '■Tuck r M.
k'ou I’oimi s s 11 -!'a"i‘n.ircrs an.I n-i-i a I. r will In*
t'"r\v:u*.U*.| in l'.irtlami;. aiiiectinyr at lt'*' klami -.villi

I
•/

Private Medical Rooms.

If you are naturally a vealy young man till the
colleges in the world can’t make more than calf a
mail of you.

can’t preach.
In August and >.*ptember he takes
his vacation and enduns the onset of the hav fever.
-■>
And it i-,
he say-, -omctliing terrible and tre.
men*lot;-.
A man with hav fever i-e t accountable
for hi-actions.
He i> merely a will beast --frantic
with -nulling, sneezing ami headache.
Hi- eyeare red and so is his no.-e.
Fv.ry nerve in hi- -kull
thrills with distress at *1 hi- head is a :'* a; tain of
tears.
He lives only t*> tlv from sea-idc L > mountain-lop in search of’ re ief.
And yet, whether \vi
this form ol C Uni*
hay lever, rose fever, la cold or roso-ed.d, Fi;
Cream Balm will cure it. This remedy i- -imple,
pleasant and ea.-v of ; ppliealion. 1‘iaee*I in the
nostrils it penetrates and soothes the. affected
a: lat once, restores the impaired sen.vs and -Teates
healthy secretion- ie. ea -es of the long.-L --landing.
You cannot run away Irom hay-fever, but you mil
drive it from you by using Fly's Cream Radii. '2r>‘

regulated,

yri-21

TIIOM IS,
ilelfust, Ale.

MASONIC BLOCK, 1111,11 ST.

■

PHLl'ARED I1V

!• tiinulant. Samaritan
Nervine is invaluable.
Thousands pr* laim if 1 he most womb rful invigorant that cv.-r sustained the sinking system.
8 Lot I. S<.Id by !! Druggists. ri'hc DI*. S. A. LICIIMOND M KI). < •
1 *r .pri. tors. St. .lo-.-ph, Mo.
Chas. IT. Crittenton, Agent, ITew York City.
< i

Strictly Pure Cream Tartar, Spices, Tea,
Coffee, &c.
'Vo the Omeiiers in Tents !

..

usn a.!\

quirts mid

chants, Bankers. Ladies and all those-whose sedentary employment cansi ; nervous pro.-tration,
irregular, in s of the blood, stomach, how ids or
ki lueys or who require a nerve tonic, appeti/.i ror

-AI.<(>--

Commencing Monday, June 4, 1883,
Nli'siinrr PKNOBNCOT.( apt. \V. It. ItOll,
CAUBIillH.K.
OTIS INOItlll INI,
KATAII0IN
K. (
IIOHMt,
"ill iiiake 'IV THII’S I’KII AVKKK, li-uvii
I
f l't fill- It*’'[.til evil*'. ila’,
\
lit
pt Sinaia

of these

a

—

the best of
composes tl e patient—not by the
introduction of opiates and dra-die cathartics, but
of activity n the stomach and
the
restoration
by
in-rvous system, whereby tin brain is relieved
of morbid* fancies, which are created by the
causes above r>-f erred to.
To < htutum n, Lawyers, Literary men. Mer-

To those in the elij, we have the
I Joist
I'iosi)- in 'I'own!

can*

Ills of dizziness?
Dot-s your hack ache? Are your
bowel- constipated? These symptom- are the ilr-t

of tin*

WANT tlOOD

AM)

6

tho

one

are

liable medicine for the

Rflich. Flour for $6.50 per bbS.

bov.ols, by

each day after dinner, is

nit’s Pills

v

vegetable

HAVE GOOD

WE

taken

that is required

all

NOTICE.

a

WEEK

secure

moderate doses ;>f

After the bowels

Pills,

JyruowM

It

PER

I'. M.

A

Farmers !

TRIPS

They

mental.

action of the

6

un-

Ayer’s Pills.

Baltimore, Aid., V.S.A.

To the

of

n'lYh

km
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\

egetable Sicilian Hair Kenewer never!
restoring gifav hair t.» its youthful color,
lustre, aud vitality. l)r. A. A. Ilayo. Slab' Assayer ol Massachusetts, endorses
it, and all wlm l-i\«■
it a fair trial unite in grateful testinumv to iis many
virtues.

Heart

0 )

and

DAILY LINE

ini

suiter

< 'o.

Tntirhiim at Hampden, \t Interport. Kurksport,
Searsport, Belfast, Camden and Koeklund.

brash,

watei

Bangor

Slciunsliip

or

loss of appetite,

miseries, bodily

use

Alcoliolisih,

The Charles A. Vogeler Co
V 00 ELK It 4

regular daily

Opium Fating, Fliomnntism. Spcriuatorrliip, or Seminal Weakness, and fifty other
\Yc claim it a spic>Ji<\ simcomplaints?”
ply, because tho virus of all diseases arises from
the blood. Its Nervine, Resolvent, Alterative and
l.avntivo properties meet all thocomlitions lierein
referred to. It's known world vule as

Sold by all Druggists and
Dealers
Directions in 11

to

Nervine,”
saysaskeptic. uIIo\y

lepsy, Dyspepsia,

languages.
(Successors

flatulency,

1883.

Boston and

tho

at

should stimulate the digestion, and

can one

FIFTY CENTS A BOTTLE.

“Look not upon tlx? wine when if is red," -ay the
wise man.
In fart, many besides the Lgyptiins
have been lost in the red sea.

told

a

oppression

an

Dyspeptic patients

“You claim too
much for Samaritan

■U RNS. St'Al.nS,
And till other bodily aches
and pains.

•d

nausea,

constipation.

FROSTBITES,

people.

are

heart-burn, vomiting,

Soreness, Cuts. Bruises,

W

I fall’s
fails in

stomach,

signs of Dyspepsia,

common

Indigestion,

nAl'KAClIE,
HEADACHE, TOOTHACHE,
SORE THROAT,
QUINSY, SWELLINGS,
SPRAINS,

The Princess of Denmark is six feet Hirer inches

height. She
They nil look up
in

The most

cures

Neuralgia,

ruddy under the

1883.

To Dyspeptics.

REMEDY

after having exhausted all other remedies has
been completely cured of rheumatism by the
use of St. Jacobs Oil, the great
pain banisher.
He makes this public.

his head to protect himself from the
raging blast, and finished his pie. Out
in Nevada it has been told that
during a
gale, while bowlders as big as pumpkins
were flying through the
air, and waterNkw \uk. Ohio.
pipes were being ripped out of the
,j. W
\d.\Ms.
ground, an old Chinaman, with specta- s vL r i*ui;i M.
cles on his nose, was observed in the
I bad tried every thing I 1 ad heard of in the La-t
eastern part of the town seated on a and Wt -t for Salt Uhcimi. My ease was •• msidered
a very bad one.
My face, bead, and anne parts of
knoll calmly Hying his kite an iron
Head covered with
my body were almost raw.
shutter, with a log-chain for a tail. scabs am 1 sores, suffering fearful. One verv-kil
ful
said
be
would rather not treat it, and
physician
There w as a man from Boston who would
some of them think now I am
only cored temponot confess astonishment at
any thing he rarily. I think not, for 1 luivenot a particle <d Salt
Ithcum
about
(
and
use
is
cons dered wonsaw in Nevada.
me,
As he was passing a
my
derful. Thanks to Cr n r :.v Ki:mi:in» s.
hotel in Virginia City the cap blew from
Mien
L.
MIL.
S.
I>K«'ATI'it.
WIIIIMHJ;.
one of the
chimneys, it was a circular SALT IlHEUlT7
of
piece sheet-iron, painted black, slightNo system of remedies cv *r compound1 «I -o thorly convex, and the lour supports were oughly eradicate the diseases for whirl, they art*
intended
as tile OTId'KA UltMKDIlts.
like legs.
Many reThe wind carded it down
markable cures have come to my know le< ge, and I
and
it
went
feel
street,
safe in warranting s;itis faction if directions are
straddling along like
a living thing.
The Boston man asked followed. Medicines that infallibly cur*1 Silt
lihetu/t, as (Jl'TUTKA Hkmi iuiis do, '/riit -are (1111/
what it was.
“A bedbug from the hotel,” kind
of’ skin diseases.
was the reply.
Cl IAS. II. MOli>L. Hi i{. ;:i,t.
I
never
saw
“By Ceorge,
Proprietor Mouse’s Dvsi i.i si\ < rni;.
any thing like that’" lie began, and then
Hou.isruN. M ass.
added, “outside of Boston.”
Price: (
limn, .so,-, arid $I.<H) per bo.xi i;i
A party of miners in the Black Hills S« il.VKNT, $1,011 per bottle. Ct ilCI i;.\ Soai*. -Joe.
C'Mld'KA SHAVINO x a *, I .a*, s., hi every-where.
compared eyes and ears over a camp-fire.
Potter Drug and Chen leal Co., Boston.
One said:
“When I was coming to the
hills 1 looked for Indians until I could
Katli, f«T liottgh, i-Imp.
niAWA’Q
1
131
see a mosquito a mile
pci or (ireasy Skin, Black
away.” Another Heads, Pimples,
Skin Blemishes, ami infantile Hu
said that his eyes were weak, hut lie could mors, is ( utldira
Soap, an x<piisito Skin Beaulitl
hear gnats jumping on the rocks four er and Toilet, Bath and Nursery Sanative.
miles. The next man had listened for Indians until he had heard the mountain
sheep light on their horns in the Big
Mountains, three hundred miles away.
The fourth, with his head on his
pillow,
had strained his ears until he heard the
Chinese nailing up tea-boxes. The
fifth,
in crossing the Rocky
Mountains, had
found a petrified forest, the trees turned
into solid stone. As lie loitered on the
edge a deer started across the valley,
and was transformed in a moment into
solid stoue.
A bird Hew past him, and,
ever

THE GREAT GERMAN

Valparaiso, Cl :iu. Senor ILicanlo Stuvon,
lending commission me reliant of this city,

No. 70 State St.,opposite Kith), Boston,
Secure* Patents ill tin r nil el Mate- : ai-.' ill (,| ([
liritain, Kramv aml other !'■ uvun .>nnlricam
♦»t the claims of any Patent UirnMicd b\ it
one dollar.
A **iirmnent>
•}■, |t*, | ;if \\ i-‘,: <>^
A ayeuey 11, the I niht! States
'srs
su/h ri,.t
eititirs tor oftfaininy /‘atents nr as
rtaini ,y th,
tentahility a;' inn ntions.
li. II. K1>1>\ Solicitor »t Pah id
•1

•<

11

s

; \u »xi vi.s.

“1 regard Mr. !-Md\ as one of the w- -/
unit sum sst'i/l practitioners with whom I ha
« tli' ial inteia-om >e."
t 11 A >. M A Si )\, ('oinmi si.ua i-1
P

“Inventors cannot duplex

I
i.

ad

i.:

iru-t
per.-m m a
worthy or limit capable ot -• ciii-iim i-t dmm an
earlv and favorable consideration at tu< Patent oi
KhMI NI) 111 IIKK,
lice.”
Late Commissioner of Patents.
a

Ih »m «*\. )« toher l‘», !>;.
he ar Sir
You procured lor
patent. Sima* then y.m have
me in hundreds of ca-e*. and
procured •nans patent.-, reissue- and i*\teii-i.*u- I
have occa-ioiiall\ employed die best agencies in
New >ork, Philadelphia and
Washington, hut I
still give > 'ii almost tiio vvhole of n,\ husinc**. in
your line, an 1 ad*, ise others to » mpho you.
Your* trulv,
liKOHdl' l>li\PKt:.
Poston, dan. 1, ISSd. lyrl
1C II KtH>Y. Ks.p
in 1>I0, iii\ lir.-t
acted for ami ids ised
me

—

FISTULA AND PILES
Cured

without the

Use

of the Knife.

Wll.I.I.VM It KAO (M. Iv, Hnrvar.l, |su>. ami
UOI.KUT M. UKAO V.M. IV, Harvard. 1 -7v
II
Somerset Street, Boston, itlre special attention t<>
th.. treatment of FIST I It, PILKN tMI tLI. IllsRANKS OK TIIF ItKt TI H, without detention from
business. Abundant references given
Pamphlets
sent on application.
lyrtf
<M1iee Hours—l Jto l o’clock r.M.(cxc*eptSundaya

